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SIXTEEN PAGES

Controversy Still Raging
Over JFK Assassination
GOP GOVERNORS MEET ; _ : .. Gov.
George Eomney of Michigan gestures as
he answers a newsman's questions yesterday in Dorado, P.R. New York Gov . Nelson
Rockefeller is at right. Romney has been

mentioned as a possible Presidential candidate for'the Republican party in 1968. He
and Rockefeller said they would like all
Republicans fo pull together in the 1968 7
elections. (AP photofax )

WASHINGTON (AP) - Controversy over the shots fired
during the assassination of
President John F. Kennedy
reached new heights on this
third anniversary of the Dallas
tragedy.
Sen. Russell B. Long, D-La.,
and former Kennedy adviser

Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. called
for further investigation.
But Sen. Richard B. Russell,
D-Ga., a member of the Warren
Commission, and former Kennedy press aide Malcolm M. . Kilduff, while disputing commit
sion findings about the shots,
took no issue with the over-all

commission conclusion that Lee assassination, was quoted b
Harvey Oswald, acting alooe, life as in positive disagreement
with commission findings about
killed Kennedy.
.
the shots.
Life magazine, disputing find- A spate of recent books has
ings about the shots, called in questioned the commission rethis week's issue for a new in- port. This week's newest round
vestigation. Texas Gov. John B. of debate is the most ConcenConnally, wounded during the trated yet by present and past

Long said In New Orleans
Monday he has always thought
that a second person was involved.
The assistant Senate Democratic leader, in answer to a
newsman's questions, said that
although there is no doubt that
Oswald played a part in the assassination, "whoever fired that
second shot was a much better
shot than Oswald. "
The commission said three
shots were fired. It concluded
that one hit_%ennedy and Con.
^
jiaUyrTTlaieT
shot inflicted the
major damage on Kennedy and
one shot missed! The commission was unable to conclude
(Continued on Page 14, Col. 3)
CONTROVERSY

Romney Ready io Final Count

Gives LeVander
72,650 Margin

DORADO BEACH, PR. (AP)
—• In ai overture toward Republican unity-, Gov. George Romney of Michigian has offered to
meet with Gov.-elect Ronald
Reagan of California to "develop understanding" between the
party's liberal and conservative
wings,
Romney, a leader of the liberal camp and possible candidate

government officials.
Starting point for the new
questioning is the commission
finding that one bullet wounded
toth Kennedy and Connally.
Some--but not all—of the critics
move from here to the question
of whether a second person
fired at the Kennedy motorcade
on that early Dallas afternoon.

for the 1968 GOP nonufation for
president, suggested at a news
conference Monday that Reagan
eventually may be forced to join
the liberals as he gains practical experience in coping with ST. PAUL (AP) - The State
CanvassingBoard approved the
Califernia's jprobleras.
final tally of votes from MinneAshed about Romney's com' sota's general election today,
merit-, Reagan said in San showing Republican Harold LeFrancisco that he has been con- Vander winning the governorsistent in his views. He quipped ship by 72,650 votes over Gov.
that he isn't planning on becom- Karl F. Rolvaag of the Democratic - Farmer - Labor party.
ing governor of Michigan.
Reagan said earlier , that LeVander compiled 53 perRomney had failed to support cent of the vote as he collected
the 1964 Republican ticket about 60,000 more votes than did
Elmer L. Andersen
headed by conservative Barry Republican
Rolvaag,
by contrast,
In
1962.
Goldwater. Romney rejected slipped about 12,000 from his
the charge, saying he had car- 1962 count when he won the ofof
ried Michigan for the GOP by fice by 91 votes.
ON ANNIVERSARY OP ASSASSINATION . . . Sargeht Shriver is a sis^r the former president; The childrW a»;
"emphasizing the Republican
AUSTIN, Tex, CAP V— PresiShriver, his wife Eunice, and three of their children pray
left to right: Marie, 11; Timmy, 7, and Bobby, 12. . Shriver
record of progress in Michi- The Canvassing Board reportat the grave of former President John F. Kennedy in Arling- is director of the Office of Economic Opportunity. (AP Photo- dent Johnson is scheduled for
ed a total voter turnout of 1,- ton National Cemetery today, after placing flower* on the . ¦fax) . "
gan." : . :
another "strictly routine day"
;
312.288, a record for an off-year grave on the tliird anniversary of his assassination. Airs.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
at
his Texas ranch on this third
Go. . Nelson A, Rockefeller of
anniversary of his succession to
Three more hunters died of New York, who held the news election.
the presidency.
heart attacks Monday, raising conference with Romney, nodd- There were no changes in the
the toll of victims in the 1966 ed in agreement as the Michi- results reported earlier on the
The "strictly routine day"
Wisconsin deer season to 13. gan governor offered "to sit basis of unofficial returns.
report came from press secret
Ten hunters lost their lives as down with Reagan and talk However, the official count
tary Bill D. Moyers, who offered
a result of heart seizures, one things through and develop un- showed a much lower total vote
in the race for U.S. senator than
the same evaluation of Monwas asphyxiated and a young derstanding,"
did the unofficial figures. The
day's activities by the recupergirl was struck and killed by a
ating President. Johnson moved
stray bullet since the season The two vacationing liberal canvassing board reported about
Republican governors met with 22,000 ; more persons voted for
up from vice president to Presiopened Saturday morning.
WASHINGTON (AP)-Some- will draw many more thounewsmen after a 2V- -h'our lunch- governor than they did for sendent when John F. Kennedy was
.
The Rev. Paul B. Schmidt, eon. Rockefeller was to return ator.
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) - Po- times the visitors come in mili- sands.
assassin , ted Nov. 22, 1963.
49, Catholic chaplain of Sacred to New York todaiy. Romney Sen. Walter F. Mondale in- lice are holding Lauren S. tary cadence, or with the quick Visiters often wait an hour or
A rooting day for Johnson
Heart Hospital " in Eau Claire and his wife will stay until Dec. cumbent DFLer, defeated Re- Thompson, 65, Mdnneapolis, in ahd happy step of school chil- two in line. Not long ago,
publican Robert A. Forsythe in the death of his wife, Ernestine, dren, or in the contemplative wreath-laying ceremonies were MADRID (AP) - Gen. Fran- means no official visitors, but
and a chaplain at the Northern 4. •
the Senate race by 110,972 votes. 61, who was shot five times way of the thoughtful citizen.
Colony and Training School,
cisco Franco asked all adult does not rule out a variety of
averaging 15 a day.
Mondale collected 54 per cent of Monday in the face and head. They still throng to the grave
Chippewa Falls, suffered a faSpaniards
today to approve other work such as reading a
the vote.
Thompson tofd officers he of John F. Kennedy, assassinat- A new granite and marble changes in the national organic packet of reports which arrives
tal heart attack in the woods
memorial authorized by Condaily from Washington, and tel15 miles north of Hayward.
Secretary of State Joseph L. killed her because he couldn't ed in Dallas, Tex., three years gress is nearing completion. laws which could help end the ephoning key officials.
FEDERAL
FORECAST
nagging.
Father Schmidt, a graduate
stand
her
ago
today.
Donovan was the leading votedictatorship
of Moyers said Johnson was
of St. Francis Seminary, Mil- WINONA AND VICINITY - getter on the DFL ticket with Officers said Thompson told By count and estimate more The simple grave outlined by a 27-year-old
occasional
partly
Cloudy
to
low white picket fence stands Spain.
story:
waukee, had been sharing a
this
than
16
million
persons
have
"feeling good," but with some
695,256, or almost 10,000 more
today In sharp contrast to the
cabin with several other priests cloudy tonight and Wednesday. than Mondale.
restlessness
awoke
his
His
willThe
aging
Franco—he
be
slopes
of
climbed
the
grassy
soreness in both his throat and
snow
Occasional rain or
Wedgleaming marble of the new
who annually hunt together.
74 Dec. 4—drove through dou- abdomen as a result of the renesday. Continued mild tonight, Leading Republican was P. wife Monday morning, and she Arlington National Cemetery to memorial a few_ feet away.
.
William S. Thompson , 66, Am- colder Wednesday. Low tonight Kenneth Peterson, elected to the said : "Why don't you go to the graves of Kennedy and two
ble lines of troops in gala uni- moval last Wednesday of a
The new site, to which the forms to present to an extraordi- throat polyp and the repair of
ery, was hunting with his wife 34-44, high Wednesday 45. Fair Railroad and Warehouse Com- sleep ; you are keeping me of his children.
bodies of Kennedy and his two
an incisional hernia:
when he suffered a fatal heart to partly cloudy and cold Thurs- mission with 724,691 votes over awake."
fringe DFLer William R. Young- He told her to be quiet , but In the first few weeks there children, who died in infancy , nary session of the Spanish
attack Monday afternoon in the day.
dahl. Veteran GOP officeholder- when she continued talking he were more than 50,000 a day. will be moved next spring, in- Cortes — Parliament — a long- Johnson arrived at thb ranch
town of Barnes.
LOCAL WEATHER
awaited program oriented to- Saturday, the day he was disArthur Buelow, 68, Menasha , Official observations for the Stafford King and Val Bjornson got up, took a 32-caliber re- Now there are about 15,000 daiward liberalization of future charged from the Bethesda Nasum2)
Co].
ly,
but
a
pleasant
Indian
(Con
tinned
on
Page
14,
drawer
volver
from
a
dresser
pulled
more
votes
than
did
Lehad been hunting in southern 24 hours ending at 12 raval Hospital.
Spanish regimes.
or
a
holiday
MILLIONS
mer
or
spring
day,
and shot her.
Vander .
Bayfied County when he suf- t- day :
best
vote
getter
in
all
The
fered a fatal heart attack Mon- Maximum, 56; minimum, 42;
day.
noon . 56; precipitation, none. races was Associate Justice
Martin A. Nelson of the Supreme Court, who got 747,543.
In the closest race on the state
ticket, Republican James B.
Goetz was elected lieutenant
governor by 27,027 votes over ST, PAUL (AP . - Gov. Elect items as lodgings, admissions in State government.
DFLer Robert E. Short.
Harold LeVander has thrown and consumers' utilities — as a There has been speculation
to the sales or in- LeVander mkht asked Lap.
Oddly, Short led Goetz out- cold water on a reported pro- companion
come tax plan asked for the pegaard to stay on the job,
sales
or
income
tax
posal
for
a
state but was trounced in his
saying Legislature.
rather than replacing him with
home county of Hennepin, Goetz for the Twin Cities area,
The Republican governor-elect
carried Hennepin by more than a new set of such municipal spoke with newsmen at the a Republican appointee,
32,000 votes as he got 51 per cent taxes would merely create new Capitol after viewing his tem- LeVander declined comment
problems.
when asked whether he would
of the statewide total.
porary office there and trying to
The lone constitutional amend- "I wouldn't say I oppose It," pay a courtesy call on Demo- name his own commissioner of
ment on the ballot received LeVander said Monday when cratic - Farmer - Labor Gov. administration.
more "yes" votes than "no" told of the report , "but my pref- Karl F. Rolvaag, the man he
Lappegaard was commissionvotes but fell about 80,000 votes erence is for some other form
er of corrections before being
of financial aid to municipali- defeated two weeks ago.
( Continued on Page 0, Col. 5) ties."
However . Rolvaag wasn't ex- named to the administration,
FINAL COUNT
He said that, in general, he pected back from a Mexican va- post by Rolvaag last year. The
would prefer to use funds from cation until Monday night, so commissioner of administration
existing state taxes to relieve LeVander shook hands with sev- functions as tho governor 's right
Trees
Swing From
the "plight" of municipalities, eral members of the governor's hand man in preparation of
budgets and' in the day-to-day
Someone discussed a con- which he agreed would be staff,
ceited, rude character : "It's among major problems facing LeVander asked that he be operation of state government.
notified when Rolvaag returns Among those expected to ba
true that men like him his administration.
so the two can talk over the named to jobs on LeVander 'a
don't grow on trees — they
It was reported Monday that transfer of authority in the gov- personal staff are David Buren,
swing from them" . . Def- a research team working for the ernor's office.
inition of newlyweds: A cou- Metropolitan Mayors Tax Study LeVander said he expects to berger, a member of LeVanple who still go shopping Committee would recommend a spend several hours a day in his der 's law firm ; Robert Swanson,
together , . . A local man 2 per cent general sales tax or a temporary quarters a narrow former Rochester newspaper
didn't know what lo give 1 per cent tax on gross incomes space north of the , Capitol ro- man. and Jerry Olson, former
his wife for her birthday— of individuals and corporations tunda normally used as Senate Republican field worker. All
a
were active on the LeVander
so he sent her a gift certifi- in the Twin Cities area. Either office during legislative
ses- campaign staff.
cate to a supermarket . . . would raise about $36,5 million sions.
Plans are under way for an
The most awful thing about a year.
SORROW TWICE TOLD . . . Mrs. Bernard Klstler holds
inaugural ball shortly after he
divorce is lhat somewhere,
LeVander
said
he
expects
to
However
Thomas
Anding,
a
,
the flag that draped the casket ef her second husband Monmiles apart, two mothers- member of the committee, said name several members of his takes office , LeVander said.
day as he was buried ln the military cemetery at West
in-law aro saying, "See? I no such plans were adopted as a personal staff Wednesday, but There have been reports this
might be held on Thursday
told you so!"
Point, He had been killed in Viet Nam. Less than two
final position, although possible he was noncommltal about ma- night, Jan.
LEVANDER LIGHTS . . . Minnesota's Governor-elect
S, following a public
"
jor
including
the
appointments
,
years ago — as Mrs. William T. Reach — she was at
sales or income taxes had been
Harold
LeVander lights up his pipe as he opens his temreception
in
Capitol
the
state
commissioner of administration.
mentioned previously.
West Point for the military burial of her first husband.
porary office in the Minnesota State Capitol building in St.
the previous night;
comHe
met
with
present
the
He, too, was killed in Viet Nam. Both men were Army
Report* also said the team missioner, Ray Lappegaard , a LeVander will deliver his in- Paul Monday afternoon. LeVander will work out of the
lieutenants. With Mrs. Klstler is Chris Farlekas, a family
(For more laughs see ' would seek a $15 million pack- Rolvaag appointee who is one of augural message to the legisla- small first floor room till he officially takes office, In Janfifiend, (AP Photofax)
Earl Wilson on Pago 4.)
uary. (AP Photofax)
age of excise Uucea — on auch the moat highly regarded men ture at noon on Jan. 4.
*

Routine Day
For Johnson at
Texas Ranch

3 More Deer
Hunters Dead
In Wisconsin

Wife Nagged
Him , So He
Killed Her

MiIlions Visit
Franco Asks
Kennedy Grave Changes
In Spain

WEATHER

LeVander Cool to City Sales Tax

Russ-Peking
Feud Reflected
InIN.Debate Lewiston Honor Roll
De Gaulle 76

PARIS CAP) - President
Charles de Gaulle was 76 today,
but nothing to draw attention to
the anniversary was planned at
the presidential Elysee Palace.

21 St. Mary s Man of Many
Seniors Named Names Booked
Al Charlotte
To'Who jWho'

77 '' ¦'

Karen Hanson and Ruth Rohrer, grade m Karen Barkeim,
Mary Kronebush, Jon Nienow, .
Mary Pye and Donna Rahn,
grade 10; Charles Babcock and
Debra Schumacher, grade 9.
and Diane Lihgenfelter and
Mary Moe, grade 8. There were
65 on the B honor roll.

Roll canned drained asparaUNTTE-D NATIONS, N.Y. LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) gus stalks in thin slice, of
(AP) - The feud between Mos- Fifteen Lewiston High School cooked hath and arrange in a
cow and Peking is reflected In students achieved A's in the shadow baking dish that >ou
Twenty-one seniors at Stf
the lukewarm support the Soviet nine-week period just ended. can bring to the table. Pour
Mary 's College have been namUnion is giving to the current They were:
cheese sauce over • the ham
attempt to seat Red China in the Sandra Burfelnd, Richard rolls and heat in a moderate
ed to the 196S-67 edition of
United Nations.
Nussloch, Candy Simon and oven. Sprinkle with paprika
Who's Who Among Students
Paillette
Steoernagel, grade 12; and serve io luncheon guests.
Following
loud
demands
by
American Universities and ColAlbania and African radicals to
leges." ;
throw the Chinese Nationalists
The students recognized by
out and give their seat to the
Communist mainland regime,
this organization each year are
the Soviet appeal Monday
nominated from, approximately
seemed almost perfunctory.
80O colleges arid universities.
In a 10-minute speech to the
Campus nominating committees
General Assembly, Soviet Amare instructed to consider,, in
bassador Nikolai T. Fedorenko
rejected a proposed committee
studenfs scholarship ; his parstudy of the question for the
ticipation and leadership in acanext year and turned down the
demic and extracurricular acidea of settling the 16-year-old
tivities; his citizenship and
question by seating both Chinas.
SCOUT CHAIRMAN RESIGNS . . . Clar- day evening at Central Lutheran. Totman has
service to the school; and his
Fedorenko gave token support
ance Totmao, left , who resigned as chair- served to some capacity in Scouting since to the argument that the Peking
promise of future usefulness.
man of the Explorer Scout troop and Post 1941. Others are Dr. Howard Munson, Ex- regime alone has the right to
Those students accorded the he WAS*
"Oh, that's Clyde Thompson," . . 2 committee at Central Lutheran Church, plorer Post committee chairman, center, and represent China in the United
¦
honor .include: Larry Beyna, the officers quoted the superviwas presented a suitcase with a fitting in- Cleo Keiper, institutional representative. Nation- but omitted the usual
Mark Carey, Louis Coloia, Rob- sor. ,.
praise of the mainland govern'/j Oalleni In
(Daily News photo)
y WE MAKE OUR OWN
ert DiOrio, Leonard Goslawski, So that's the way he's booked: scription and a corsage for his wife Monr
ment.
Roger Giroux, Edwin Grayzeck, Clyde House Thompson, 55,
The Soviets have never been
Thomas Harvick and Joseph charged with driving after lireticent before about repeating
In
Jackson
County
Hegler, Chicago: Roger Brej- cense revocation and using anthe same arguments in detail
cha, Riverside, 111.; Brian Des- other person's license to drive. They Even Shoot
year after year. Their apathetic
'
¦
:
¦
biens, St Catherine's, Ontario;
. .
attitude during the current ChiTame Peer in Park
Douglas Eichten, Fulda, Minn. ;
na debate and their failure to - . lWVVVVVVVVW»VVVV^WVVV^V»%V_<VVVVWiVV VVS»^*A^^^^^AAA^iM
BLACK RIVER FALLS, Wis.
Rocco Corso, Oak Park , 111. ; Chatfield Man Fined
cospbnsor the resolution to seat
Paul Foreschl, Falls City, Neb.;
PRESTON, Minn. _ Leonard (Special) — Sig Peterson, carePeking was seen as a clear reWilliam Genovese, Franklin Bacon, 32, Chatfield, pleaded taker at City Deer Park, Black ST. PAUL (AP)-Leroy Nerflection of the increasing bitterPark, Iii.; Richard Kunske, guilty in justice court before River: Falls, discovered Sunday
ness in Soviet-Chinese relations.
JUMBO—LARGE — PUILET
Gary, Ind.; Rabert O'Dea, St; Mrs. Hazel Ostern here Mon- at 6 a.m. that Bucky, one of lien, 42, died in a hospital SunDelegates also noted the brevday,
two
days
after
being inPaul; Thomas Peiarson, Hoff- day to furnishing beer to mi- the four dee*, had been killed
ity of U.S. Ambassador Arthur
^WVWMWVMVV_fMWMWVVWW^V
yVMV^MWWVMMW<MA ^^^A^^>AA^AAAAAAAA«
man Estates , III.; James nors. He paid a $100 fine. He and his carcass stolen.
jured in an explosion of paint
J. Goldberg's speech and the
Schuetz, Skokie, 111.; Robert was arrested In Chatfield Mon- The fact that he was missing thinner in his home. Authorities BUHL, Mini) . CAP) — Fire fact that it focussed ori keeping
Wheeler, Joliet, 111., and Ralph day moraine by a Fillmore and there was a large puddle
overnight leveled three business Nationalist China in thei United
of blood at the fence was proof. said Nerlien spilled paint thin- buildings in
Zito, Broadview, 111.
County sheriff's deputy.
•¦ ¦ ' • ' : ' ' ' ¦
this northern Min- Nations' rather than barring Red
. )
ner
himself
and
. . ,. . , .
when some
on
Later Conservation Warden
China
. °"R OWN MAKE
^aam ^amammmmammmam ammmam ^i^mamamammi ^aammmimmmmamaaamaaaia tmammmmmmmm
Werner Radke found the legs trickled across the room, it was nesota town is niiles north of
Hibbing. No casualties were reof a deer, which he believes ignited by a space heater.
¦' " ¦•' '
may have been Bucky's. The
, -.
ported. Loss was unofficially escity has had the deer park a
timatedat around $75,000.
HOME FROM HOSPITAL
bit over a year.
¦
¦ ¦' ¦ ¦ Package ' :¦: . M
Another casualty of the SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- Of the three frame structures
'
.
_W- ,:¦ /' ¦ ¦/
opening of the deer season was cial) — Ginnlene Marie, infant destroyed, one housed a tavern
the illness of Marvin Olson, Wil- daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred- operated by John and Mary
ton Rt. 71. He was hunting in erick Onsgard, Spring Grove, Billy and another the Iron
the Bear Bluff area Sunday has been released from Luth- Range Cafe, operated by Janet
when an incision from recent eran Hospital, La Crosse, where Swenby. The third building's
surgery burst open. Authorities she has been ih an incubator ground floor was unoccupied alfrom
Toraah made an emergen- since her birth two months ago, though there were apartments Ever hear anyone say, "Hey;
CASH AND CARRY PRICES AT THE DAIRY
____________________________________________________________ V^ —Wk- ^k-^k-^k- ^km
^^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-^k-m cy run with him to Lutheran and now is at home with her on its second story.
Iv'e got a great idea.'' Sure
HOME-OWNED— HOME-OPERATED
you have, but can you rememparents and brother, Brian.
Hospital, La Crosse.
Fire departments from Kin- ber any of the ideas that folBY EARL HARRIS
ney, Mountain Iron, Virginia, lowed? Possibly not. What hap- ' Phone ' 4425 . ' :. '¦ ' '
IT'S TIME
179 E. 4th St,
. ,.
Chisholm and Hibbing joined pens to our good ideas?
v J_^*?___i-* __^_&_k^sBE____________________________________l
FOR
_________________________________________________
firemen in fighting the fire "treed ideas are a precious
^my ^
E^!_^_
v '-' vV
N ' __^___ W4Mi__H_____________________________H
_____________________________________________
^'"
w&r__r
y» Buhl
V'" ^'
l
i^%P
Ftf^_t£_^ ^ ^ ^^v^5P?___________^__f^________________________________________
and
preventing
its spread to an commodity and ought not to be
^^________________________________________________r
:
iwN^___i__ l^____________________l
^^fiSS^Hi^^^^^^H
L B—fc_____ * ^
_f*T» £_
entire block of buildings. The taken for granted. And that's
,
-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^K ^r#," C< , *"?^y ?
fire had virtually burnt out by 4 what happens to a lot of I\
mW9m\^m
\
S
mmmmMMW ^M
* * _£_?
rMmW9m\Wm\ \
good ideas — they're taken
o'clock this morning.
1 \
Firemen, although not irame- for granted. I have read )
m_ M_&_ ^_ _ _ _ _
_ ^_ ^_
^_ ^_ ^_\_M_ ^L
that
an
idea
given
to
or
shardiately
sure
of
the
cause,
said
^
BIP.; i______________ R_________________ fl
it could have started in . electri- ed with 100 people will lose
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
______________________ RV£*•?:_
.M_________________________ .^_______________________ H
*^_______________ :___________________
cal wiring between the tavern its identity with at least 98
.^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
¦^
..
v&vi-^a ^ ^ WMM ^M ^MW
P M ^M ^M ^M ^M ^M
and the restaurant. The alarm of these people. After 24 hours,
u___________ w
<r -°^&1|_^____K^______________H
was sounded a few minutes be- 25 will have forgotten it. After
H1mK^
^ ____H-_____9__HE__________________________________ H
¦ 48 hours, 50 will have forgotten
Have
It
On
Hand
At
All
Times
For
fore
midnight.
.
GOLDEN YELLOW ) ,
' _____________________________________________________B s> r SffiK
•__*V__a____________S_l__^B^__^S^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ H
. ^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
My&-o *g'»jy
i|iWrtii______________________________________.
it. After 4 days, 85, and after
Firefighters said it was fortu- 16 days, 98 will have forgotten
Your Family's Enjoyment arid
nate that there was no wind; or the great 7 idea.
For fiuests.
the blaze likely would have Now we're inclined to. say,
spread. Heat from the fire was "So what," unless of course
so
intense that it cracked win- it's our own idea. What's worse,
EGG NOG IS THE IDEAL
dows of buildings across the we will often surrender a good
¦street. ;
THANKSGIVING REFRESHMENT
idea only because o>f the adThere was one narrow escape verse reaction of some disinfrom injury. Mr. and Mrs. Rob- terested person.
ert Molik, occupants of an apart- PERHAPS you have said, or
nent above the tavern , were heard another . say, "I don't '
SWEET THIN SKINNED TEXAS
'
;
about to jump from a window. know why none of my ideas
^^HIH^^^^^^^^HI^_^^H
B
^K;-^HHH^^9
^^^^^^^^^^^^
m|^^HIK_ '^^H^^^ |
Bystanders, liowever, brought a ever work out.'' And then he
scaffold that had been in use tends to lay the death of a
' Mra_i&!i______fic_^
K__._ mtiwHJT^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ fc
- ' BJ3 ra
in the remodeling of a nearby thought to a case of tough luck,
-^^^^^^^^^^ B
building, and they climbed down or of not knowing the right
people. But chances are, this
on
it.
CHOCOLATE
REVEL
#
MINT
•
' . ' ¦ ' ¦
one killed the idea himself.
There are some basic rules
• STRAWBERRY
Florida Girl, 14,
in bringing a thought from
fantasy to reality. Follow them,
Missing 8 Days
OPEN THANKSGIVING 9 to 12:30
Ours Is Guaranteed
and you may well see your
idea blossom into a joyful exOpen 7 Dayi « Wnk 9 a.m. to 7 p.m.
'
(AP)
EXTRA FANCY WISCONSIN
BARTOW,
Fla.
—
The
Whi
To
p.
search for missing 14-year-old perience. First, think it out
ACCEPT OUR BEST WISHES FOR A
Connie Weeaks went into the yourself . Ask yourself , why is
eighth day today, and the Polk it a good idea? Second , think
County Sheriff's office said it how it will feel to see the
idea successfully into action.
had no solid clues,
The girl disappeared a week Try. to capture the purpose and
ago as she waited in hec fa- its fulfillment to such a deWINONA'S HOME-OWNED DAIRY
ther's station wagon for him in gree that in your own mind,
Phori« 3626 for Horn* Delivery
Mankato & Wabasha
Phon* 4607
front of an employment office in the Idea is a functioning success, In other words , confirm
Bartow.
its worth to yourself.
Now you believe in what lt
Is you want to share,, but once )
____.^_TM'4^5t&. ,'lf ' lj"*»Ij*__ - T_ r. _ -^^n"8
GRADE "A" SMALL
MOIST , PITTED
<
again , be careful. Don't share
it carelessly with just anyone
who will listen. If a good idea
isn't lost by not being thought
through , then it's very apt to
be lost by sharing it without
discerning with whom and why.
ONLY GIVE your Idea over
to a sympathetic listener who
wishes to see both you and )
GUM DROP
RUSSET
'
ste of Sunny Brook.What 's our secret? An
your ideas succeed. The danger
lightness
a
m
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isn't so much in losing the idea
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whiskey
but
leaves
in
all
the
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else talking you out of your
idea, Well-meaning friends and
relatives who haven 't the same
^¦
goals and interests as you do ,
¦ — '¦ _
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will often take , what to them,
"
—
-1
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is the safe position suggesting I
SWEET
SEEDUSS
TIX AS RED
it will coat too much, or that
you're not ready for such an
undertaking, or that it just
Isn't practical.
K
I
NOW DON'T misunderstand
me, Often an Idea needs airing,
and sharing it with someone
who has a basic appreciation
for what you are trying to «clfl^_S_l_
co-ipllsh Ls a good move. Even
___Bf_SS___^_T
"
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move to make, not stagnate
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the thought itself.
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Think back to some of your
_______ \_ \\__________________________________________________ ^
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^/X(Xy ^^^'
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good ideas and see If properly"
treated, they might yet be
worthy of pursuit. But first,
think them out. Second, imageUHHT tlOOl0I.TILU*T C0..CtttCI_1Ull
.OHIO.-UNDID W KItUTHMOOf.C5f QtAIM MEUTIM
|f@R)
ine them ih their final and
completed form. Third, share
FOR THOSE; WHO PREFER KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY-THERE IS ANOTHER GREAT SUNNY BROOK- &
them with sympathetic list*3Su
The mature and mallow whl-kty, 86 proof, In tho familiar square bottle, famous since 1891 ,
eners, and fourth, do something
about it.
CHARWTTE, N.C . (AP) Police stopped a man for speeding Monday and asked to see his
driver's license.
"He pulled out one," said Patrolman Don Henderson, "and
started to hand it to me. Then
he said. "Oh/that ain't me . and
he_pulled out another one."
llie name on the first driver's
license was Eddie Junior FloWe,
said the officer , and the name
on the second was Isiah Foster.
When Henderson asked for
other identification , the man
produced light and water bills
with the name of John Jeter.
"I just use his name Lo pay
those bills," the motoris. told
Henderson. "He 's been dead
several years."
Th*n the officers took the
roan to his place of employment
and asked the supervisor who
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Seoul Gels
Eagle Award

Tuesday, November22, 1M6
WINONA DAILY NEWS 1

Mabel Crash
Claims Its
2nd Victim

(Another Picture Page Z)
The highest award in ScoutExtension of the free trial pe- m_ n renewed his protests awares and hadn't expected to
the Eagle Award, was preing,
riod for 30 parking meters now against accepting the free trial speak. He noted, however, that
sented to Patrick Rian, son of
in use, plus addition of 15 sim- offer. He warned against posilar meters for tryout, won the sible entrapment- lurking in his firm's products had been Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Rian, 705
guarded approval of the City the fine print of free offers and used by the city exclusively for E. Howard St., Monday evening
Council Monday night.
MABEL, Minn. (Special) —
proposed that the council listen 15 years and proved adequate. at Central Lutheran Church.
The_ meters will be installed to a representative of the Park- He voiced doubts that a fair Four local community repre.
The 73-year-old Hesper, Iowa,
In pairs in the hew downtown O-Meter firm who was present. test could be made in six sentativestook part in the cerepostmaster, Herbert Lageson,
parking lot at 166 Center St. Nobody, including the city of
whose wife, Ida, was killed
since
any
meter
should
months
monies:
Robert
Smith,
princiThey are self-winding meters Winona, gets anything for nothwhen their car crashed Into the
operate that long without any pal of Winona Senior High
manufactured by the Duncan ing, he said.
back of a truck in Mabel SunParking MeSchool, spoke on the responsiAid. David Johnston asked attention.
day
morning, died at Lutheran
ter Co. All
what purpose would be served
bilities of a Scout to educEu
--,
Hospital
HARSTAD
advised
the
coun.¦ La Crosse, Monday at
others hither. ' Ci ty
by listening to the representation ; Dr. Max DeBolt, told of
5.p.m. ' ¦ ¦ ¦
to purchased
tive, Donald Harstad. Aid. Stolt- cil to have meters in the new the responsibilities of a Scout
He had not regained conman replied that the council lot that will accept pennies as
1
sciousness since the accident.
his
community;7
Dr.
Melvin
to
ar , ParX Council
might
be
able
to
learn
somewell as nickels and dimes.
Meter models ~~" ¦ . -• ¦ ¦
thing further about the matter These should be consistent with Wedul, representing the sponHAD suffered severe head
which must be wound twice a or that a matching offer might
injuries, with extensive brain
outlined the
soring
organization,
meters elsewhere, he said. City duties of a Scout to his church ,
damage. His wife died at the
week by service personnel.
be made.
scene of a scalping wound to
Given the floor by unanimous Recorder John Carter noted and Bartlett Foster, adviser to
WHEN THE Duncan Co. let- consent to rules suspension, that the order had specified Post 2, made the Eagle Award
her head, fractures of the skull
ter was read . Aid. James Stolt- Harstad said he was caught un- nickels and dimes only for this presentation.
and a broken neck.
Both received other injuries
A Life Scout Award, the
EAGLE AWARD RECIPIENT . . . Mrs. theran Church, as Bartlett Foster, Explorer
location, since rates will be 5 second
highest award in Scout- Arthur Rian, 705 E. Howard St., pins the Post adviser, left, and her husband, Arthur when their small 1960 car stemcents for a half-hour, 10 cents ing earned by completing five
under the rear of the Orvel
Eagle Award on her son, Patrick, a mem- Rian,' obeserve the presentation. (Daily News med
Blagsvedt feed truck, pushing it
for an hour.
merit badges beyond the Star ber of Explorer Scouts,
'
Post 2, Central Lu- . Photo); . ..ahead about 10 feet. The truck
Some of the city's original Scout rank, was presented to
box wag pushed into the front
Jaimes
Heinlen,
son
of
Mr
and
.
meters are still in use, Harstad
seat, pinning Mr. Lageson; his
Mrs. James F. Heinlen, 426 W.
said, despite the somewhat in- Sanborn St. The presentation
wife slumped dead on the floor
of the front seat.
consistent quality of service was made by Jerry Foster, asOfficers believed Mr. Lageover the years. He added that sociate adviser of Post 2,
A proposal to buy city land velopment plans be submitted
son
had suffered a heart atSix
Explorer
Scouts
from
meter-winding could be done at
tack, causing the accident. They
on bluffs west of Wiffcrest and along with the request.
Post
2
were
presented
merit
the same time as collections badges by Richard Baylon,
were on their way to Mabel
above the Westgate Shopping OTHER COUNCIL business:
Lutheran Church to attend the
are made. This was a reply to Post 2 committeeman.
Center was turned over to the
10:30 a.m. worship.
Renewal of an off-sale liquor previous criticisms by alder- Clarence Totman, retiring
City Planning Commission by license for the Belmont Liquor men of the heed for a meter from active Scout work after 25
Mr. Lageson was born Feb.
1893, near Newhouse, Hous13,
the City Council Monday night.
city
A
series
of
proposed
charter
which
would
make
the
The
proposals
did
not
win
pasman to spend two days each years of service in various ca'
ton County, to Hans and IngeRepresenting A. M. Kramer, Store, 1671 W. 5th St., was vot- week winding the clockwork pacities including Cub Scout, amendments was read Monday treasurer an appointive officer, sage.
borg Larson Lageson. He was
trie potential purchaser Dennis ed. The license thus was re- mechanisms. Duncan meters Boy Scout and Explorer Scout night to the City Council and
Challeen, attorney, s h^ o w e d stored after a 30-day suspension are wound each time they are committeeman and chairman, will be . drafted as formal reso- raise council salaries, give the MAYOR R . K . Ellings sug- one of 13 children. He attended
maps and aerial photos of the following court findings that used by means of levers which was presented a piece of lug- lutions for approval next month. city authority to issue two ad- gested holding the requests in the Newhouse School and Valabeyance until a newly form- ders College, Decorah, Iowa . He
area to aldermen .
lUrn when coins are inserted. gage as a token of appreciation Such amendments must be ditional on-sale liquor licenses
In referring the proposal to sales had been made to minors. Observing that the matter for his service. Cled Keiper, in- made by action of the state and reduce mandatory storage ed conference of 2nd and 3rd worked three years in the Newthe commission Council Presi- President Briesath counseled a was a bit outside his field, Har- stitutional representaitive, made Legislature under provisions of of unclaimed bicycles from six class cities has developed its house Store and managed a
own legislative program. The grocery in Winona three years.
dent Harold Briesath recom- 2-week delay and" cast the lone stad told Aid. Henry Pstrks the presentation.
the city's special legislative months to a lesser period.
question
of licensing authority HE MARRIED Ida Larson
mended that a concrete state- vote against reinstatement.
charter. An amendment northe maintenance .man might
ment of proposed used and de- Transfer of the Arlington well be under other jurisdiction
mally is initiated by formal ire- Already In ¦the city budget will be a major item, he said. June 21, 1928. They farmed near
quest of the council to the are amounts covering higher Annexation and area zoning al- Spring Grove and later hear
Club on-sale liquor license from than the street department.
city 's representative and sena- salaries for aldermen and may- so will get major attention, the Newhouse on the place previ57 E. 4th St., to the new loca- Whatever department he is as'y " : ~ . or. Legislative amendment of mayor added.
tor., '
ously owned by his parents. In
signed to, advised Harstad, his
tion, 176 W. 3rd St., was ; ap- first responsibility
Four
principal
items
were
list- the charter is needed, however, Aid. Johnston said he Is work- 1952 they moved to Hesper,
should
be
for higher scales to become ef- ing on a proposal for hew laws where he operated a feed store
proved. Club facilities were meters and not other functions.
ed by Aid. David
¦ ¦,
¦¦¦¦¦¦' - ' ¦Johnston,
fective. The change would boost regulating- motor bikes and will ahd was appointed postmaster
moved to the new location in
chairman Of
X
X
salaries of individual aldermen submit it for approval later.
August.
IN SEPARATE bnt related
the legislative. '¦'_ *» _ ¦
during the Eisenhower adminisfrom $500 a year to $1,000, He advised the council to take tration. He was president of
A letter from Joe Helgerson, action the council voted to adcommittee; as
V-TV
council president from $750 to a stand on the long-delayed Telephone Line 13 at Hesper
haying gener- '
1511 W.: Howard St„ asking per: vertise for bids for 130 new memission to sell Christmas trees ters, more or less. These are to DURAND, Wis. — Durand al c o u n c i l /•^..-.-Jl $1,500, and , mayor from $1,200 matter of through-city routing' before dial service.
for Highway 43. Highway De- Survivors are: Three brothat a Mankato and Wabasha be placed on currently unme- High School debaters captured support, otk I v.ouncu to $1 800.
Additional liquor license- partment planning for perma- ers; Gust and Maurice, Mabel,
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) Street vacant lot, was placed tered fringes of the downtown first place in the A division er proposals
meter zone. Moving for the bid and tied for first in the B di- will be made, he said, with the were sought in the 1965 siession nent improvements cannot be- and Bennie, Sari Antonio, Tex.,
»-. ¦' The Trempealeau County on file.
that most will be add- for the city by Rep. Frank gin until the route is establish- arid three sisters, Gertie and
Welfare Department has two Permission was given to the opening Aid. David Johnson.
vision in a tournament at Viro- prospect
Theis and Sen. Roger Laufen- ed, he said*
Anna, Mabel, and Delia, Roed
to
the
priority list
downtown
merchants
S
a
n
t
a
Normally the motion would qua Saturday.
new officers.
burger . They were for use by Metropolitan planning and chester. Three sisters and three
New department director is Claus committee to place a come from the parking and In A division, Mary Mc- HEADING THE list, said Aid. motel-restaurant units with ca- zoning
controls are essential, brothers have died.
Lowell Trewartha, who was ap- portable building at the north- safety committee but Aid. Stolt- Naughton and Donna Schober, J o h n s t o n are amendments pacities of 70 rooms or more. said Aid.
Johnston. The city
pointed to succeed Chester west corner of the 2nd Street man, its chairman, has stead- affirmative, defeated teams
should
have
some authority DOUBLE funeral services for
parking
lot.
It
will
occupy
an
fastly
opposed
purchases of ad- from Sauk Prairie, La Crosse
Peterson, Strum, w_ho retired.
over its Upland .watershed Mr . and Mrs. Lageson will be
ditional meterc despite a series Central and Wahlert in Iowa.
Trewaitha was case worker 18 by 25-foot area .
areas, he added, and as an im- Wednesday at 2 p.m. at Mabel
Lutheran Church, the Rev.
supervisor from June, 1963, un- PEERLESS CHAIN Co. was of studies and recommenda- The negative team of Chris Mcmediate
step should hold joint First
tions
by
Brace
officiating. Burial
planning
commission
til the new appointment.
Naughton
and
Gary
Wekkin
given permission to build an
meetings with county commis- will beBoyce
in Mabel Cemetery.
Donald C. Schroeder, 25, La overhanging canopy above its and chamber of commerce won over Viroqua, La Crosse
sioners, planning agencies and Mengis Funeral
is in
Crosse, has been hired to suc- loading dock at 51 Walnut St. committeeis.
Aquinas and Wahlert.
the Goodview village council. charge. There willHome
be
no
viewceed Joe Emerton, caseworker The canopy will clear the dock Aldermen also wrestled with The B team won four and
¦
ANOTHER resolution in the ingwho retired Nov. 1.
by 12 feet and will not block the problem of potential alley lost two. Helen Simpson and
works is that calling for es- The deaths ot the Lageson»
TVawartha says there is a pedestrian traffic, the council congestion at the north edge of Janet Weishapple, affirmative,
tablishment
of a city port au- brings to three the highway
the
new
lot.
Aid
Parks
sugcase worker vacancy in the de? was told.
.
defeated St. Bede's of Eau
fatalities in Fillmore County
thority.
partment. The minimum quali- A City Planning Commission gested that all trucks taking Claire and Lancaster and lost
fications for the position are a request for Mltime secretarial rubbish in the area be requir- to Wahlert. Betsy Bauer and DURAND, Wis. — A 1967 000 for court-appointed attor- Realignment of city wards this year. 7 m
bachelor degree from an ac- help for the planning coordi- ed to finish before 9 a.m. daily. Nancy Shafer oh the negative budget of $630,366 and tax levy neys, for which there was no will be the subject of other leg- j
credited college and a passing nator's office was granted, New The alley has been narrowed lost to Viroqua and defeated of $375,90? were adopted by the appropriation last year. The islative requests. The council 5 Deer Hunters
mark in the state merit system office space is being provided from 20 feet to help make room teams from Aquinas and Wah- Pepin County Board last week. fund for the county court was can redefine precincts, said
Aid. Johnston, but needs charter
examination.
for the coordinator and the city for the lot. If clogged by lert.
Each Fined $150
The
budget
is
high$106,546
and
the
changes to alter ward Jines.
raised
$1,200,
to
$6,200,
trucks,
it
would
not
permit
full
housing administrator in City
The squad was led by Gary
SCHROEDER'S first respon- Hall.
The
committee
appears
to
use of north side spaces in the Wekkin who scored 28 points." er than last year and the tax appropriation for circuit court
sibility here is to develop fos- Alderiiien were -advised of a parking lot.
have forgotten the question of ALMA, Wis. — Five deer
Donna Schober was second levy is up $45,103.
was raised
from $6,500 to $7,- an
ter home services. He is inter- tour of adjacent watersheds
¦
urban renewal referendum, hunters from Alma area who
''
with
26
and
Mary
McNaughton
Highway
appropriations
are
750.
FREIGHT
deliveries
a
n
d
applicants
from
couobserved
Aid. Jerry Borzyskow- were arrested Sunday afterested in
for local government pickups may have to be limit- third with 24_
last year to The board raised $1,000 more ski, a longtime advocate df noon in the Town of Modena for
up
from
$196,489
ples who would become foster scheduled
Nov. 29 by the Soil ed to times prior to 9 a.m., sugillegal possession were found
parents to children from birth officials
ON THE same day two other $283,802 this year. Other coun- for the district attorney's office, such a vote.
Conservation
Service. President
to 18 years, of both sexes and Briesath asked attendance by gested Aid. Harold Thiewes. Durand teams were in Madison ty appropriations rose from to $6,000, and made smaller in- Aid. Johnston held out little guilty in Buffalo County Court
Noting that this might be diffi- attending a tournament at West $327,330 to $346,564.
creases in the budgets for hope for the proposal, even if it before. Judge Gary B. Schlosall religions.
as many council members as cult to regulate,
Aid. Johnson High School. In A Division
county board, clerk, treasurer wins council approval. 'Similar steua Monday and fined $150
18 years, of both sexes and all possible.
requests have been made by or a total of $750. Each also
suggested
gena
conference
with
APPROPRIATIONS
for
and other departments.
religions.
,
Kathy Forslund and Mary
A resolution was adopted
Trewartha received his bach- which commits the city to par- business operators in the vicin- Shafer defeated teams from eral government total $68,705, The biggest increase was for other cities, he explained, and was assessed $5 court costs.
elor degree ln business admin- ticipation in a joint county-city ity.
Racine Horlick and Waupun an increase of about $5,000 from protection of persons and pro- all have died in legislative Orville Myren, LaVern Carof
Aid,
University
Stoltman
indicated
his
the
istration from
and lost tp Stoughton. The last year. Among the appropria- perty, for which the appropria- committees. Aid. Borzyskowski others, Ulrich Reidt Jr., BerCivil Defense survival plan
Wisconsin in 1957 and his mas- agreement. The steering com- committee would meet with re- negative team of Mary Spind- tions under this heading is $2,- tions totaled $47,279, about $10,- acknowledged that s e v e r a l gie Ritscher and Marvin
000 more than last year. In- votes on urbani renewal have Schroeder were arrested in a
ter's degree in social work in mittee, made tip of representa- tailers to work out solutions if ler and Jim Forster defeated
creases included $6,000 . more revealed a 7-2 division on the party by James Everson, coun1903. He and his father , Harold tives of both governmental problems arise,
teams from Brookfield Central
for
the sheriff's department, council hut maintained this ty conservation warden. Two
Trewartha of the Clark County bodies, will administer activiand Madison Case and lost to
bringing it to $16,000, and $8,900 does not fairly represent the pleaded no contest and three
Public Welfare Department at ties on a countywide basis.
Madison Memorial.
Pepin Churches
for the register of deeds office, general opinion of the city 's pleaded guilty to possession of
Neillsvillc , are the only father
A second unit in B division
for
contract
one doe and two bucks with
A
SERVICE
in
directors
for which $6,350 was raised last taxpayers.
and son welfare
won five of six debates.
An examp le of such inaccur- spikes under three inches.
pumps at the Olmstead Street Set Thanksgiving affirmative of Barb Heike The
year.
The
board
raised
$700
for
the state.
and
bounties, a little less than half ate reflection of public sentiMarried, he, his wife and lift station was approved. The
Mary Schlosser won all three
ment was the work of "a midaughter live on Christine contract with Northern States Day Services
of last year's appropriation.
over East Troy, Stoughton and
nority" of aldermen to secure Goodview OKs
reduced
the
old
minhas
Trewartha
Power
Co.
here.
Boulevard
Janesville. The negative team
CHARITIES and corrections airport road crossing signals,
memberships in the Lions Club , imum charge of $360 a year to PEPIN . Wis. (Special)- Spe- of Randy Bauer and Sue Spergwill cost an estimated $130,633, argued Aid. Borzyskowski. He Main Extension
Blue Lodge. Wisconsin Public a possible minimum of $116 for cial worship services have been er won over Madison East and
scheduled
at
Pepin
churches
in
a drop of about $1,000 from last was challenged by Aid. Donald
year
in
which
the
pumps
Alpha
any
Welfare Association and
Madison Memorial and lost to
Klagge who recalled that the The Goodview Village CounA 90-day renewal of three year.
Delta Sigma fraternity . He is were not used. They are housed observance of Thanksgiving Racine Horlick.
council had unanimously pass- cil approved a request from
Day.
Welfare
administration
Is
designbuilt
station
newly
Scouts
in
a
,
Explorer
$100 000 notes was voted Monadvisor to the
service will be held today This squad was led by Mary day night by the City Council. budgeted at $56,840, an increase ed a resolution asking for the Gordon Matthees for a one
Here and past president of the ed to dispose of impounded run- atA 8:30
at Little Plum Shafer and Mary Spindler, who Money raised by these bor- of $7,755 over last year . For Railroad - Warehouse Commis- block long extension of a waWest Central chapter of the off waters that may collect dur- Lutheran p.m.
Church.
Wednesday scored 26 points, followed by rowings has been used to pay the medical assistance program sion hearing that later brought ter main from 37th Avenue
stages.
ing
flood
state welfare association .
include
: Pepin Kathy Forslund , Jim Forster debts incurred in last year's $16,750 was raised. There was about orders for the installa- east on 9th St. when It met
observances
Schroeder received his bach- Permission to make public Methodist, 8:30 p.m.;
Pepin and Randy Bauer with 24 each. flood.
charitable
conno appropriation for this last tion.
solicitations
for
Crosse
Monday evening.
La
elor degree from.
Hill
Free
Church
,
8
p.m.;
Saby- The next scheduled , tourna- The notes will be reissued at year.
Aid. Johnson suggested that A discussion was held on infrom
Nov.
20
to
Dec.
tributions
1963
and
in
University
State
lund Lutheran , 8 p.m., and ment for the squad will be the
Aid . Borzyskowski take his pro- stalling a flashing red light on
since that time was a case 31 was granted the Winona 7th Stockholm Evangelical Cove- Chippewa Falls Invitational the previous 3V_ percent inter- Appropriations for three wel- posal
directly to legislators for the corner of 41st Ave. and 6th
Adventist
Church.
fare
department
aids
all
dropest
rate
1st
National
by
Bank
worker with the Sawyer County Day
Dec. 3.
nant , 8 p.m.
possible
action.
ped.
For
old
age
assistance,
HaySt. This light would be an aid
at
Department
and
Merchants
National Bank .
Welfare
Immanuel
Lutheran
Church
,400
the
drop
was
from
last
$18
to the Goodview Fire DepartThe
Winona
National
Bank'
note
ward , working primarily with Breakins Reported
NELSON
HOME
SOLD
will conduct worship hours
year
to
this
year;
for
$3,700
child
welwill
carry
a
4
percent
and
rate, alfoster homes
NELSON, Wis. (Special) - ment, lt would be turned on
Wednesday at 8 p.m. and Thurs- Name Ferdinansen
aid
to
the
disabled,
,
from
$15
told,
dermen
were
At Osseo Store,
Donald
Anderson, who formerly to stop oncoming traffic when,
fare.
day at 9:30 a.m. Stockholm Mo725
In
1966
to
$1,000
for
next
resided
in the Carl Lanzel res- the department answers a call
ravian Church will hold a serv- District Explorer
Eleva-Strum School
IN A companion resolution year, and aid to dependent idence on
downriver out- Attending the council meetice Friday at 8 p. m,
the council voted to pay Inter- children , from $9,000 to $6,000 skirts of the
r
Powe
Hits
the
v illage, have ing were : Rex Johnson , mayor;
Car
WHITEHALL , Wis. (Special)
Cabinet President est charges of $1,500 and to raised this year. Aid to the bought the Elroy
Brommer Clarence Russell, clerk ; Carl
Break-ins at Eleva-Strum
transfer the amount from the blind Is the same, $100.
home
in
Nelson.
The
Brommer Opsahl, treasurer , and Gerald
Pole; Damage $315 —Central High School and the Dakota Scout,
Mark Ferdinandsen, Explor- general fund to the flood debt
Among
fixed
charges,
Pepin
family moved Into the Lanzel Fells, Lester Berg, Herbert
er Post 2, Central Lutheran sinking fund.
Gamble Store at Osseo over the Pack Leaders
County was blHed $20,542 for house vacated by the Ander- Kleyla and Charles Smith,
A one-car collision Monday weekend were reported by the
Church , wan elected president An addition al payment
of $3,- insnno and outside institutions, sons.
trustees.
night resulted in approximately Trempealeau County sheriff's Guests at Dinner
of the Sugar Loaf District Ex- 847 was approved for Winona
and $3,610 for.state general hos$- 00 damage to a car driven department,
plorer
Cabinet
Monday
evening
hy Keith Henlhorne , 562 W, Seven outside doors were DAKOTA, Minn . - Ralph at an annual meeting at Cen- Industries in connection with pital , both increases. The apflood dike work last year. The propriation for jail and sheriff' s
Broadway, and $15 damage to jammed at Central High some- Grant , Scoutmaster of Troop 19, tral Lutheran Church.
KEEP THIS DATE OPEN
a Northern States Power power time after 8 p.m, Sunday. The Dakota Parent Teacher Club, Cabinet officers preside at payment was for an item dis- residence Is $1,200, an Increase
hosted lenders of the pack and district cabinet meetings and allowed at first by Office of of $300 from last year.
pole,
,. .
combination on a safe was
Henlhorne , IS , was driving broken off and the door wreck- troop al a registration dinner represent the district on the Emergency Planning auditors THE BOARD rained 811.950
his home Saturday evening. Gnmehaven Council Cabinet.
but later Included as a result
his father 's car west on Broad- ed. There safe wns empty so in Present
were
the
Messrs.
and
of
an appeal by city officials. for indebtedness, a slight dep.m.,
8:27
at
Monday
wny ,
Others elected wore Terry
,
got
nothing
there
burglars
the
Mmes.
Joseph
Brown,
Harry
at
This
payment , having won the crease; $900 for conservation;
turn
left
when he made a
nothing else was reported Foust, David Romine, Carlton Gray, vice president , and approval of examiners, will be $28,240 for unclassified includ.Jackson St. Ho apparently lost and
Clchanowski , secretary ,
Papenfuss and James Knutz and David
control of the enr then and ran missing.
Both are of Post 11, Ca- covered by OEP disaster fund ing social security, retirement,
was
taken
from
Tom
Manko,
A
30-30
rifle
district
Scout
exeand $240 rent for outside officfeet
to the city.
into the pole abou t 10
thedral of the Sacred Heart, reimbursements¦
cutive
.
store
sometime
durthe
Osseo
es;
$270,700 for highways and
Although
Broadway,
of
south
for the annual district
weekend. Entry was Leaders of the pack and troop Plans
bridges , Including $47,000 for
there was considerable dam- ing the through
HONOR
ROLL
Explorer
bowling
OSSRO
tournament
a basement for the coming year win be were discussed.
age to the front end of the car , gained
OSSEO, Wis. (Special) - J, operation of a gravel pit, for
Foust, institutional representadoor.
reported.
wns
injury
A,
no
James
Lendholm, principal of Os- which there was no appropriaHeinlen
,
president,
___ .
tive; Knutz , (roop committee
__-_%t\/e-t»or'
. V__n
-*"—
~ ~ ~ ~~]
1
r"i^
- - /-^f^-yxfM%-VMX*V^»UTr^fYr »^
R,
presided.
seo
High School has announc- tion last year , and $76,102 for
Dr.
C.
,
Kollofskl
X ~^—
***™
chairman; Grant Scoutmaster ;
U
bridges
and
highway
construc*
Papenfuss, pack committee Explorer coordinator , is advis- ed the honor roll for tho first tion.
mn _ _^— -^" SENIOR HIGH SCHOOl
quarter. He gave special comchairman; Romine, Cubmaster ; er to the group.
AUDITORIUM
X£L *~
Anticipated revenues other
Mrs. Ralph Grant , den mother, Next council cabinet meeting mendation to Eileen Fsom , a thnn
fl£r
Advance
Tickets:
Adults
$1.50. students $1.00.
tho
county
tnx
levy
are
will bo held at the Rochester sophomore, who received all
Joseph
Brown,
and
assistMrs.
Available
at
Fnrrell's
Barber
Shop, Ted Maler
"
Aerie
Room
in
the
p.m.
I ant den mother, Brown is a Airport Dec, 3 and will include A K . She is the dj iughler of Mr, $n..,657 for general government
ft 3fi rl y Ved.—8
Drugs, downtown and Miracle Mall and Dorn'a
nnd
$i:io,;ioo
by
tho
highway
Jocob Tungesvik , W.P. ] member of the pack and troop a flight aboard a USAAF plane and Mrs. Harold Isom. A total
9L T_^I£9W
IOA.
from Wold Chamberlain Base. of 54 made the B honor roll. department.
committee.
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Planning Unit Gets
Land PurchaseBid

Charter Amenditiihts
Set for CdunciI Action

Durand Debate
Team Wins
Viroqua Meet

Welfare Unit
Names Two
New Officers

Pepin County
Budget Raised

City Renews
$300,000 in
Flood Notes
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Party-Splitting
Primary Fearied
In Wisconsin

¦¦
By J©# KuUrt . ' . ..-, \

The Mother, Mn. Katherine heater In the trailer at 3611
Jones, 23, was severely burned. Crowley Ave.
She was admitted to a Rockford
hospital.
ALASKAN ODYSSEY
Police Listed the dead youngROCKFORD, 111. '* - Thre^ sters as Dennis, 3, Terry, 2,
children died Monday in a fire and Calvin, 1.
which destroyed their trailer Firemen said the blaze apparently spread from a space
home in Rockford.

3 ChiWren Die
In Trailer Fire

GREEN BERET

.

MILWAUKEE . Ml — Wisconsin Republicans are reportedly
casting about for ways to avert
a party-splittingpresidential primary in 1968. •
• One solution advanced was
enactment of a new state law
permitting a "popularity contest" among presidential aspirants, but delegates to a national convention would be chosen
at the state party convention,
rather than in the presidential
primary.

No Thought of
Quitting, Despite
S12 Million Loss

Another proposal is for Gov.
Warren P. Kncrwks to run as a
favorite son candidate.
Both Kriowleis and State GOP
chairman Ody Fish said Friday they would seek early action on changing the presidential primary law;
Both also said they oppose a
favorite son candidacy. How•ver . Fish indicated the favorite son device might be used if
the legislature failed to change
the law.
"The present law is set up
io that each party tends to use
the favorite son device of necessity,'' Fish said.
The favorite son candidacy
has been brought up in discussions concerning possible presidential candidacies of former
vice president Richard M. Nixon and Michigan Gov. George
Romney.
Supporters of the Knowles favorite son idea deny it has
overtones favoring either possible candidate, that they7 are
merely seeking to prevent a divisive and expensive Wisconsin
primary battle.

Bullet Shatters
Liuzzo's Window

DETROIT (AP .-Board chairman Robert B. Evans of American Motors said today that despite a $12..-million loss in fiscal 1966. his company was in
the auto business to stay.
"There is absolutely no possibility that AMC might not survive," said the 57-ycar^j ld Detroit
industrialist-sportsman.
"There is no cause for gloom."
AMC's directors reported the
loss Monday for the fiscal year
ended Sept. 30 and at the same
time Voted to skip a quarterly
dividend for the fifth straight
quarter. It was the second largest annual deficit for AMC in its
12-year history.
Evan* expressed some disappointmentat the way AMC car
sales have been going, particularly since the 1967 models were
introduced a lew weeks ago. But
he pointed out "we are not alone
— the other auto companies
have the same problem in sales
slumps and production cutbacks .
"We are victims of the Big
Three auto companies. They are
not intentionally trying to hurt
us but they are competing vigorously and we are caught in
the middle of a squeeze as they
have tremendous amounts to
spend pri advertising and promotion.''

DETROIT (AP ) - A bullet
- battered a front window Sunday night at the Detroit home of
Anthony Liuzzo, 53, whose wife,
Viola, was murdered last year
in a civil rights demonstration
near Selma, Ala.
AMC's gross sales of $870 milLiuzzo, a Teamsters Union lion and a net loss ol ?l- .6 milbusiness agent, would not com- lion for fiscal 1966 were equal to
ment on Uie incident.
a deficit of 66 cents a share. A
Police and the FBI were noti- year ago, sales hit $990.6 million
fied, but said Liuzzo had not with profits of $5.2 million equal
complained about threats and to 27 cents a share.
there was no apparent connection with Mrs. Liuzzo*s slaying.
The bullet ; smashed through Milwaukee Soldier
the front picture window , hit a Killed in Arizona
wall opposite the window and
fell under a chair.
TOMBSTONE, Ariz; y. un ' Liuzzo
wis
killed
by
Mrs .
Army Spec. 5 Darrell TBraeger,
gunfire on March 25, 1965, as 27, Milwaukee was killed Monshe was driving down an Ala- day, when his car left a southbama highway after a civil ern Arizona road. Draeger was
rights march from Selma to returning alone to Ft. Huachuca, Ariz., from Tombstone.
Montgomery.
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Briton Hears
Cool New Yorker

Children Greet
LeVander on
Capitol Tour
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SOMSEN HALL

Sraft Collcga Campus

ADULTS $1.50 STUDENTS 75»
CHILDREN Undar 10, FREE
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THANKSGIVING
PIES

GOLFVIEW
RESTAURANT V RUSHFORD

;
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Thanksgiving Day
in order to give our employees , I'.1 m « to h a v •
Thanksgiving with their
families.

REMEMBER
Call in ErfHy

For Your
Christmas Party
Reservations
And Wo Will
Cater It Froel

¦
^ •: / wj-^ .; - ;;;|j :

»4 25
»15.00

Delicious,Homemada

CLOSED

WEDNESDAY -5:00-9:30 P.M.

¦ - . v "^ v ¦ ¦ ' - ' : -
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CHICKEN
VILLA

1558 Service Drive Phon» 3107

ifill^

— ORDER NOW • Pumpkin
' . . •• Mine*
. ' . - ¦•. Chtrry
• Blueberry
• Apple
• Custard

DAIRY BAR
PHONE 2646
¦' ¦1.4 E. 3rd St.

Roast Capon— sugar n' spice apple, dressing
and wild rice

^TVvJ^ )
K
][ ________^k

^H|^kA

$1.95

Baked Champagne Ham — spiced peach . . . . . . . . . . . , . .

$1.95

EMPLOYEES A HOLIDAY WITH

FR| ENDS AND FAMILY.

$2.15
.'.

Bakod Filet of Halibut — lemon butter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.95

'
'

¦""

Relish Tray, Chicken Egg Drop Soup
Parsley Buttered or Whipped Potatoes
Buttered Mashed Squash or
Buttered Peas with Mushrooms
Tossed Vegetable Salad. Choice of Dressing
or Cranberry Orange Salad
Homemade Dinner Rolls 4 Onion BunFresh Apple Pie, Mine* Pie, Pumpkin Pie,
Ice Cream or Sherbet
Beverage

^i%__________W '

NOTICi - OUR BAR AND DIN INO
ROOM WILL BE CLOSED THANKS.
GIV ING DAY TO ALLOW OUR

$2.25

Baked Flank Steak— sausage stuffing . . ; . . . . . . . . . . . .
Roast Breast of Turkey — dressing . . . - .
.'.

^^^^_^V
-^R ^B'
CsJB^f AF\
^V-T^S* ^"""^
.

^^

Serving in the Gold Room — 12 Noon to S p.m.
In the Mississippi Room and Coflee Shop —12 Noon to 8 p.m.

diaisL (Jltbwna.

Chicken Buffet will not be served Wednesday evening
because of the Thanksgiving Holiday.

SUPPER CLUB • Fountain City, Wis.

!

8:00 p.m.

SMORGASBORD

WEDNESDAY—BAKED $« .65
SHORT RIBS DINNER . . . 1

FRIDAY—WAtLEYI

TONIGHT iWED.
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DON'T MISS GOLFVIEW'S

| (grrtfnm 3toft

"Devil-may-care bogfhjhttin tht skies...
devil-may-care love affairs on the ground."
_

.

• TRAPPING •

;
. . . 7;FROM 7;
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - State
Sen. Richard J. Parish, Golden
Valley liberal, said Monday he
would seek a recount of his apparent nine-vote election loss to
Eugene F. Welter, a Crystal
Conservative. .
The Hennepin County Canvassing Board on Monday certified a 9,258-1,249
victory by Wel¦
ter. ; WE WILL BE CLQSED ALL DAY THANKSGIVING SO OUR
The Senate district, No. 31, | EMPLOYEES CAN ENJOY THE DAY WITH THEIR FAMILIES.
was changed by reapportionment last year.
BEST THANKSGIVING WISHES TO RUSS AND ALL THE
The board also declared an
FOUNTAIN CITY BOYS IN VIET NAM.
"obvious error '' in some ballots
cast in the District 27 A House
race. The board figures were 4,795 for Thomas E. Ticen, Bloom-,
ington Liberal, and 4.666 for
Harold J. Nelson, Bloomington
Conservative.
IBM Votomatic machines
were used , and some voters
failed to mark the ballots properly, Nelson^^attqrney said he
would seek court actiop to count
some disputed ballots.

! J&L TRY THESE j -A !

; mar wi_B-.it .ur-TeD annSTsy
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TO EVERYONE
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A Full Length Hunting
Movie. Sound and
Kodak Color!
MOOSE • BEAR
DUCKS • WOLVES
DEER • FOX CALLING
• BEAR HOUNDS •

SUPPER CLUB

By EARL WILSON
.NEW YORK — New Yorkers are the coolest . They have all
the retorts. Young English actor David Hemmin-gs swears . to
this after hearing a conversation at the Sybil Christopher-Roddy
McDowell club , Arthur.
"There was this really magnificen t blonde girl at the bar ,"
said Hemmings. "She was obviously with somebody who'd
stepped away,. ' • . ' ' .
"A man stepped up to her at the bar and said, 'Parden me,
would you have dinner with
me tomorrow ' -night?' . .
didn t need a reservation. He
"The girl said , 'I can't, I'm was the only person there.
flying to California. '
TODAY'S BEST LAU GH:
"the man said; 'I didn 't say
Ronald
R«agan didn't waste
"Where?"7 I said , " W o u l d
any time , reports-Taffy- Tuttle:
you?" 7
Hemmings, sort of a Michael "I drove past the governor!s
Caine, 25, given to checked mansion — and there was a
wool trousers, wide ties and star on the door."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: Jill
long jackets, is here exploiting
the picture "The Blow-Up," in Sinclair mentioned a bore: "He
which he, Vanessa Redgrave, wouldn 't stand out Tin a crowd if
and about 40 girls, go more or he wore stilts."
less naked. Hemmings says
REMEMBERED Q *J O T E:
some well-educated London ac- "Nobody csfn feel as helpless
tors have now started speaking as the owner of a sick goldCockney since Michael Caine fish. " - Kin Hubbard. . . , ' . ¦-.
did "Alfie. "
- EARL'S PEARLS : A local
"Are you from London?'' I lush was shocked when he went
asked Hemmihgs7
to buy perfume for his wife:
"Sorry. Surrey," he replied. "It was $10 an ounce ! Do you
realize that 's $260 a fifth?"
TESSIE O'SHEA'S going to
play ; Shakespeare. She'll por- Busy comedian Joey Adams
tray the nurse ("a very bawdy says we may never cure povpart") in "Romeo & Juliet" in erty, "But with taxes and prices
New Orleans starting in Decem- the way they are , we're sure
ber through Mardi Gras. The going to cure wealth." . . .
Old Vic had been trying to lure That's earl, brother.
Tessie into Shakespeare for
years. She finally succumbed
when the New Arts Council ,
which Jacqueline Kennedy's interested in, implored her .
Maureen Stapleton of "The
Rose Tattoo '' boasted to her
friend Norma Crane that she'd
lost 75 pounds. "Seventy-five ST. PAUL : fAP)..' ;' — ' Minnepounds!'' exclaimed her friend. sota's Gov. . elect. Harold Le"You 've lost Julie Harris.'.'
Vander , got a warm welcome
An out-of-towner , who has Monday from a group of school
been sampling New York's all- children who were touring the
night restaurants and drug- Capitol building.
stores, told me that he got the The youngsters from First
idea about 11 o'clock at night Lutheran
School in Glenthat he'd like to go to church coe were seated .' on the wide
and say a prayer, "j didn 't marble staircase facing the capknow New York is so stringent ital rontunda when LeVander
against praying, at night ," he strode in for his first post-electold me. He tried three mid- tion visit to the Capitol. The
town churches, which were kids, well-primed for the visit by
closed. But at 53d and 5th Av. a Capitol guide, burst into aphe came to St . Thomas' Episco- plause .
pal and saw a welcome sign , LeVander grinned apprec"Open till midnight," He went iatively and ran part way up
into the brightly lit church and the steps to thank the youngsaid his prayer at 11:30. He sters.
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Station Wagon
Bid Rejected

j Voice of the
Outdoors
Conservation Costs Money
Robert L. Herbst , Minnesota's
acting commissioner of conservation, said the Conservation
Department has sent" its biennial budget request to the Department of Administration for
review. The request totals $33,384,000, an increase of 53 percent over the last biennium.
A new salary plan and
requests for additional personnel account for most of
the increase being requesU'
ed to finance the Department's program for the
next two years. Herbst said
a ' critical shortage of professional personnel has' resulted from the persistently low salaries being paid
natural resource specialists
in Minnesota in comparison
with other, states, private
industry arid the federal
government.

MOOSE TRANSPORTATION . . '¦-, The
thers, Henry, 422 W. Lake St., Ralph , 571
Scharmer family, four brothers . -and '" several
W- Mill St. (front) and Cliff and Elmer ,
of their sons, again, this year, went deep
Buffalo Lake, Minn.; the rear team. The
into Canada for moose. They got two bulls . big bull was shot by Dan , Red Top trailer
near Ear Falls, north of Kenora; Bringing
coiirt. ; It, was quartered where it dropped .
the carcas out is always a major job . In the
Part of the rack and head shews in the picpicture <of how it's' done are four ol the bro- lure.

"As a result." he said , "the
Department's forestry division
has lost 20 of its 40 collegetrained foresters and the game irj g jobs elsewhere." ;
and fish division has seen more
than a dozen of its most highly
Broken down by divisions
trained and educated wildlife and bureaus, the Departspecialists leave for better pay- ment's budget request for
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Serving 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Your Choice— $1.75 Including Dessert

GOLFVIEW

RESTAURANT

• RUSHfORD

: i'r W« cater to private groupi for net -together*, banquets,
7 parties, etc.
-/t
¦' Open dally 4 'p.m -11 p.ni. terving Lunches and Dinners
.. - .as low .as $_ .
ir Dancing Saturday Nights — Special Dinner Treats Sunday
¦ . for $1.50.

I THANKSGIVING DAY

to allow management and employees lima
to spend the holiday with family and friends,
Here's hoping you have the soma opportuni*
ty. We'll reopen Friday al 4 a.m. for break-
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RESTAURANT

¦ Conveniently located In-Downtown Winona

at Nelson from 1 to 3 p.m. Friday. The Wisconsin refuge muskrat trapping season opens SatGame and Fish Division; urday, Dec. 3, The Minnesota
$14,389,000. Inclined are funds Wildlife Refuge area , now open ,
for 62 hew positions and im- closes Dec. 31.
provement of present salaries.
Additional sums also are being • Alfred Blum, La Crescent,
requested for acquisition and bagged a 23-point, 260-ppund
development of fish and wild- buck between Hokah and ;¦•'
life habitat siich as spawning Houston the opening day .
areas and wetlands.
This is the second big buck
to be reported from Houston
Forestry Division : $9,295.County. A Caledonia youth
000. Includes a request for
got a 26-poiriter -. near
80 new positions and . salary,
Brownsville.
adjustments. The increased
request is necessary to bring
The Wildlife Refuge count on
the Division 's . . personnel swans was 821 Whistlers near
complement up to a level Weaver and 50 near Trempeaas indicated by a work load leau last weekend. There are
analysis, Forestry officials still several flocks of Canada
said the additional person- honkers lingering oh the upper
nel will be adequate to per- end of the refuge.
form the services required
to effectively carry out for;
est protection from fire, insects and disease, tree
planting, recreation, watershed, timber arid nursery
stock sales, assistance to
private woodland owners,
and other programs.
the next two-year period
includes:;

Division of State Parks : $4,392,166. The addition of 14 new
parks during the 1963 legislative session requires additional
personnel and salary adjustments to properly staff the
new parks as they ariB developed lor public use. Increased
dem ands for outdoor recreation means additional facilities
aid more intensive development
during the next two-year period. Receipts from fee service
operation will produce $834,000
under present laws to be returned to general revenue funds
to offset the appropriation request. The request includes 28
full time positions over tbe present full time employe complement and 5 additional seasonal employes.

Wisconsin Deer
Only
about 15 percent as
¦
_ m|.ny H PP r had heen harvested _
''
l . the first three days of the Wis7 consin season in the river coun\ ties as were taken in 1965, ac: cording to James Everson , Bufi falo County warden . Up to noon
Monday a total of appproxi\ mately 100 deer had been regis> tered at the four checking sta> tions in the county . Last year
the total kill for the county was
m\'
. 1,950 deer, The total at Fountain
M City up to noon Monday was 41
V animals, against more than 300
i a year ago.
¦
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...theremustbe
a reason!
Sound reasons for '67 include :
1. New styling. A new fast roofline on the
strongest ,quietest Ford hardtops In history.
2. Magic Doorgate on Ford station wagons.
Swings out for people and down for long
loads. A Ford exclusive,
3. New options. SeleclShift Cruise-O-Matic
that also works manually. Comfort-Stream
Ventilation keeps fresh air flowing through
with all windows closed, Automatic door lock
clicks doors shut at 8 mph.
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4. Safety. Ford" Lifeguard-Design Safely

See why Ford is for you for '67. See why
this Is Ford Country.
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You're Ahead in a Ford All the Way

OWL MOTOR COMPANY

4th & Main

Winona, Minn.
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Viking Modern & Colonia l
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Anyway it was costly not to be
sure that your deer had at least
' Jr7. a spiked horn three inches long ,
In county court at Alma , Monday, five deer 'Punters , who did
not check their deer before they
shot, paid $775 in fines — $150
each , plus costs and loss of their
license rights for a year,

* Bar Glass Ware

DR. C. R. KOLLOFSKJ

-
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See 0ur Fine Co,lect on Of
'
California

^.n

PEWAUKEE , Wis. W —
James E, Neitzel , 40, of Milwaukee, a father of five, was
killed Monday when the walls
of an eight-foot trench collapsed

on him aa he was removing
shoring for a sewer project.
Sheriff's deputies, a Pewaukee rescue squad and fellow
workers labored about 40 minutes to uncover the body. He
was an employe of a Milwaukee
plumbing and heating contracting firm.

They know that Qld Thompson ^^M^w
f
I
'
£0? ., ¦¦ '
is put back into batrels after blending
n ^
for extra smoothness. ^
Old Thompson still costs less. «Bfff5^H^^fi

A lot of fine and large
bucks were harvested'. The
lop one hooked at Alma was
a ten-point , 220-pounder taken hy Fred Glander , Alma 's
chief of police.

¦ BOj JSlkvl!^

Father of Five
Dead in Cave-in

People who l^llffi

CANTON, Ohio (AP) - Because the missus dashed off a
note to the cqmmand<_r in chief ,
the war in Viet Nam can get
along a few more days without
Pfc. George Schmidt's help and
he will be able to be with her on 7: : ; : ; 7
:
their fourth wedding anniversary Wednesday and on Thanksgiving Day.
SchmidV had been scheduled
to leave/home today for Viet
Nam . -/ . '
His wife, Riva , didn 't know
what commanduig officer to
contact to make a plea for extension of his leave. So she
wrote to Commander in Chief
Lyndon B. Jolinsb„/
The result : Schmidt received
two telegrams, granting 7 and
confirming an extension. He
was ordered to leave Sunday for
Oakland . Calif., from where he
will be flown to Viet Nam.
/' a - -'
. -

The change In regulations
explains the variation . Last
year it was any deer—bucks,
does , fawns, This year only
spiked bucks may be legally . taken 'in the river counties, the same rule as In the
rifle zone.

Here nnd There
Wisconsin trappers will have
nr opportunity to buy Wildlife
R efuge trap tags Friday at north
Buffalo County points. A refuge
representative will be at the
doer checking stations at Alma
from 10 to 12 a.m. Friday, and

BOULDER, Colo. (AP) - A
University of Colorado coed who
sought to boost her failingEnglish literature grade through
court action has flunked again
- this time legally.
University officials said Jacalyn Dieffenderfer was given an
"F" for disciplinary reasons.
She was accused of letting another student copy parts of her
examination paper. The junior
coed said she deserved "at least
a 'BY'
Dist. Judge William E. Buck
dismissed the girl's suit Monday , ruling that the school has
discretion in matters of scholarship.

Private Gets Few
More Days at Home

' • . > ¦ • ¦ ¦ :• ¦ : ':. ' - ' • ¦

ON OUR SPECIAL

, . . ' - '7-

New bids will be sought by
the city cn a station wagon for
the electrical inspector, the
City Council decided Monday
¦ ¦
X y - ' ' .; '/ . Xy . :
night/, , .
Aldermen acted after receiving only one bid, that of Quality
Chevrolet Co.
i
for $2,125 net, [ ' . .
at the schedOfV
uled opening
. '.
Monday.
.!_
fVw
•«_
The hid was [V f OUnCH
for a A_ agon
.
with 8-cylinder engine. Aldermen noted that specifications
called for either Six or eight
cylinders and indicated they
would prefer the former for
economy reasons.
Other specifications probably
will be redrawn to allow bids
on a wider range of sizes,
wheelbases and weights.

Coed Loses
Test Appeal

What Anti-Inflation
Measures Are Needed?
V. H A T ANTMNFIATION m%i _ur«
will retlly do the job of checking the price
*ise?
Answer: The ones that are the most unleasant
to the most people.
p
So says a report by the tamily economics bureau of a national life insurance
.orhipany, which goes on to explain:
The real driving force behind our inflation is excessive spending, by federal ,
state and local governments, by business,
and by an increasingl y prosperous citizenry; .
Any genuine attack on our inflation actually means cutting down the nation 's
supply of spending money, which has increased faster than the, supply of things to
buy. Such a reducing program is likely to
be a painful and widely unpopular procedure. ' .
;'
With elections finally out of the way,
however, the public may see stronger antiinflation "medicine" tried out, in spite of
its bitter taste.
VARIOUS PRESENT And possible future anti-inflation measures are rated by
the bureau as to effectiveness, and unpopularity, as follows:
• Suspension of business investment
tax credit: Mixed effects, little net benefit likely against inflation. Pains only business men, mainly those plamnihg expansion
of their facilities. Can check over-expansion in some instances, and discourage
cost-reducing improvements in others.
• Increased taxation of incomes, business and personal : Painful both to business and the general public; highly effective inflation remedy, BUT ONLY if it reduces or wipes out government deficits. If
it merely finances added government
spending,
¦ will be of no help against inflation. ' : "
• Reduced government spending —
federal, state and local: A basic inflation
remedy, but painful to millions of hopeful recipients of government expenditures
-— individuals, businesses, whole cities.
" ;"¦••' High interest rates: Provide only a
moderate brake on borrowed spending
money- painful to businesses, home owners and other property owners, arid to the
millions of credit-using consumers. Needs
help of other sound anti-inflation measures
~—
to ease its "uneven impact .
; • Price controls-. Superficially appealing to many, farcical unless combined with
' • '.;•
effective wage controls. .
# Wage controls: The more effectively
they are applied , the more heartily they
are detested. Can check wage-price spiral
when; voluntary restraints fail. "Wage-andprice controls provide temporary last-ditch emergency brake on inflation , but
liisforicaJIy are effective only as long as
widespread patriotic support for them
lasts. Eventual effect is inflationary, due
to discouragement of production , deepening shortages. Usually result in rationing.
• Rationing: A public nuisance, not in
itself an inflation remedy, but generally
needed to make wage-and-price controls tolerable.
PART OF THE EXCESSIVE spending

which powers our inflation comes from incomes which have increased faster than
output of goods and services; another important segment comes from a record
amount of borrowing against future income — b y governments, businesses and
individuals.
Thus any effective anti-inflation measure must in some way trim down the nation's suppl y of spending money, either
earned or borrowed , and hold it down until the output of civilian goods and services
can catch up.
Soaring military expenditures greatly
aggravate the problem , since their products are '^urned up " in war , while the
wages and profits created by their production pour info our markets an<i compete for the limited supply of civilian
goods. At the same time the heavy government expenditures tend to enlarge infla tionary deficits.
Income of individuals and businesses in
the United States has risen more than $50
billion in the past 12 months , to produce a
total national income now running at an
annual rate of over $( .()«_ billion.
"Comp<'i .,s aUon of employes '' - wages ,
salaries and fringe benefits — amounts to
two-third s of the total nalion al Income
and with a rise of $40 billion in ils annual
rate in the past 12 months , accounts for
four-fifths of the total increase , the family economics bureau report points out.
THE REMAINING on. fifth of th. increase in national income is made up of
gains in business profits , in profession al
income, farm income , rental income , and
interest income , each of whic h ha s registered an increase , over its figures of 12
months ago.
When people make more money, they
spend more money. Personal consumption
expenditures in HI66 are running nearly
$35 billion more than a year ago.
rjven the money people save, or invest ,
is loaned out to eager borrowers who in
turn spend it for everything from hi-fi sets
to new homes , factories and office buildings.
The more money borrowed from savings and the more money borrowed
against future incomes lhat is poured into
our booming economy, the more our prosperity becomes a structure of interdependent -promlses-lo-pay. One man 's promissory note Is another man 's asset. That man
depends on its timely payment for money

TODAY IN NATIONAL AFFAIRS

'SPEAK UP, JOHN! WHO SENT YOU?'

Rusk Secretary
For Six Years

LfiJ GouW Wof
Delay Surgery

By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON "i- Some people see political
motives or implications in almost everything
that President Johnson does. But it is perhaps
unfair to do this , because a careful analysis
of all the circumstances will prove that political analysis of all (he circumstances will prove
that political benefits or disadvantages are often a matter of coincidence with public events.
Thus, for instance , President Johnson abandoned the idea of stumping the country in tha
last week of the election campaign when he
got back from his tri p to Asia , and announced
that he would be undergoing a surgical operation after the election .
Actually, Mr. Johnson could not postpone
the . - . surgery.; His doctors told him it had to
be done right away and that , in particular;
he should not aggravate hi.s throa t ailment by
extensive speech-making.
IT HAPPENS 1hat by giving up tbe speaking campaign Mr. Johnson was in a better
political position , because if the Democrats
should suffer a defeat , it could be argued in
his behalf that , had he campaigned vigorously,
"things might have been different. "
There are also those who have been saying
that the trip to Asia by President Johnson
was a grandstand play. They tend to. minimize
the importance of his missionPerhaps the most significant thing that has
happened to emphasize not only the nonpolitical
nature of Mr. Johnson 's journey across the
Pacific but the importance of a continuing effort to gain worldwide support for the American position in Viet Nam was the announcement oh Thursday that former President Eisenhower had visited President Johnson at the
hospital and talked with him for nearly an
hour about Asian problems. After the interview, Mr, ' Eisenhower merely said that he and
the President had covered a wide variety of
subjects and had talked primarily about Gen.
Westmoreland , Uie U.S. commander in Viet
Nam . Mr. Johnson stated later that he had
also asked the former president "for his judgment ofl some of our friends in the Pacifi c and
Asia ' " ' '

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Yea rs Ago - ..- . . 1956

WASHINGTON CALLING

By MARQUIS CWI_OS
WASHINGTON—- Six years and 652,478 miles after that
first meeting in Palm Beach with young Presidentelect
John F. Kennedy Dean Rusk Is still secretary of state. The
enduring qualities he haa shown are loyalty, stamhaa. caution modesty and a stubborn hold on what he belieyes tp
^
be the fundamentals of America's positon of power in the
¦
'
*
'
'world.
Riisk has been the victim — or the beneficiary, depending on the viewpoint — of peripatetic diplomacy in the
pattern set by the late John
Foster Dulles. He ha* long To Your Good Health
since passed the Dulles' record of 559,988 Biles. And
President Johnson is about
to send him on still another
tour of a large segment of
the globe.
Early next month Rusk will
swing around Asia, While the
itinerary has not been finally deternained be will go. not
only to several of the counBy J. G. MOLNER, M.D.
tries that participated in the
others
Manila conference but
"Yesterday we discussed
as well, including at the start P-trkinson's disease, what it
Japan . This will add perhaps is like, and what causes it,
another 30,000 miles to his and warned that early treattotal of 482,060 in foreign trav- ment is important. Today
el. The balance of the grand let's talk about this treattotal is within the United ment. ;
States: Although the mileage
Since the ailment Is a
exceeds that racketf up by matter of rigidity of the musDulles, Rusk points out that cles , and tremors (such as
he has been out ol bis office the typical "pill-rolling movefewer days, thanks to the ment" ) , treatment is aimed
speed of jet travel, Presi- at alleviating this rigidity and
dent Johnson seems eager to the involuntary movements
send as many missionaries to which are so annoying.
Asia as he can, including forSeveral relaxant drugs are
mer President Eisenhower, in use, and for the most part
who almost certainly will opt are effective in bringing remake the trip.
lief , particularly if they are
begun before the disease has
MOVEMENT, to Some crlt. been present too long.
les it appears to be movement
for the sake of movement, is
THE DIFFICULTY Is that
becoming a dominant objec- all of them are rather likely
tive with the President him- to have certain side effects,
self. Shortly after his return such as dryness of the mouthy
from his Asian tour he called drowsiness, or restlessness.
¦
United Nations Ambassador
Hence — obviously — a phyArthur Goldberg to the ranch sician many times changes
in Texas for consultation. He from one medication to anothurged Goldberg to start off er, to find the one which* is
within a day or two for sev- least annoying in its side
eral Western European capi- effects. Some degree of this
tals to present at the highest may have to be tolerated, but
level the American stand in at least the patient can setopposition to a new bombing tle on the one which suits
pause that would leave the him best.
Communists free to prosecute
In more recent years surtheir war without hindrance.
gical treatment has been emOnly after considerable per- ployed. It involves severing a
suasion, pointing out that the certain area of the brain,
General Assembly was tesgs- or inject__g :Mcohol-'into tha
sion , did Goldberg convince critical area .
the President that the trip
Candidates for surgical
should be postponed. The As- treatment are carefully sesembly is expected to con- lected, and among such paclude a day or two before tients, from 50 to 80 percent
Christmas and then presum- favorable results have been
ably Goldberg will start on reported. Favorable candihis rounds with a call on dates are those with only one
Pope Paul VI high on the side affected , : in the early
priority list;
stage of the disease, and
younger in age — by "youngIT IS ON Rusk that the er," we mean early middle
burden of incessant travel fall- age. Parkinsonism rarely ocmost heavily. He shouldn 't go curs before age 40, and when
running around the world that it does, it usually is the reway, his critics say; he sult of encephalitis (inflamshould stay home and direct mation of the brain).
and formulate the foreign policy of the nation. But if his
HOWEVER , treatment with
chief asks him to go on these medication should be throughfar-flung missions, then his ly explored before resorting
loyalty and devotion dictate to surgery. In addition phythat he go without question.
siotherapy is extremely helpThis gets down to the bas- ful to maintain certain skills
fc concept of the office. For or movements.
Speech exercises, and trainRusk it is the agent to carry
out policy determined by the ing in control of posture and
Chief Executive as provided gait are among the important
in the constitution of the aspects of physiotherapy.*
I think it important to add
United States. That was his
this:
A patient with Parkconcept with Kennedy as with
insonism should be told what
Kenedy 's successor.
he has, the nature of the diAlthough dulled by repeti- sease, and what he can extion , it is nevertheless (rue pect if he cooperates in his
that the office tends to be treatment .
a thankless one. The SecreThe patient must not be altary of State is the target lowed to think that his mind
for attacks that critics hesi- is affected , because it isn't,
tate to aim at the President. and he mast recognize that
He is, in shor(, a kind of such exercises as I have
buffer ron e where the forc- mentioned can do much (o
es contending over the direc- keep him active , along with
tion of American policy feel his medication,
free to operate without remands ot protocol take their
straint.
toll,
Rusk joined the President
THE SIX years Iwve meant
for Rusk a drain on his at Manila and went with him
health. In the demands of the on the balance of his tour
office lie has spent virtually for what purpose was never
all the savings he had accu- clear. Repeatedly the Presimulated during . eight years dent praised him In extravaout of government as presi- gant terms as one of the
dent of the Rockefeller foun- greatest Americans who has
dation. Every Saturday and ever lived. And that may ba
almost every Sunday see the reward for the well-highRusk at his imposing office Impossible office he holds.
in the State Department keeping appointments and trying
I_»y-Aw»y Now For Chrlitmu
to stay abreast of the flood
of paper work, the same was
true of George W. Ball , who
recently resigned as the Under Secretary, frankly admitting that he was exhausted
and without the resiliency the
office requires.
-AU. SIZES Even sympathetic critics
have said this must mean
somewhere along the line a
failure to reorganize the
SaUi & Strvlc*
sprawling State Department
402 Mankalo Av». Ph. ^45
and delegate authority . Again
It is in the tradition of the
Dulles , era when foreign policy WAS contained in the Secretary 's hat.

Relaxant
Drugs Put
Jo Use

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND
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By DREW PEARSON
WASHINGTON - Today,
when a favorite national sport
seems to be that of casting
doubt on the findings of the
Warren Commission, it might
be well to investigate how
that commission came into
being: -.. '
I discussed the matter with
the new President of the UnitTwenty-Five Years Ago .' -.. . 1941 ed States 10 days after President Kennedy' tragic death.
Miss Carol Bard , student at the Winona Suddenly froms having been a
,
State Teachers College, is among the students background
figure ih the Kenwho will be listed in "Who's Who Among Stu- nedy administration , Lyndon
dents in American Universities and Colleges " Johnson had been thrust into
Richard S. Deereh , Dr. D. T. Burt and Ar- the White House , with all its
thur S. Swedeen of the Winona Jiihior Cham- heavy long-range responsiber of Commerce attended a meeting of the bilities plus its immediate
board of directors of the Minnesota Junior problems of President KenChamber of Commerce at Stillwater.
nedy's funeral and the fixing
of guilt for his death. The
latter had been complicated
Fifty. Years Ago . . . 1916
by Ruby 's shooting Of Lee
J.
P.
Tangye
on
Beginners luck attended
Harvey Oswald , which unhis first venture into the north woods in search leashed a flood of rumors that
of big game. He brought back a 250-pound buck Lee Oswald fad been in conshot near Cuson,
spiracy with the Dallas police,
City Electrician E . H . Finkelnburg is enlarg- the underworld , or the proing his workshop in the basement of the city Fascist right wing in Dallas.
building. His old quarters ¦were too small and
The new President was fulthe partition was moved.
ly aware of this. He also recalled from history , the ruSeventy-Five Years Ago ... 1891 mors that followed Lincoln 's
The new boat , construction of which Captain assassination, the vicious reS.. R. Van Sant will oversee this winter, is to be port that members of Linjointly owned by Captain Van Sant and Elmer coln's cabinet had conspired
to kill hilh.
McCraney.
Shorty Stephenson, day telegraph operator
So Johnson decided to pick
at the Burlington depot, has a curious cat on the most unimpeachable, biwhose forelegs are two additional feet. The partisan board possible to inregular feet have five claws while the extra vestigate the tragedy ol Dalones have only three.
las ,
He picked two Republicans
One Hundred Years A g o . . . 1866 — ' Sen. John Sherman Cooper
The snow which fell was barely enough to of Kentucky and Rep. Gerexcuse the efforts of those who were in a hur- ald Ford of Michigan . He balanced them against two 'Demry for a sleigh ride.
ocrats — Sen. Richard Rusto meet his own obligations to others
sell of Georgia and Rep.
Herein lies tli e chief danger of bnom-an d<
Hale Boggs of Louisiana. He
chose a distinguished elder
bust.
statesman of the Republican
A really vigorous campaign against hv
party, John J, MeCloy, who
flation will unavoidably put a fin ancial
had served as assistant secpinch on millions of citizens , that rangea
retary of war , high commissioner to Germany, head of
from mild discomfort to definite pain ,
the Chase Manhattan Haul ,
Vet the results of unchecked inflation
and head of tlie World Rani ; ;
eventually become far more painful , unplus
Allen Dulles , ex-chief of
der the looming spectre of a crack-up
the Central Intelligence Agwhose threat increases the longer effective
ency.
remedies nre delayed.
BUT T. I .- S-. ' iiien were willCLEAR-CUT
PUBLIC
understandin g
ing to serve only if loci by a
of the basi c realities of our economic sitrespected , nonpartisan chairuation i.s bound to improve public acceptman , and lo this end the new
ance of realistic anti-inflation measures.
President approached the
chief justice .
Earl Warren had been three
The time Is fulfilled , and the kingdom of Coil
times Republican governor of
Is at hand: H. p. nl ye and believe Ihe gospel. —
Mark 1:15
California , had run for vice
president on the Dewey ticket
in J9. 8, Hi.s credentials were
of the highe st.
But the chief justic e was
mosjt reluctant , lie told PresiAn Independen t Newspaper — Kstablishtti !fl _5 dent Johnson Iho Supreme
Court had made it a rule that
\V. F. W IHTI G. R. CI.OSWAY C. E. LiNncr *
its
members must not serve
Publisher
Exec. Director Business Mgr,
outside the court; that they
nnd Editor
A Adv . Director
must concentrate on judicial
.V. J. COLE
AlXlt.PII I. HKMER A. J. KlF.KBIJSCll problems. He recalled critiM unnging Ed itor City Editor Circulation Mgr. cism of (he late Justice Robert Jackson when Jackson
I,. S. BitoNi.
F. II. Kr.AC(. r L. V. A LSTO N
look leave of the court to be
Composing Supt . Press Supt.
Engraving Supt , U.S. prosecutor nt the Nuremberg war trials. Justice Frank
W ILLIAM H. IC N'CI .ISII
G ORDON H OI .TK
Murphy bad nl-so taken time
Comptroller
Sunday Editor
off from the court for brief
M -M -KK. OK T1IK ASSOClArtD PHESS
World War II military training.
<*££_ <__
The chief justice was adamant In hi.s opposition.
But Lyndon Johnson Is 'a
The
Press L. entitled
.X *T NV excllls Associated
vc|y lo tlie use for repub- persuasive President , The othW »4Sru\. calion'
of a " th" lo«al news er members of the commis"
tv M-m J. printed
In
(his newspaper a_ well sion would serve only if the
^IV
T^T
^'
chief jus tice was its chnlr, newj dispatches .
aS
all
A
P
^ 4*|j*"
mnn .
'1'u .sdny , November 22, 1966
8
"In 1917,' » Johnson told the
Brother Urban, F.S.C., head of the English
department at St, Mary's College, will be honored at a program and noon banquet in celebration of the 25th anniversary cf his reception
of the habit of a Christian Brother.
Cy A. Hedlund has accepted an appointment
as associate area governor of Toastmasters
District II. He is a member of the Hiawatha
Toastmasters Club.

;

chief justice, "you put on a
uniform and went out to fight
for your country when your
country needed you. Your
country needs you today. "
With tears in his eyes, the
chief justice accepted.

ONE development in the
investigation of the tragedy
which occurred in Dallas
three years ago today was
the testimony of Mrs. Lee Oswald that her husband had
tried to kill Richard Nixon.
She told the Warren Commission how he had read in
the newspaper that Vice President Nixon was in town, had
strapped his holster and revolver underneath his coat
and announced he was going
downtown to kill "the vice
president."
Mrs.; Oswald, then recently
arrived from Russia, didn 't
know what to do . But when
her husband went into the
bathroom she locked the door
pnd kept him there for a
couple of hours, until his ardor for killing had cooled off.
The incident puzzled the
Warren Commission. Checking on the movements of
Richard Nixon , they found
that he not only was not vice
president at that time, but
he was not in Dallas.
On the other hand , Vice
President Lyndon Johnson
was in Dallas. Commission
members concluded , therefore, that it was Lyndon Joh nson who had escaped assassination , and that Mrs . Oswald , recalling then Vice
President Nixon's visit to
Moscow, had confused the two
men.
( Nov. 2:.)
TOMORROW
marks Ihe 90th birthday of
one of the nation 's grand old
men of journalism and an
elder statesman of California
— Thomas M. Storke, editor
emeritus of the Santa Barbara
News-Press. Storke is not
only a Pulitzer Prize winner
for hi.s expose of the John
Birch Society, but one of the

oldest living Californians and
a seventh generation descendant of Don Jose Ortega, the
first Spanish governor of California.
Storke has seen California
grow from a tiny frontier
state to most populous in the
nation . He has seen it threaded with giant thruways ;
watched its universities-^become the largest and most
numerous in the United
States; seen its streets, sew.
ers and schools building at a
speed to take care of 10,000
new people each Monday . And
he has known the great and
near 7 great who have, handled California
's r e c o r "d
¦
growth. . ¦•
OF THESE , he numbers the
late Hiram Johnson , Earl
Warren , now chief justice, and
retired Gov. Pat Brown among
his dear friends. When I dined with him recently he also
tbftl me of his admiration for
George Christopher and the
letter's record as progressive
mayor of San Francisco, and
differed with me about columns 1 had written regarding
Christopher's career .
"You were wrong about
Christopher," said T o m
Storke.
And since Tom has a long
record of being wise in his
judgments — including his being the first editor in California to buy this column —
I defer to his judgment regarding Christopher.
Besides, I have learned that
Christopher is doing an admirable job in his new post
at the United Nations.
LARGEST VILLAGE
HIBBING, Minn; m - This
community is both the world' s
largest village and the home
of the Hull - Rust -' Mahoning
mine, the largest open pit
mine in the world. The mire,
2 ._ -mi!cs-Iong and - ..-milewide , has given up more
earth than was removed In
building the Panama Canal.
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"Henry, if yoti should happen to slop (n that new
car dealer on Kast Ninth , you can get me out of
the way all at once this Christmas."

IN 1118 FIRST press conference after returning from
Manila the President said
with marked acerbity that his
travels had not tired him because «n hi .s plane he could
sleep In a full-she bed v and
enjoy other advantages denied to his fellow travelers. In
part this may b« true. But
swift changes of time, changes of climate, the constant de-
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2 Scouts Get
Church Award

DEAR ABBY:

Two Winona boys were among
40 Boy Scouts in the Winona
Catholic Diocese who were pre*
sented Ad Altare Dei awards
Sunday afternoon at St Pius X
Catholic Church, Rochester, by
the Most Rev. Edward A. Fitzgerald, bishop of Winona.
They are Douglas Datta, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F.
Datta, 470 Sioux St.; and Gerald
Cichanowski, son of Mr, and
Mrs. Robert Cichanowski, 602
Mankato Ave.
Douglas, 14, a Star Scout, Is
a senior patrol leader of Troop
5, Madison School, and a member of St. Casimir Parish. He
has been in Scouting three
years and has attended junior
leader training at Camp Hok" ¦ Si-La. '
Gerald, 14, a member of Explorer Post 11, has attained the
rank of life Scout. He is a
member of the Order of tlie
Arrow and has received the
marksman medal. A freshman
at Cotter High School, he is a
member of St. Stanislaus Parish, where he has been a Mass
server for five years. This past
summer he attended the Wilderness Canoe Base Camp at Ely.
Gerald is the fourth in his
family to obtain the Ad Altare
Dei award. His brothers, Thomas, Michael and David, have
received the same honor.

Monkey Busirvess
May Be Her Line

^f ..W-—WWtMff - UmM M KlM WHWWSlA Wam—Waammma W

RECEIVE SCOUT AWARDS, . " - . . Douglas Datta^ son
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Datta, 470 Sioux St., left , and
Gerald Cichanowski, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cichanowski, 602 Mankato Ave., were presented Ad Altare Dei
awards Sunday at St. Pius X Catholic Chi_rch, Rochester.
(Tom Chick photo)

Communion
Denied Dog

Jean Kathleen Leyaider
HALBERTON , England (AP)
— A 76-year-old widow who
takes her dog to church every
Sunday said Monday if toe dog
is prevented from taking Communion with her she will stop
going to church.
"My little dog Pip means everything to me," said Florence
Cox. "She's all I've got. When I SOUTH ST. PAUL - Minnetake Communion I give her a bit sota Governor-Elect ahd Mrs.
of the wafer and a little wine on Harold LeVander today anmy finger.
nounced the engagement of
"No one has ever said this is their daughter, Jean Kathleen
wrong, and I see no harm in it. LeVander, 22, to Thomas Ray
But if they stop me I shall stop King, 26, a Minneapolis attorney and son of Mr. and Mrs.
attending church;"
The vicar, the Rev. Arthur Ray W. King, Minneapolis.
Jones of St. Andrew's church Formal announcement of the
said: "I don't go along with engagement will be made at a
passing consecrated wafers or dinner party tonight at the Lewine to a dog, and I do not think Vander home. Twenty members
of the two families will attend.
anyone else would."
i One who does not approve is The young couple plans a late
the vicar's superior, the Bishop winter wedding.
of Exeter, Dr.. Robert Mortimer. THEIR ROMANCE b e g a n
about two years ago as a "blind
"I'm very opposed to this,? date" while they were students
said the bishop. "I shall speak at the University of Minnesota.
Tom is a graduate of Edina
to the vicair about it."
Commenting, the London Sun High School. Winner of a Wilsaid: "Whatever theological
arguments ' are put forward President of West
about the place of dogs in
church, Mrs. Cox can quote at Germany to Mexico
least one saint in her evidence. BONN, Germany (AP) —
"St. Bernard wrote in the 12th West German President Heincentury: 'Who loves me will fich Luebke today flew off for a
love my dog'."
sbc-day vfeit to Mexico.

7

Thomas Ray King

Daughter of LeVdnder
To Wed young Lawyer

KELLOGG PATIENTS
KELLOGG, Minh. (Special)William Riester Jr. underwent
major surgery Thursday at
Methodist Hospital, Rochester.
Mrs. Clemen Heins had ear

surgery at Worrall Hospital,
Rochester; , Wednesday, Mrs.
Lillian Haley was admitted to
Buena Vista Nursing Home,
Wabasha, where she will reside.

liams Scholarship, he received
his bachelor of arts degree in
psychology from the University
of Minnesota in 1962, and graduated from the' University Law
School in 1965.
I
Jean is a graduate of^ South
St. Paul High School. She attended Gustavus Adolphus College in St. Peter for two years,
and graduated cum laude from
the University of Minnesota last
June, earning a bachelor of
science degree
in speech edu¦ ¦-.
cation.
__7___.i._ .^ ' .7 7.
BOTH WON extra-curricnlar
recognition while attending the
university. Jean won the Interstate Oratorical Contest in 1964
and tbe Northern Oratorical
League Contest in 1966. Tom
was a varsity halfback on the
Gopher football team. She is a
member Of the Delta Gamma
sorority. He is a member of the
Phi Delta Theta fraternity.
The future bridegroom is a
member of the Charles Cox law
firm, Minneapolis, .
Miss LeVander employed her
oratorical talent effectively during; the past 11 months my
stumping the state in her father's behalf. She also did research for some of the governor-elect's speeches.
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and Medicare Monday.
Pryor, who is separated from
Richard
Thomas
is
his
wife, lives with his mother
97;
his
(AP)
RICHMOND, Va.
- A
man his wife and her son ap- wife, Nancy, is 88; and her son, and stepfather in Montpelier
plied for Social Security benefits Delma Pryor, just turned 65.
near Richmond

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: My husband sells on the road. Lately he
seems to be spending a lot of time in a small town he used
to pass through. I've wonderd why because in the past he's
never gotten enough business out of that town to justify
spending the nigbt there.
Yesterday someone told me that my husband was seen
in this little town having dinner with a rather attractive
young woman. They appeared to be very much interested
• in .each other.
When I asked my husband about it he admitted being
with a woman there, but he said it was for strictly business
reasons. Do you think he is seeing her for "business reasons"?
SUSPICIOUS
. _ ¦__ ..„__ ' _ '_:_ —
DEAR SUSPICIOUS: I don't know.
"What's her business?

Next time you have
a party be sure you invite
this little number.

DEAR ABBY: My husband is a hard
working electrician. Occasionally he'll do
little jobs after hours as a favor to a friend
or relative. But so many people think it
is bis "hobby" and that he enjoys doing
these jobs after his regular work day !
A»d here's another question: WHO should
he charge, and WHO shouldn't he charge?
How can he charge his sister-in-law's
father wnen ne nas never cnargea nis sis* .rr - ~—.
Abby
ter? Also, he wired a lamp for his neigh'bor fpr free, then her daughter, who rhy husband didn't
even know, sent her waffle iron over to be repaired. Should
he send her a bill? I'd appreciate an answer to this question. And so would lots of other electricians'¦ ¦ wives.
. ' . . - ¦ ONE WIFE
DEAR WIFE: I doubt if this will come as a shock to
any electrician, but here's the only solution: Figure
the labor by the hour and add cost ojE material. If the
electrician WANTS to do the friend or relative that big
favor, he sends no bill. Otherwise, he presents the bill
with the repaired item.
DEAR ABBY: Recently a family was transferred irom
the east coast to the west coast. The 18-year-old boy (not
In service) in this family had been; dating a girl on the
east coast. The girl had been invited by this boy to fly
out and spend the Christmas holidays with this boy and his
family. The girl and her mother are all excited about it and
are preparing her for the trip.
I think under the circumstances, the boy is the one who
should do the flying. What do you think? Call me a Dad
OLD FASHIONED
who is DEAR OLD FASHIONED: I think you're right, unless there are extenuating circumstances not mentioned
in your letter.
.7/ 7 ,
CONFIDENTIAL TO D. F. K.: Unfortunately, letters
that should never have been written and ought Immediately
to be destroyed are the only ones worth keeping.
Troubled? Write to Abby, Box 69700, LosTAngeles, Cal.,
80069. For a personal reply, inclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

Garner, Former
Vice President,
Is 98 Years Old

FIRE AT GALESVILLE
GALESVILLE, Wis,-(Speclal)
— Firemen extinguished a
blaze in the woodjs on- Tamarack Ridge ab&ut;y§ight nules I
northwest—of-here Sunday* at
'-11:30 a.m. :
I
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ARTHUR GIERE CITED
GALESVILLE , Wis . (Special )
— Arthur Giero received a trophy Sunday for his collection
of foreign coins. The presentation was made at a Minneapolis hotel at a meeting of the
North West Coin Club of America. Tho organization Includes
part of Canada plus northwestern states.
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let's face it.
Having Seagram's 7 Crown won't make
you a perfect host or hostess.
But when you've bent over backward
to be sure that everything else is just right ,
does it make sense to be without the
whiskey most people prefer?
Seagram's 7 Crown-The Sure One
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Wearing a bine flannel robe,
blue pajamas and boot-type
house shoes, Garner chatted
with friends and his son, TtiUy,
70, on the eve of his birthday.
Tully TJarner salt, a quiet 98th
was planned in this southwest
Texas town.
Tully asked that no pictures
be made, as picture-taking sessions tend to upset the older
man. '

CLOQUET, Minn. (AP ) —Police continued to question pupils
and instructors at Cloquet High
School on Monday in an effort
to solve the brutal stabbing of
14-year-old Kathleen Bodi . at
the school.
A second bloodstained jacket
was sent to the State Crime
Bureau for analysis, but officers
doubted that it figured in the
death of the ninth grader, who
was stabbed 20 times on the
band room stage Thursday.
A St. Louis County sheriff's
Investigator , Charles Pavlish,
said the second jacket, beige in
color, was picked up Friday jn
a routine check of dry-cleaning
businesses,
Sent to tlie crime bureau earlier for tests was a bloodied
jacket found at the dump at
Moose Lake. A bloodstained
towel, found in a high school
locker room, also was being
tested.
Officers had said they expected results of the tests Monday,
but revised that to Thursday.
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UVALDE, Tex. (AP) - Former Vice President John Nance
Garner is 98 years old today.
He says it's just "another birthday" and confides that the one
he really is looking forward to
is No. 100;
"Yessir," said Cactus Jack in
a brief Interview Monday, "I'm
going to be 98 on November 22."
He was vice president in
Franklin D. Roosevelt's first
two terms in the presidency,
from 1932 through 1940.

Question Pupils
In Cloquet Killing
A

Tuesday,November 22,iMS WINONADAILY NEWS 7

Man 97, Applies
For Social Security
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PAT V0ELKER
MIKE PEHLER
We Are Proud to Carry
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At Your Service

The WINONA OIL CO.
formerly the Bob Stein Oil Co.

Distributor of Phillips 66 Products

1656 Service Dr.

Phone 9993

Ruby Ann Cordry/
A. Chelmowski J r.
Exchange Vows

Girl Scouts
To Decorate
Legion Hall
KELLOGG , Minn. (Special)—
Local Girl Scouts under the direction of cadett scout leader,
Mrs. Harris Wilson, will decorfor
ate the Legion Hall
Christmas it was announced
at the Monday meeting of the
Legion Auxiliary in the clubrooms.
It was also reported that auxiliary members honored teachers in Kellogg, Weaver and
Conception : schools inT-observance of American Education
Week. ., -;:
Visits were made, to the classrooms and faculty members
were presented glass paper
weights by _.!rs. Lloyd Baker,
auxiliary president vand Mrs.
Richard Hartert ; community
service chairman.
A report was given on the rec e n t auxiliary membership
drive. The group has 68 paid
up members to date , Mrs. Paul
Sehouweiler , committee chairman reported.
DEMONSTRATE DECORATIONS . . . Mrs. Victor
Members voted to make a doof
the
decoraPaul
Brown
show
some
Leidel, left, and Mrs.
nation to the hospitalized vet
tions which can be made with ribbon roses and Christmas
¦ erans fund.
', '• ' candles. (Mrs. Robert Boehm photo )
v. :"-"' . '";*¦_ • - Mrs. Herman Gander Sr . and
Mrs. Earl Timmsen were namHome , Garden Club
ed to head the legion kitchen
clean-up committee.
Sees Demonstration
At the December meeting and
Christmas party, members will
Of Holiday Decor
bring gifts to be sent to therapy patients at the Veterans
Members of the La Crescent
Hospital, it was decided. There
Home and Garden Club were
will also be an exchange of gifts
given a demonstration on makamong the attending members.
ing Christmas decorations by
Mrs,. Vernon LaFee . narratMrs. Victor Leidel and Mrs.
ed and displayed a Christmas
showing of cosmetics.
Paul Brown at the group 's
Mrs/ Timmsen and Mrs. Warmeeting last Thursday.
.,
ren Timm were entertainment
The art of making ribbon
chairmen. Hostesses serving the
roses was demonstrated by
lunch were the Mmes, Arthur
Hager, Earl Hilleishiem and
Mrs. Leidel who showed how
Ralph Fischer.
finished flowers could be used

in table decorations , centerBIRTHDAY TODAY > . . .7
pieces, package trims and ln
Mrs. Minnie Schumacher
other ways of decorating.
celebrates her 90th birthday
In showing Christmas candle- today. She has two7 living
making and free-form wax
children, Floyd Of Altura, .
sculptures, Mrs. Brown demoh- _ witjbiw.boin jhe-lives-- ancL
^
"Ttrated ; the use ol cMdfes In ~'lMrs7c S. Goss, Milwaukee. ^
She
has
eight
grandchildren
decorating for the holiday seaand 27 great-grandchildren.
son and explained bow various
Always an active member
such
as
inexpensive containers
a red sequin-trimmed glass of tie Hebron Moravian
with a red saucer glued to the Church and the Missionary
Society, Mrs. Schumacher
b.ttom could be candle holders.
is the oldest member of the
church there. She and her
Church Unit Hosts
husband farmed near Rollingstone
until¦ his death in
Aqers
Party
Golden
¦
1944. ;. , - , '
KEIi-OGG, Minn. (Special)—
A party for the community's
"Golden Agers '' was given last Best Buys to Be In
Thursday afternoon at the St.
Agnes Church ball Unit four Sweet Potatoes ,
members of the parish were Celery, Some Fruits
host with Mrs. John Lee, chairman, and Mrs. David Lamey,
Plentiful foods to go with
co-cliairman. About 40 guests the holiday bird or its leftovers
attended.
are sweet potatoes and celery.
Prizes were awarded to the
Wmea. Matilda Wolf, Clara They are reasonable in cost,
Sehouweiler and Grace Holland too, according to consumer
for 500. Mrs. Rkoba Mogren, marketing specialist at the
Mrs. Delia Tiber and Miss Rose University of Wisconsin. Choose
Hager, and the Mmes. Walter
that are clean ,
Dugan, Susan Costello, Jo- sweet potatoes
well-shaped and firm.
sephine Feehan, Bertha Nelson, smooth,
Apples remain plentiful and
Miss Augusta Gosse and Peter
reasonable in cost with many
Giem received special prizes.
varieties for individual preferPrizes for oldest guests at- ence and use. Bananas are
tending went to Mrs. Margahigher in; price.
ret Buckingham, age 90 years,
and to Patrick Lynch, age 83,
CITRUS FRUIT will be highand Peter Giem, age 92.
lighted this season. The crop
A "mystery lady," attired in is large and prices are foreclown costume, presented tbe cast "low." The California navel
gifts and was later unmasked orange crop is expected to
and introduced as Mrs. Leo have an abundance of largeKraus, a unit four member.
sized oranges. Florida has a
Lunch was served by the unit. good crop of tangelos and or¦,
'¦.".¦ - , . __ ¦ .<,... .. .. ... .. - -¦ . .-- .;

-•; :'.V*t • WfVt'.*i>w..'V>c.'«'««my*'- >¦ ¦.

Fountain City
Holiday Fair

Set Saturday

. FOUNTAIN e_ TYv7~Wis c -rBuffalo County Homemaker
Holiday Fair will be held on
Saturday in the city auditorium.
The program will begin
promptly at 1 p.m . with two
demonstrations according to
Mrs. Lowell Doenier, publicity
chairman. Mr. Stan Miles from
the American Handicraft, Minneapolis, will demonstrate clear
casting by making grape clusters. He will have beaded lamps
on display . The second demonstration¦ -will be liquid embroidery.' ' ' -.
At 2:30 p.m. , there will be a
sale of baked goods, farm produce, candy , Christmas decorations, fancy work , and crafts.
The proceeds from this sale
will go toward three scholarships.
Coffee and cookies will be
served during the afternoon.
anges. Juice is expected to be
a good buy.
Produce counters display
many fruits ahd vegetables
from distant growing areas.
Most of these items go up in
price to cover marketing
costs .
Beef prices hold steady this
week as chuck, ground beef
and liver continue as most
economical buys. Pork prices
continue to lower in price and
more features will be seen for
this meat. Bacon remains a
good buy. Broiler-fryers show
little change.
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Radian t J America's Largest Selling 6 Year Old Kentucky Bourbon...
resplendent in a lustrous foil holiday wrap! A bri ght and shining jjifl !
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Mrs. Raymond A. Kriimanic

TREMPEALEAU, Wis. (Special) — Miss Carol Anne Lettner, Madison, daughter of Mrs.
Herbert Lettner and the laite
Mr. Lettner, Trempealeau, became the bride of Raymond
A. Krizmanic, Madison, son of
Mrs. John Krizmanic and the
late Mr. Krizmanic, Joliet , ill.,
Saturday at St. Bartholomew 's
Catholic Church, the Rev. Edward Sobczyk officiated.
Organist was Mrs. Robert
Lettner, Galesville , Wis.
Given in marriage by her
brother, Richard Lettner, the
bride wore a full-length A-line
ivory de-lustered satin gown,
with "lace-trimmed
empire
waistline and kabuki sleeves.
Her removable train was chapel-length and a lace-accented
headband held her tiered shoulder-length veil. She carried a
bouquet of white ' gardenias and
stephanotis.
Maid of honor was Miss Elizabeth Seller, Madison, and Miss
Mary Jo Tadey, Joliet , was
bridesmaid.
The attendants wore fulllength, slimline, cranberry velvet gowns trimmed with satin.
Their headpieces were
matching satin beadbows and
they carried white fugi mums.
Junior attendants were Janet
Robertson, Eau Claire, and
Ruth Paurazas, Indianapolis,
Ind., and Michael Knox, Joliet, was ring brearer.
Best man was Edward Tadey;
Joliet , and groomsman was Jerry Klongland, Madison. Ushers
were Robert Lettner, Galesville,
and Robert Krizmanic, Joliet.
Bride's mother wore a royal
blue knit suit while the groom's
mother chose an emerald green
brocade dress.
Dinner and reception were
held at the Hotel Winona, The
couple will travel to Madison,
where they will make their
home.
Assisting at the reception
were the Mmes. Edward Wendland, Erick Seiler, Marcus
Crawford and the Misses Rita
Maliszewski , Sue Ellen Robertson and Barbara Lettner.
The bride attended Cotter
High School and the College of
Saint Teresa. She is a secondgrade teacher in the Madison
Public School system.
The
groom graduated from Saint Joseph's College , Rensselaer, Ind.,
and holds a master of science
degree from the University of
Wisconsin. He is employed by
the Monona Grove High School ,
Madison.
Mrs. Erick Seiler , Winona ,
and Miss Elizabeth Seiler, Madison, were hostesses at prenuptial parties .
SKAT-JVC PARTY
ST. CHARLES . Minn. (Special) — The Junior and Senior
members of the Methodist
Youth Fellowship will hold a
skating party at 7 p. m . Sunday, at Lewiston.

W&_t qaisL
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invites you to shop at
their new location for . . ,

• CENTER PIECES
• CUT FLOWER S
• POTTED PLANTS

Turn right off Hwy. 14 lust
btlow St. Mary 'i Colltgi.
PHONE 7114

MR. AND MBS, ANTHONY CHELMOWSKI JR

ATTENDANTS were attired in
full-length gowns of royal blue
velvet with empire waists and
chiffon trains. They wore blue
velvet pillboxes on their heads
and each carried a single red
rose. Their dresses were also
made by the groom's grandmother. - . - .
Best man was Mir. Kenneth
Modjeski and groomsmen were
Floyde Rowland , C a r d en a,
Calif:, and Val Cordry. Ushers
were Bud Cordry and Michael
Luedtke; y . ¦' ;'
Wedding reception was held
in the'Athletic Club. Music for
the evening dance was provided
by the City Slickers.

Gardaia, Calif., where the
groom will attend refrigeration
school .
The bride attended school in
Rushford and Lewiston and the
groom also went to school in
Lewiston. Prior to the marriage, the bride was employed
at Minneapolis-St. Paul International Airport with United Air
Lines. The groom was recently discharged from the navy
with which he was in Viet Nam
twice. .'- . ¦ The groom's parents hosted
the Friday night bridal dinner
FOLLOWING a trip to Cal. at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ifornia, the couple will live in Modjeski .

FOCAL POINT
When your eyes scan a room
that you 'be never been in before and then fix on one element, you've f ound that room's
focal point. Tbe focal point is
the center of decorating attention around which the rest of
the scheme is built. It might be
a fireplace, a ceramic tile wall
mural, a painting or a colorful
piece of furniture.
ALL-CHURCH SUPPER
¦ST; CHARLES, Minn, fSpecial) — An au-cnurch potluck
supper will be held in the Methodist church social rooms at
6:30 p.m. Monday.
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MISS VICTORIA KLEIN'S
e n g s g ie merit to Richard
Scbuth, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Leo SchutfiJ "Wabasha,
Minn., is announced by her
mother, Mrs. Elinor Klein,
Kellogg. Miss Klein is a
1956 graduate of Wabasha
High School and is employed in the office of the Register of Deeds, Wabasha
Court House. Her fiance
also is a graduate of Wabasha High School and Is
employed at the Super
Valu St o r e , Zumbrota,
Minn. No date has been set.

Committee Head
Reminds Council
Of Cloth ing Drive
KELLOGG, Minn. (Special)—
Members of the St. Agnes Parish Council were reminded of
the clothing drive being conducted this week by Mrs. Harry Balow, foreign relief chairman:, in her report before the
group at its meeting Thursday.
Clothing is to be brought to the
church basement.
She also spoke on the HelpA-Child program and distributed literature on the project,
Mrs. Romaine Miller has
beer named Home and School
chairman to succeed Mrs. John
Lee.
MRS. LEO Krause announced
that discussion club groups
would not meet until after the
holidays. Parish librarian, Mrs.
Joseph Sharpe, displayed books
on band for reading and was
appointed to order a year's
subscription of a newspaper for
tl_e St. Elizabeth Hospital , Wabasha.
Women giving reports were
the Mmes. Miller , Gustave
Ti«nn, Frank Kublinski , Lawrence Passe, and Bernard Hager,
Mrs. Donald Peters and Mrs.
Gastave Timm will have charge
of purchasing, wrapping and
del ivering gifts to the Buena
Vista Nursing Home, Wabasha,
for Christmas, it was announced
UNITS 1 »n<l 7 were assigned
to clean church and basement
fop month of December,
A tape recording of 40 minutes, titled, "Do It Yourself
Retreats" by Don McNeill was
presented by council members,
Mrs. Arthur Hager, family life
council chairman.
Lunch was served by the
Mrnes. Elinor Klein, Gladys
Rentmeester, Lever Tentis,
Donald Frederickson and Joseph Sharp.
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The Skinny Blanket Is Chatham's new FiberwovenD blanket. It's about half as
thi f k as an old-style fat blanket. Every bit as warm. And a lot stronger.

I

|
1

It doesn 't shed , pill or shrink , so you can wash it over and over and it never
loses its original handsome textured look, A1J of which make it a great robe

)

Simply cut the blanket to fit the pattern we send you . (one 72x9. size blanket
will cover tbe robe , . . plus a pair of Skinny Bootsi . Then sew it!

I

.
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|
J

That's all there is to it, There's no raveling.
II. ( It's Fibcrwoven , so it cut s like fell ) .

j
?¦

Of course , - you'll probably want to add some trim ol your own.
. . . and you 'll probably want to buy two . . . one for your bed also,

:j

And you won 't even have lo hem

I

You can get Chatham 's "Forecast"
{that 's another name for Skinny
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Blue , Pink , Gold , Green , White
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Blanket) at Choate 's. ,
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JOSWICK'S FUEL
& OIL
Where you get.mors heot
at lower cy st.
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HEATING OIL

Ml E# JI Sanborn St.
Phona J3W

jj AND C0MPA,NV

c
For 25 ...
[ we'll
show you how

i j Chut ham Blankets ,
| j 111 West 40t h . New York 10018
:; ; Here's my quarter. Please send me my
Skinny Robe patter n. My dress sire la

Burns Cleaner
and Hotter
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Mr. KrizmahiGy
Carol Lettner
Exchange Vows
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Ruby Ann Cordry, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Norman Judy,
became the bride of Anthony
Chelmowski Jr., son of Mr. and
Mn. Anthony Chelmowski Sr.,
Nov. 12 at the church of St
Stanislaus, tbe Rev. Dennis
Schimek officiated. Organist
was Nancy Wilma, daughter of
Mrs. Simford WUma,
The bride wore a full-length
gown with an empire waistline
and bodice with an overlay of
lace. Made by the groom's
grandmother , Mrs. R. W. Green-,
leaf , Cresco, Iowa , the dress
had a court train attached by
covered buttons at the shoulders. Her crown of crystal field
her lace veil, She carried a
bouquet of red roses,
The bride 's attendants were
Juanitta Avis Luedtke, maid of
honor and bridesmaids were
Mrs. Kenneth Modjeski and
Miss Mary Lou Randall , Houston, Minn .
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Now Eve n:;;M^n.' ;Ar^s Getting
Themselves vl nto the Act '

By MARIE WILK
Womens Editor
At one time, it may have seemed that we women
had all the breaks when it came to gaining a little
limelight for our cooking ventures — what with the
Mrs. America sports event and all the other national
submit-ybur-recipe-and-see-who-wins type of contests
But now¦ our husbands can get into the act. Isn't
~-1 that almost too much to
". • ' . : ¦ '¦ ¦ .- ,. '.- ¦ ' ~~
take?
Barbara Larson
It seems that one of the
Becomes Bride of
unexpected side effects of
Peter Daellenbach soaring inflation has been

7

the creation of hundreds of
HOUSTON , Minn. - Miss thousands of male-type amaBarbara , Jean Larson, daughter teur cooks who never before
of Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Lar- clanged a pot or carefully
measured a quarter teaspoon
son, became the bride of Per of spice. Evidence of this trend
ter A. Daellenbach, St. Paul, comes from the officials of the
son of Mr. 7 and Mrs. Myron Men's National Cooking ChamDaellenbach, St. Croix Falls , pionship whose headquarters in
Wis., on Nov. 5 in Minneapolis. New York have been deluged
Attendants were Miss Mary by recipes entered in its 1967
Jo Beckstrom, Minneapolis and competition.
Mr. Jerry Mikelsoh , St. Paul. It sems that , married men are
The bride, a graduate of invading the kitchen to see if
Houston High School and Min : their business efficiency can
neapolls Business College , is beat the aggravation of high
employed as assistant office food costs (or women's ability,
manager of the Amalgamated I -don't- know which.) And the
Clothing Workers of America, bachelors of the nation are reMinneapolis. The groom, a belling against soaring restaurgraduate of the St. Croix High ant prices. ( Here too, there
School and the Minnesota Col- could be other reasons for
lege of Business, is a drafts- their cunningness—er,
new
man at Minnesota Mining and found/ ability.)
Manufacturing Co., St. Paul.
The couple will make their Of course, this changed pattern of male behavior is being
home In St. Paul.
encouraged by wives and
brides-to-be. The contest offiSUNBEAM OES
cials believe that it is because
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special) the new cooking hobby not only
— Sunbeam Chapter 207, Or- "gives the couples more time
der of. the Eastern Star will together but it also offers an
meet tonight. Miss Dorothy Pol- intriguing competition with
lema and Mrs. David Pollema pleasant rewards," and why
are in charge of the special should! we women tell them
Thanksgiving program. Doctor anything different?
and Mrs. H. W. Satterlee and Besides if we let husbands
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Laufenberg- run wild — let thero prepare
er will serve.
many meals; after all practice
makes perfect — they might
even win a free week's vacation for two to the SheratonBoston Hotel in Boston, Mass.,
not to mention a 7 top award
I Suptrflome
;.' . . ';.. ¦
prize of $1,000.
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Children Patients
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neapolis hospital when they

I 35,200 BTU

I

met at the home of Mrs. Rog-
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I

Reports were given at the
meeting by the auxiliary chairman, Mrs. Jack Andresen and
committee c h a i r m e n , the
Mmes. Lyle Morcomb, George
Hanson, Harry Dresser, Nor.
man Roettlger and Lewis Albert.
Mrs. Morcomb reported that
a large contribution in clothing,
supplies and money was being
made to the hospital.
New officers elected and installed were the Mmes. Andresen, re-elected chairman; A. T.
Wentworth, first vice chairman; Wendell Fish, second vice
chairman; Allyn Morgan, Junior secretary and Earl Toye,
treasurer. New members elected to the nominating committee are the Mmes, Carl W.
Frank and D. V. Boardman.
Mrs. Stanley Pettersoh heads
the committee.
Newly - appointed chairmen
are the Mmes. Arnold Stenehjem, Harold Ofenloch, Hanson,
Harvey Hogan, and Roettlger.
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: SEE THEM, NOW

^M er Bosdjeker last week.
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PTA POSTPONED
LEWISTON Minn. (Special)
^
PTA meeting
- The Lewiston
has been postponed to Dec. 8
in the . new school building,

H. Q. CDW--

. ACE HARDWARE

For that personaf fouch

.

SAUER COMMITTEE
The Christmas sale and tea
committee of the Women's Auxiliary to the Sauer Memorial
Home is meeting at 8 p.m. tonight at the home.

Festival of Marches

M

Christmas
Cards
IMPRINTED WITH
YOUR NAME
QUICKLY AND HPERTLY
THE

REMEMBRANCE
SHOP
N(_XT TO WOOLWO. TH'I
ON THIRD iTRBBT
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Children;1_earn Through
Rich, Full Play Lives
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Deceased Bishops
Mass Wednesday
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3-Year Term for
Draft Evasion
BOSTON (AP) — David A.
Reed, 20, of Voluntown, Conn.,
was sentenced to three years in
Srison on draft evasion charges
londay In U.S. District Court
and then dragged from the
courtroom after he sat on the
floor and refused to leave.
Two other pacifists In the
courtroom also refused to leave,
One was dragged out. The other, an 18-year-old girl, was tak.
cn out in a chair.
Reed was found guilty by a
jury Nov. 4 of refusing to report
for his pre-induction physical
and for induction Itself. U.S.
Dist. Judge Andrew A. Caffrey
sentenced him to concurrent
prison terms of three years on
each count.

A SIZE AND GRADE FOR EVERY PURPOSE
•
•
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•

AMERICAN
TOURISTER

¦ ¦ " ' ¦
-¦ '

6000
Pocahontat Furnace Slit '
P«l»y Stoker
Commander Stoikar
Ruby Clow Stoker
Orlant Stoker
Petroleum CoUm

THERE IS NO SUBSTITUTE FOR THE
COZY COMFORT OP COAL HEAT

Joswick Fuel & Oil

901 E. 8th St.

M

M

3-CYCtE
1 KEWlNflTOR
Electric Dryer

ATTE NTION!

• Commander Rang*
• Commander 6K 3
• Commander Uarja Lump
» Illinois 4x3
0 Winter King Small Lump
» Borwlnd Brlquette e
• Petroleum Brlquet.ee
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Where You Get More Heat At Lower Cost
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WE HAVE A FULL LINE OF HIGH GRADE

VkY

year ago was 911 and flea at
this time in 1964 when a rec*
ord 1,059 persons died in traffic accidents on Wisconsin highways. .'• '. John C. McLennan, M, of Superior, died early today In a
Duluth, Minn., hospital of Injuries suffered in a two-car accident at dusk Sunday evening
on U.S. Highway 53 , about
three miles south of Solon
Springs in Douglas County.
Three other men, George E.
Dow, of Superior; Bernard t.
Kurtz, 68, of Eau Claire and
Patrick E. Moucha, 24, af Jim
Falls were killed in the crash.
All the victims were deer hunt.
'ers. :77 ; .

By PAUL PARTHUN
Those who like band marches and others. The collegians failreally missed it if they were ed to play louder than the apanywhere but at the WSC audi- plause, increasing crescendo to
torium last night! And those FF after the rousing "Stars
who think they don't like and Stripes Forever." It seem- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
marches should haves been there ed to me that quite a few list- The death of a fourth person
too: Programmed as a Festival eners left the auditorium with as a result of a grinding twoOf Marches, the WSC Concert a distinct quick-step.
car collision in Douglas County
Band s t r o d e impressively Marches have a heritage Sunday boosted Wisconsin's
through 400 years of music for reaching into the 15th century 1966 highway fatality toll to 980
marching and foot-tapping.
when drum beats were nation- and the weekend count lo 15.
Opening with four program alized. I.e., each country had the death toll on this date a
pieces labeled "The Battell" (a its own drum beat pattern that
M
¦
"M'
"* "*"
¦ - .. :'" " "
"
" ^"
" "
*' ;7
. . . . .
war characterization) frommld- served as a military insignia,I, -."^*" *"**' ¦
16th century England composed It was the addition of. melody
by. William Byrd, the band con- that broke this tradition. Later,
tinued chronologically to; two other forms of marches appearmarches by our living septua- ed for coronations, funerals,
genarian composer Darius Mil- weddings, puppet shows, ana
haud. It was his "In Memo- ballets.
nam" that came off best. The From this* it is evident that
¦
¦ ¦¦ ¦' ¦' ¦ ¦ ¦. . ¦
¦ . : ¦ .¦ ¦¦ ¦•
college musicians seemed to a program of marches heed rioti : . .
.. .
identify .with the complex sound be an ordeal in 2/4 time. And
and meaning far better than in it Wasn't. It's good to have a
Barlioz' "Rakoczy March," bandsman like Mr. William
where national drama and in- Schmid provide his audience by
MISS NANCY JO PAYNE'S engagement to
tensity yielded to deftness.
program and comment, with a
¦ Leonard R Palublcki, son of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard
a
"A Military Symphony" by better awareness of march
Palubicki, La Crescent, Minni , is announced by her
the 18th - century iconoclast, characteristics. Mr . Schmid is
Francois Gossec, closed the a young man who knows what
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Payne, Hokah, Minn.
first half of the concert. It is he wants and gets it. His temMiss Payne is a beautician at the House of Beauty,
better described as a Sinfonia pos were always just right and
Winona. Her finece is a student at Winona State
and has tlie distinction (for that ne led with a concise beat —
College. A January wedding is planned.
¦
j.
time) of being composed for not always followed but fre^n
r ^jvith Trade
for (.«, «(• dryln, of
r
quently anticipated by eager-'
band.
regular »nd h»«vy
——--—
^ZZ ^ZIm
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Audience enthusiasm was evi- ness. For my taste, Uie brass
a rM
y
_rroiiiij__MniM__^^_i p^i
it
dent during these pieces by was a little overwhelming but
attention and applause, but it I doubt that many share this
steadily climbed higher during opinion; More certainly, every7 _ s. th_tremovitwt»rv. rln«
A
FfeK
the second half of the program one who was there, left glad
1
kles, but keeps In prs« ' .
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come
and
looking
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which was dedicated to more that they
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PRINCETON, N • J. -' ' A other imagination building play- popular tunes by Sousa and forward to the next band prochild's first step is thrilling to things give a child self confi- well-liked marches — "Colonel gram In March.
March?
his parents and his first steps dence and stimulate his will Bogey," "Athletic7 Festival,"
for flulllng, airing and
7
I
fll I
to learn. With these he can
dustingI
,:
in learning can be equally so. accomplish things quickly, he
I
'
li
II1
il
William J. O'Brien-R, 567,857
Wise parents will do well to can experiment over and over
State Auditor
prepare for the latter as eag- again until he. succeeds.
Robert E. Hansen-D, 560,945.
(Continued from Page One )
Stafford King-R, 692,286.
erly as they anticipate the "Carefully selected toys may
State Treasurer
prove to be education's best short of passage. The measure
former.
needed a favorable vote by a Harlan C. Christianson-D, 542,
Whether a family Is well-to- 'teaching machine,'" according majority of all persons voting 204.7 , :
to Roland M. Glenn, child redo or not makes no difference. search director, Princeton, but was ignored by many voters , Yal Bjornson-R, 711,800.
thus sealing its defeat; The
Attorney General
Mother and Dad can still pro- .-N.J . , . . ' ' : . , . : - v . ; ¦ ;
measure would have permitted Wayne H. Olson-D, 586,9JB2.
vide a rich play life for their
IN EXPLAINING why chil- legislators to hold other offices Douglas M, Head-R, 667,852.
youngsters.
dren have taken so readily to during their terms.
Railrdad & Whse commr.
THIS IS where learning be- teaching machines, Mr , Glenn In the. closest congressional William R. Youngdahl-D, 523,.
pointed out that children do race, Republican John M.^wach 613.
gins. .
not feel threatened by them. was elected in the 6th District P. Kenneth Peterson-R, 724,'
Psychologists are discovering Teaching machines ar real- by 4,271 votes over incumbent 691.
e
that children with full play lives ly playthings ; they are not
Supreme Court
ac- Rep. Alec Olson.
are more educationally advant- companied by adults who make
Thomas P. Gallagher, 511 ^490
aged than children living in critical comments or have
C. Donald Peterson, 576,457.
play - less settings whether 'emotional good - or bad <iays, ' Official Returns
Wm. G. Dressel, 267,214.:
Through a prowam of Conataoat Baade
poor or wealthy.
When a child sets up a dialogue In State Races
Congress
Improvement, Kelrinator concentrate*,
Preschool building blocks, with a teaching machine, he
1st District
engineering time and money to bring you.
painting easels, puppets, child- does so without fear of failing. ST. PAUL (AP) — Here are George Daiey-D, 56,547.
appliancea that are more useful,more de/
size homemaking equipment and This same lack of fear. is official returns from the Nov. 8 Albert H. Q«ie-R 109,312.
pendable and more economical to operate.
,
2nd District
evident when he is at play. He general election in Minnesota:
Charles M. Christensen-D, 47,,can make toys do his bidding Total rote - 1,312,288.
• Free Delivery
• No Down Payment
rather than being ; told what Constitutional amendrnent — .899. ¦ '
Free Flret Year
•
• N8P Monthly Termt
NSP Service
to do with then.. . ' Continued Yes, 575,967; needed for approv- Ancher Nelsen-R, 93,855.
3rd District
trials and successes In laying al, 656,145.
U.S. Senator
Elva D. Walker,D . 64,861.
out a block building city, opA Memorial Mass for deceas- erating a doll house or puppet Walter Mondafe 685,840.
aark MacGregor-Rj 122,775.
ed bishops of the Diocese of theatre or imitating his elders Robert A. Forsythe-R 574,868.
4th District
Phone 8-3*31
79 Eait Third St.
Winona — Joseph Cotter, Pat- with housekeeping toys , help William Braate-Ind. Govt., 5,- Joseph E. Karth-D, 91,281
rick Heffron and Francis Kelly a child achieve mastery and 231.
Stephen L. Maxwell-R, 79,6688.
'
— will be concelebrated at the security in his play world and Joseph Johnson-Soc. Workers,
5th District
Cathedral of the Sacred Heart give him confidence in his own 5,487.
Donald M. Praser-D, 86,953.
Wednesday at 2 (p.m,
WilUam L. Hathaway-R, 58,Governor
learning and doing powers.
816.
The principal celebrant will Mr. Glenn, a former teacher Karl F. Rolvaag-D, 607,943.
6th District
be the Most Rev. Edward in early childhood education, Harold LeVander-R 680,593.
A. Fitzgerald, bishop of Wi- predicts, "In years to come all Kenneth Sachs, ino.Govt, 6,- Alec G. Olson-D , 76,439.
John M. Zwach-R, 90,710.
nona. Concelebratirig with him adults, both parents and edu- 522.
7th District
Lieutenant Governor
will be the Bt. Rev. Msgrs. cators , will discover that the
Keith C. Davison-D, 49,388
Julius Haun, N . F. Grulkowski, most powerful first step to Robert E. Short-D, 620,293.
Odin Langen-R, 84,914.
Edward Klein, Joseph McGin- learning is full participation in James B. Goetz-R . 347,320.
8th District
Secretary of State
nis, Harold Dittman, James imaginative play life in home
Joseph L. DonovanJ- , 695,256. John A. Blatnik-D, 116,968.
Habiger and Emmett F. Tighe and school."
and the Rev. Paul Nelson.

All Coal Users
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4th Man Dead
In Highway 53
Auto Collision

Band Strides Impressi vely
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Hardt's Music Store

116-118 Ecu! Third St.
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• Supporttil cast vinyl coverings have superior rulttinei
to iculllne, itntchlni ind mining.
• Reinforced with fibcrflaxt far extra protictlvs itrengtl
ind amaiing llghtnosi.
• Patented tongue In groove, ttalnlett steel cloture*.
• Patenttd handle, with foam rubber cushion.
• Patented cim action locks, caii't snep open.
• Luxurious lloral brocade llnlngi.
• Duetts Hardslds garment carrier with hangers racnovable aoparitely or at whola units.
,

• 7 colon, 24 stylet fir men, women.
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The Daily Record

TUESDAY

ers and ooe sister have died
Funeral services will be Friday at 2 p.m. at Cross of Christ
Church, the Rev. Richard Lee
officiating. Burial will be in the
Stone Church Cemetery,
Friends may call at the
church Friday from 1 p.m. Arrangements are by Jensen Funeral Home, Rushford;

Council .Requests
Crossing Marking

Gaiiike Case
Goes to Jury
At Wabasha
¦ /

¦

¦

¦

West End Rec
Forms Council

City Sees Way
To Get Rail
Tracks Improved

Members of the West End
A resolution requesting state
Recreational Center have formhighway department marking
of a pedestrian crossing at
ed a council to represent all
Two-State Deaths
Winona Deaths
At Community
the young persons using the
Community Memorial Hospital
Centers facilities.
was
adopted
Monday
Digit
by
Memorial Hospital
Mrs.
Amanda
Larson
.
Miss Evangeline Heim
the City CovmcU.
Primary purpose of the coun- A potent weapon may be
Miss Evangeline Heim, 69, PEPIN, Wis. (Special)-Mrs.
Susan M. Myren
Visiting rtoun: Medic*, end «urioial
cil
is to allow members a voice available to the city in its efThe department is being
p_ti«nt»: J to 4 end 7 to C:30 p.nv (No 415 Ceater St., apparently died Amanda Larson, 95, died MonSTRUM, Wis. (Special) - Su- ed to paint crosswalk lanesask- WABASHA, Minn. (Spedal) - in establishing rules governing
on
children under 11.)
forts to get Wall Street railSaturday evening. day at Hanson Rest Home, Pep- san Marie Myren, two-day-old
Mtt-mlty patient.: J to 1:30 end T to iri her sleep
their conduct at the center,
the
4-lane
street,
The
state'
from
the
new
against
Leons
case
where
she
bad
been
a
paearly
in,
tracks improved, the City
Her
body
was
discovered
only.)
road
1:30 pjn. (Adulh
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. David sidewalk along Mankato Avenue
ard Gaulke, 44, Rochester, for- and in determining appropriate Council was told Monday night.
tient £V_ years.
Monday evening.
Myren, Eleva Rt. 1, died Mon- to the hospital
those
main drive en- merly of Winona, charged with measures of discipline for
MONDAY
The Winona police depart- The former Amanda Sophia day evening at Buffalo Memo ,
¦ ¦¦ '
Aid. Jerry Borzyskowski, de.
trance.
violating
these
rules.
ADMISSIONS
home
MonHendrickson, she was born here rial Hospital, Mondovi.
ment checked her:
indecent
assault
on
an
8-yearall
in
which
An
election,
ploring
the street's present con258
Seelhammer,
Mrs. John
day at 7 p.m. after neighbors Jan. 21, 1871, to Mr. and Mrs. Survivors are: Her parents; Other safeguards requested old girl on Shive Road Winona,
,
members 12 years of age and dition, said he believes the 100.
W. Wabasha St.
had reported not seeing her for Henry Hendrickson. She was one brother, Randall; one sis- include warning signs and an
Michael Kaiser, 815 W. Wab- two days. Members of the fire confirmed in the Sabylund Luth- ter, Cynthia; maternal grand- amber flashing signal suspend- July 17, 1966, went to the jury over voted, was held Friday. year franchise of the MilwauElected council president was
asha St
department placed a ladder up eran Church but transferred to parents, Mr. and Mrs, Thomas ed above the street at the here at 12:26 p.m, todiay.
Randy
Prodzinski. Rick Rose kee Railroad has expired. AcFrank Smith, 118 Stone St. to the second story window and Immanuel Lutheran, Pepin, She Miland, Eleva Rt. 2; paternal crosswalk..
Judge Arnold Hatfield presidcording to his investigation,
¦
was
named
vice president.
Mis. Anna Knoll, Minnesota observed her in bed, Relatives was married to Ole Larson of grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
¦
'
. .
ed. A change of venue was Others on the 10-member
City. ' - :
said the 4th Ward alderman,
were contacted and they found Pepin Nov. 10, 1900. They farm- Ralph Myren, Eleva Rt . 1, and
requested.
DISCHARGES
council are: Mary Glende, Jo- the franchise was awarded In
she was dead. Several dogs ed in the Pepin area until mov- great - grandparents, Robert
The Jury waa drawn Monday seph Kapiistik, Cheryl Iiebner,
Oscar Massie, West End found in the house were taken ing to the village in 1942.
Traaseth. Eleva Rt; 1, and Les1865 and thus has run out
OTHER
TEMPERATURES
Trailer Ct
afternoon.
State'g witnesses Sue Liebner, Chris Kujak, Steve
ter
Helwig,
Survivors are: Two sons.
Eau Claire.
to the cily pound.
' Hlgh l-ow pr.
Gerald Beier, 523% Huff St . ' . She was a former physical Henry, Milwaukee, and Arthur,
Nelton, Rick Smith and Rod HIS 4TH WARD colleague.
Funeral services will be Wedclear ..
. 44 is ¦' ' ¦. ". were Captain Marlowe L. Brown Stoltz.
BiRTHS
education instructor at the Minneapolis; : one daughter, nesday at 2 p.m. at Strum Lu- Albany,
police
LeRoy
Aid. James Stoltman, charged
of
the
Winona
,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Reps, Catho-ic Recreational Center. Mrs. Lester (Ruth) Zillgitt, theran Chapel, the Rev. Luther Albuquerque, cloudy 60 36 ..
Richard Kling the adult su- the problem has) existed lot
bartender
at
Ambe's
Lafky,
Atlanta;
clear
.7....
51
36
..
Lewiston, Minn., a son.
pervisor, will serve as adviser; years, that railroad officials
She was born Nov. 1, 1897 to Pepin; seven grandchildren; 11 Monson officiating. Burial will
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony B. Heim. great-grandchildren, and nieces be in St. John's Cemetery, Bismarck, clear . . . . 47 18 .. Tavern, Winona; Dr. Warren
have been asked to fix deteriBoise, cloudy .. '... 53 40 ¦ .. Haeslj, Winona health officer,
Rollingstone Rt 1, Minn., twin She lived most ol her lifetime and nephews. One daughter, Strum. ¦ '. ¦
'
'
orated ties and crossings but
'
clear
......
45
30
Boston,
..
sons.
and Dr. A. G. Bigwood, Winona
here. She attended the College Mrs. \ Orville (Esther) Green, Kjentvet¦' .'. - . - Strand Funeral Chicago cloudy ... . 4 9 45
to no avail.
,
..
psychiatrist.
of Saint Teresa and Winona three sisters and two brothers Home is in charge of arrange- Cincinnati, cloudy . 56 38
The street department should
.....
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
State College. She was a mem- have died.
ments;
' .:. DEFENSE witnesses were
do the job, with billing to be
Cleveland,
clear
....
52
31
ber of the Cathedral of Sacred
sent to the railroad company,
Penver, cloudy . . . 770 30 .. Larry Olson and Mrs. Heber
PEPIN. Wis. (Special ) — Heart, St. Helen's Guild, Cath- Funeral services will be FriMrs. Minnie Krueger
day
at
2
p.m.
at
Immanual
Winona.
said
Aid. Stoltman. Instant obMcNish
Des
Moines,
cloudy
57
51
.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Horn, a olic Daughters of America, ColCALEDONIA, Minn. (SpeWitnesses for the prosecution,
jection burst from Aid. Henry
daughter Nov. 3 at St. Eliza- lege of Saint Teresa Alumni Lutheran Church, the Rev, cial) — Mrs. Minnie Krueger, Detroit, clear . . . . . . 49 33 ..
Robert Bipes officiating. Burial
Parks, street committee chairFairbaiiks, snow ... 24 21 .10 called by County Attorney S.
beth's Hospital, Wabasha.
Association and St. Anne Hos- will be in Oakwood Cemetery, 81, died Monday at 9:15 p.m. Fort
man, who said the department
Worth, cloudy . 82 7.65 . ' . .. ¦ A. Sawyer, said Gaulke invited
' Mr. and Mrs. Dean Ander- pice Auxiliary.
'
at Lutheran Hospital, La Helena, clear _ . .... 52 23 .05 this child and also a 9-yearPepin, 7 ' .
is
neither staffed nor equipped
.
son, a son Nov. 11 at St Ben- She is survived by an aunt,
Crosse, Wis.; following a long Honolulu, cloudy ... 82 72 .. old girl who was with her to
for such a task. Aid. Stoltman
edict's Community Hospital, Mrs. E. F. Heim-Winona; a Pallbearers will be grand- illness.
suggested that extra help might
sons, Dermis Larson, Jerome
Indianapolis, clear . 55 36 .. go for a ride in his car and
Durand.. .
cousin, Mrs. H. K. (Jeanne) Magnuson, Donald Vietel, Keiti The former Minnie Mann^ Jacksonville, clear . 62 44 .. stopped: in Shive Road, where YOUNGSrOWN, Ohio (AP) - be hired.
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Bengston, Robinson, Winona, and other Fuller, Floyd Larson and Paul she was born in Union Town- Kansas City, cloudy 78 63
Negotiations have been suspend- Mayor R. K. Ellings said the
the act was committed.
Hager City, a son Friday at St cousins. ' 7
ed in Youngstpwn and have franchise situation might procalled
by
Roger
BrosOlson,
ship
June
19,
1885
to
Mr.
and
Los Angeles, cloudy 66 52 ..
Zillgitt.
John's Hospital, Red Wing. Funeral services will be Wednahan, representing defendant, broken down in Hubbard as vide a unique opportunity for
Mrs.
Gottlieb
Mann.
She
was
Louisville,
clear
...
59
37
..
Mrs: Bengston is the former nesday evening at 7:30 p.m..at Goodrich Funeral Home, Du- married to Fred Krueger in Memphis, cloudy ... 66 52 .. said he and Gaulke had been teachers strikes affecting more the city to order the tracks
out
¦
Marilyn Nelson, daughter df the Cathedral ol the Sacred rand, is in charge.
May, 1911. They fanned in Miami, clear . . . . . . 81 63 ¦' ,.. ' drinking in the tavern. Mrs. than 40,000 students entered the of the street altogether.
Mr. sad Mrs. Herbert Nel- Heart, the Rt. Rev. Msgr. HarMcNTish
is
a
sister
of
Gaulke,
second day today.
John JA. Storsven
Mayville Township. He died in New Orleans, clear .77 52 ..
City Attorney George M. Rob?
Bon, Pepin. '
old J. Dittman officiating. Burr
New York, clear ... 49 35 .. who was at home for the week- The Youngstown Federation ertson Jr. was asked to invesETTRICK, Wis. (fecial) — 1953.
ial will¦ be in St Mary's Ceme- John Melvin Storsven, 77, Survivors are: One son, Mar- Okla. City, cloudy .. 76 63 .. end from his work with Cream of Teachers and the Board rt tigate and report later.
Education recessed negotiations
FIRE CALLS
tery. ' ¦ •• ¦
59 45 .. Construction Co., Rochester.
French Creek, died suddenly of rill, Caledonia; one daughter, Omaha, clear
will your
(Elaine) Sund, Pittsburgh, clear .. 50 25 .. IM HIS CHARGE to the jury at 3 a.m. today with no progress
a
heart
attack
Monday
There
will
be
no
visitation
at
mornMrs.
Kenneth
~^>
Monday
^ children
Burke's Funeral Home, the ing while visiting friends in the Westby, Wis.; 2 grandchildren; Ptlnd, Me,, clear ... 37 24 .. Brosnahan said defendant knew reported. Pickets were out this <^
"
Ji:23 am. — Frank Smith, casket will be opened following Town of Arcadia.
C^SfcSf
2 great-grandchildren; one bro- Rapid City, cloudy . 68 37 .. right from wrong but Suffered morning, a spokesman said.
'
118 Stone St, was laving a services in the church Wed•
Negotiations
in
Hubbard^
v\^
ap.
St
Louis,
cloudy
...
56
53
..
I attend college?
impulse,
and
from an uncontrollable
He was born in French Creel- ther, Charles, Caledonia,
hard time breathing, sent the nesday evening.
parently
broke
down
between
Salt
lie.
City,
clear
.
57
26
X..
. with alcohol acting on his reStart a Federated Insurance EducaJan. 13, 1889, to Mr. arid Mrs. two sisters, Mrs. Alvina Daresuscitator, Praxel 7 Ambuthe Hubbard Board of Educa- tional Plan now and chances are they
(Em- San Fran., clear ., ' .. ' 60 51 .27 duced intelligence.
boldt
and
Mrs.
Hermian
Andrew
Storsven,
He
was
a
will. It guarantees the money will be
lance took him to hospital.
Winona Funerals
painter and decorator. He was ma) Cibrowski, both of La Seattle, cloudy . . . . . 50 36 .09 Judge Hatfield, in his instruc- tion and the Hubbard Federa- ready . . . even if you're hot there.
8:57 — Garry Buerck's resitions to the jurors, said no act tion of Teachers. The board said
not married.
Crescent. Two children, one Washington, cloudy 49 28
dence,' 177 W. Broadway, pile of
Winnipeg, cloudy . 3 6 25 .. is less criminal because of in- schools would be open today but
Randall E, Ehmke
sister
and
one
brother
have
Survivors
are:.
Two
brothers,
leaves burning, used booster Funeral services for Randall
¦
DAILY RIVER BULLETIN toxication, and proof of insan- told youngsters not to attend.
. I N S U R A N C I ¦ .. "
died; ' ¦;. . : ¦¦
Alfred, Ettrick,
hne. •" ¦. ¦ and Minard, Funeral services will be Fn-r
Flood Stage 24-hr. ity was up to the defense and
E. CShorty) Ehmke, 1269 Ran- Winona.
JtL. BUSINESS
The main Issue tn Yonngstown A'MO
Stage Today Chg. did not enter into this case.
dall St, who died Sunday mornJO— HQMS ':" .
' be Wed- day at 2 p.m. at St John's
';' collective bargaining. At
Funeral
services
is
will
.
ing tat Community Memorial
Red
Wing
.
.
.
.
.
1
4
2.4
~
.1
jury
Mrs.
Drawn
on
were
the
Evangelical Lutheran Church,
¦
Municipal Court
nearby Hubbard, the issues are
Hospital, will be Wednesday at nesday at 2 p.m. at French the Rev, Robert Kant officiat- Lake City ..... .' . "• • 6.3
Joe Cavanaugh and Mrs. Mel- collective
Creek
Lutheran
Church,
bargaining
tie
and
9:30 a.m. at Watkowski Funeral
Wabasha : . . . . . 12 6.S .. ..
WINONA
Rev. H. A. Lease officiating. ing. Burial will be in Ever- Alma Dam ... .. 4.0 ~ .1 vin Ebaer, Plainview; William wages. .7;
Home
and
at
10
a.m.
at
St.
Donahoe, Thomas Gilcreast and
James Darrell Jordan, Min .
Burial will be id the French green Cemetery.
Whitman Dam .
2.3 — .1 William Graner, Kellogg; Ro- The Youngstown board agreed
neiska, Rt 1, pleaded guilty Mary's Catholic Church, the Rt Creek Cemetery.
may
call
at
Friends
Potter'
Winona Dam . . .. 3.3
.1 bert Hurtig, Mrs. G e o r g e Monday to a collective bargaintoday in Municipal Court to Rev. Msgr. Edward Klein offiHaugen Funeral Home Thurs- WINONA ... .. 13 5 5 —
Friends
may
call
at
ciating.
Burial
will
Holy
Runnebe
in
.1 O'Brien, and[ Leo Schmit, Wa- ing election on or before Dec.
.
speeding 43 in a 30 mile zone.
strand Funeral Chapel today day afternoon and evening and Trem'au Pool . ¦. . . . 10.2 .. .. basha ; Murray Jones, Mazep- 16, but said that supervisory
Trinity
Cemetery,
Rollingstone.
He was arrested Thursday at Friends may call
. 1 Trem'au Dam . .. 4 .0 . 7 . .
fune- from 4 to 6 p.m. and after 7:30 at the church Friday after
¦ ¦;' "'
¦ should be allowed to
pa; Mrs. Joyce Springer, Zum- personnel
7:32 p.m. on west Broadway ral home today fromat2the
..
Dakota . . . . . .. .. 7.5 + .1 bro Falls; Mrs. Roy Stevenson, vote;-. - • " - .
to 4 and arid at the church Wednesday p.m.
and Olmstead Streets.
Dresbach Pool , .. 9.4 + .1 Millville, and Mrs. Joe Thome, The federation disagreed and Winona, Minn. -\___-\ • M
7 to 9 p.m. Rosary will be led after 12:30 p.m.
Jordan, a cab driver, had not by Msgr. Klein at 8 and by
Two-State Funerals Dresbach Dam . .. 1.7 —
.1
said . the board's resolution
posted bond this morning and St. Nicholas Society at 8:30.
James W. Reeves
La Crosse . . . . . 12 4.6 —- .1 Theilman.
should exclude supervisory per- VKWV%«V^._ i -^s.V^ OR JWWWWWM
has elected to spend eight days
Gregory E. Hove
DOVER, Minn. — James W.
Tributary Streams
sonnel. Until that demand is
in the city jail rather than pay
Reeves, 72, died Monday eve- CHATFIELD, Minn. — Fu- Chipoewa at Durand 2.3 + .7 FINED FOR SALE
met, a spokesman said the
the $25 fine.
ning at his home following a neral services for Gregory Eu- Zumbro at Theiftnan 28.1 — .2 WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) strike would continue.
Two dismissals were also
gene Hove, son of Mr. and Trem'au at DOdge .. 1.6 .. .. — Walter Hanson, Trempealeau
long illness.
Czaplewski p»^|B
brought forth this morning.
A retired construction worker Mrs. Olaf Hove, rural Chatfield, Black at Galesville . 1;6 . ... . was fared $50 plus costs in Present bargaining agents are
died
early
Sunday
evening
who
Diann© Kay Drury was charged
the
Youngstown
Education
Trempealeau
County
Court
last
AsLa
Crosse
at
W.
Sal.
3.3
..
..
Box 444
and cattle buyer, he was born
^'XiJj k^M— Wmi
with driving without a valid
Nov. 6, 1894 to Frank and Mol- of complications of bronchial Root at Houston .... 5.3 '.... week. He pleaded no contest sociation and the Hubbard EduWinona,
Minn .
license on Nov. 18 at Grand
to furnishing liquor to minors. cation Association. Both barRIVER FORECAST
^§JMP!
lie Reeves in Waxahacbie, pneumonia in the emergency
and West Broadway. She subTex. He married Elna Gardner room of St. Mary's Hospital, (From Hastings to Gnttenberg) He was arrested by Sheriff Eu- gaining agents were designated
sequently produced the license.
June 14, 1942 at Tulsa, Okla. Rochester, will be Wednesday A stage of 5.5 is predicted for gene Bijold at TYempealeau by their respective school
Aug. 20.
boards.
7 Robert Francis Andrewsen,
They moved to Dover 13 years at 2 p.m. at St. Paul's Luther- the next three days.
ago. He ¦ served during World an Church, the Rev. Dean StingStillwater, Minn., vas charged
er officiating. Burial will be in
War ' I. ' . '.
with failing to display vehicle
registration on a motorcycle he NEW YORK (AP) -^ Former Survivors are: His wife; the church cemetery.
was repairing last Friday at White House economist Walter three daughters, Mrs. Richard Pallbearers will be Melvin
Main and King Street. He pro- Heller advocates a teniporaiy (MolIIe) Hammel, Dover; Mrs. Greenlee, Peter Sullivan, Dan
duced the proper registration surtax on income taxes, the Richard (Connie) Buckbee, Giehtbrock and John Amundlater and the chalrge was drop- kind of increase that House Re- Utica, arid Mrs. Richard ( Sue son.
ped.
publican Leader Gerald R. Ford Ann) Monroe, St. Joseph, -friends may call at Boetsays could be a "tragic mis- Mich., and 4 grandchildren. His zer-Akeson Funeral Home after
FORFEITURES:
parents have died.
2 p.m. today and until noon
Frank J. Schaffman Jr., 609 take.'^
E. 4th, $25 for driving 39 in a Both men put forward their Funeral services will be Fri- Wednesday and after that at
30 zone. He was arrested Thurs- positions Monday in speeches day at 2 p.m. at Sellner Fune- the church.
day at 8:10 p.m. at West before the annual convention of ral Home, St. Charles, the Eev.
Broadway and Grand.
the U.S. Savings and Loan Asso- Marvin Nordmeier, Trinity
Episcopal Church, St. Charles,
Edwin Jerome Frenzhotz, ciation.
But Ben Franklin was a printer and newspaper*
___ _
officiating. A military graveside
i_ _^
^
_ W'^
_j f ^ ^ ^
1761 W. 7th, $25 for driving .40
^__
_ \__ \_\_^^
\^
""The
conclusion
Is
that
It's
service will be conducted with
in a 30 zone. He was arrested
at 5. 10 p.m. on GiLmore Ave. time to loosen the excessively burial in Saratoga Cemetery.
Daniel Joseph Indelicato, tight monetary screws and Friends rnay call at the fun
Wonder Lake, Michigan, $25 for tighten the fiscal screws," said ral home after 4 p.m. Thurs
driving 60 in a 40 zone. He was Heller, former chairman of the day.
LEWISTON, Minn. (Special)
arrested Thursday at 9:10 p.m, President's Council of Economic
—
Members of the Church of
Herbert
H.
Hansen
Advisers and now a member of
on Broadway.
HOUSTON, Minn. (SpeciaD- the Brethren, Lewiston and
the
University
of
Minnesota
facKirk James Stevenson, St.
Herbert H. Hansen, 73, rural Utica Presbyterian churches ,
Peter , was fined $15 for intoxi- ulty.
Houston, died Monday at 9 a.m. and the United Church of Christ
cation . He was arrested Nov. 11 In suggesting a 5 per cent sur- at his home after suffering a will join in a community
tax, or tax on a tax, Heller estiThanksgiving service Wednes.at Wabasha and Vila.
heart attack .
"Lewis Irving Younger, Rt 2 mated it would produce about He was born
day at 8 p.m. in the Church
Dec.
24,
1892,
to
$4V4 billion in new revenues.
Ferdinand and Marie Hansen at of the Brethren, southeast of
Ford replied: "From the busi- Beresford, S.D. He married the Lewiston,
ness point ol view, a tax in- former Alrna Hellerud May 2, The offering will go to the
crease could have its greatest 1918, at Vennfllionn, S.D. He new Rochester Religious Activimpact precisely when business served in World War I and liv- ity Center.
¦
does not need a depressant but ed at Wakonda, S.D., until movWINONA DAM LOCKAGE
maybe even a pep pill. From ing to Houston ln 1924.
tlie point of view of the worker, Mr. Hansen was a member of Flow — 14,300 cubic feet per
it would take on additional slice Cross of C h r i s t Lutheran second at 8 a.m. today.
Monday
out of the pay checks of wage Church, American Legion P°st
earners already hurt by sharp No. 423, Houston, and Beres- 11:45 a.m. — Lady Ree, 7
ford Lodge No. 132, A.F.&A.M. barges, down.
price increases.'' •
would be very little printed."
Survivors are: His wife; five 1:45 p.ra. _ George W. BanFair Oaks, 015 lor an improper sisters, Mrs. Carl (Agnes) ta, 9 barges, up.
Ben Franklin proved that a newspaper run on
1-***w<»w FratiMln»a ©uro words, for bis epitaphs
turn. He was arrested Saturday Christopherson, V a n c o .li- Tha M) *f Bmjamin Franklin, printer {UU tha caotr ej an M
sound business principles can both make money
at 7:33 p.m, nt Broadway and ver, Wash., Mrs. Albert C Wini- HAS SURGERY
took, in contmU morn ant, and tiript of Ut Uttmng out gilding)
service. He and his news•and
perform
a
public
Main.
fred) Grindler, Sioux City, PEPIN, Wis . (Special) l But th, work iixtj shall not I ' last.for
'.-'« tea, Wf i rj ^
difrerentfromearUcr Colonial
papers wcrebasically
Lois Jean Fratzkc , 1077 E. Iowa, Mrs, Stella Jensen and Mrs. Mamie Marcks underwent
v
Mitp td, apptor ana men in a mtoand mart bimtifut
__ TT i_ .»j_ A ^,— .
,. .
, it_ . '
,
"
f
it
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*
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•publishers and their newspapers. Hc macfc Araer
7th, $10 for disobeying a stop Mrs. Lauritz (Martha) MJkkel- major surgery at St. Eliza,ditin m«uJ out amndad fy it*a*th«»
found
a
respect
which
respected,
journalism
ican
sign. She was arrested Nov. 22 son, Wakonda, S.D., and) Mrs. beth's Hospital, Wabasha, Wed¦
at 12:05 p.m, on Broadway and Ben (Lillian) Rosendahl, St nesday. Mrs. Budd Milliren was
formal place in the First Amendment to our
-Wanka...
admitted
there
Saturday.
Hilaire, Minn. Two half-brothConstitudon.
A GOOD NEIGHBOR
<
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Mencken laid—a three-ring drtus.** And news*
Franklin showed intdligent young men what
OF YOURS
papers today still serve as esjential stepping-stones
they can do, in newspaper work. Ever since his
Ham
for
He'* the Mutiul of Om__u
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for those who later branch out into other related
generations
of
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These are some thoughts the Minnesota NcwsNewspaper work is fast-moving and demanding,
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paper
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Negotiations
Break Down in
Teacher Strike

Federated

Anderson f W^K

Heller Urges

Surfax on
Income Levy

Daddy of them all ,;ft^tt^r ;

Utica , Lewiston
Churches Join
For Thanksgiving
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check and your -avings. And,
became he repre*enu Mutual', life affiliate. United of
Omaha, too, be can help you
plan both health mad life inmrancc program-. Call him
today at this number
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100 YEARS OF INDEPENDENT JOU RNALISM IN THE STATE OF MINNESOTA

CENTENNIU CHAMPIONS

FREDRICKSON A QUESTION MARK

Winh awks Host Tall
All-Conference Squad HayfieldCage Squad

Alma, who romped through for 470 yards.
touchdown passes during the
the CentennialConference for The lone , defensive perform- season, Brad Tri, a 155-pound
its second conisecutive football er for the Rivermen w as Tom defensive end who paced the

ed up 510 yards rushing in six
conference games for a fiveyard average. .
Goodhue played three of its
title, placed six men on the 22- Schmidtknecht, a 170-pound Indians pass rush; and 150man All-Conference football guard who was fourth on tha po"hd linebacker Duane Hofteam »> chosen by league
schulte who recovered five fumcoaches.
bles during the season, includThe Rivermen dominated the
ing one he returned lor 36
yards and a touchdown to win
a game.
The Riyermeh and the Indians accounted for exactly half

Alton
Gross

¦"

.. Dlcke

offensive unit with five selec,'' - tions.- .
They were 160-pound center
Dean Reidt who was the key
to Alma's shotgun offense, 220pound guard Carlos Kreibich
who made it for the second
straight year, 225-pound tackle
; Bob Gross, another two-time

Malone

Hofschuite

: kreibich

team in tackles on a defease
that allowed only 13 points in
conference play.
Mazeppa was close behind
Alma in total players on the
team with five, paced by outstanding fullback Clayton Coppie .
Copple, a 175-pounder ,¦ scored IS touchdowns, kicked 14
extra points and twb field goals
to compile an amazing 110
points for the season.
Other Mazeppa players on
the team are 170-pound tackle
Burt Goranson who spearheaded a defense that allowed les_

Panl

all-loop performer-, 170-pound
quarterback Tom Bautch who
ran for three touchdowns and
passed for 10 in sparking the
Sehouweiler
Hauser
Rivermen to the title, and 165pound halfback Curt Young- than 100 yards per game on
bauer who led the team in scor- the average, 150-pound end
ing- with 36 points and rushed Bruce Kinlund who caught five

Goranson

O'Reilly

the team between them. Goodhue nailed down four berths,
Wabasha three, Faribault Deaf
two and Randolph and Elgin
one each.
Filling out the offensive

Erlcson

Tri

four selections on the defensive
unit.
They were 195-pound
middle guard Dave O'Reilly,
215-pound end Dave Erickson
and 145-pound linebacker GeneJ .
Paul.- : ; ; .
Completing the
defensive
eleven were 195-pound tackle
Bill Malone of Wabasha, 160pound tackle Joe Richter of
Faribault Deaf , the smallest
lineman on the team but th.i
leader in tackles; Harry Hauser, a 175-pound defensive back,
also from Faribault Deaf; Elgin's Bob Rahman,: a 185-pound
linebacker who led his team
in tackles; and IVabasha's Joe
Schoweiler, a 145-pounder who

Copple

team are Randolph's leading
pass receiver , 170-pound Dave
Gergen, at end; 180-poiund
guard Jim Dicke of Goodhue
Kinlund 7
Richter
who was the key on the power
sweep, and Jack Alton of . Wa- led the Indians in pass interbasha, a 175-pounder who roll- ceptions and fumble recoveries.

;||)i?^^

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS erty's Michigan State club by a
Ara Parseghian took it all in scant three points in this week's
stride but Duffy Daugherty is Associated Press college poll
after they fought to a 10-10 tie
beginning to feel persecuted.
last Saturday. It was one of the
Pareghian 's N o t r e Dame closest counts in the history of
football team edged out Daugh- the poll.
"We were ranked No. 1 last
week," Parseghian said on
hearing the news, "and Michigan State didn't beat us, and I
think we deserve to be on top
again. "

Tuesday, November 22, 1966
WINONA DAILY NEWS 11

Hornung Fan
Unhappy With
Nose Breaking

GREEN BAY «l - Green
Bay Packer linebacker Lee Roy
Caffey, who broke halfback
Paul Hornung's nose in practice last week, has been hearing about lt from the Golden
Boy's public.
"I was a bit perturbed with
you , " a young lady from Two
Rivers , Wis,, wrote Caffey, and
after a few glowing remarks
about Hornung's familiar profile added: "Why did you
ruin it?"
The . 230-pound veteran from
Texas A & M said hastily that
he didn't think the damage to
the nose had had any lasting
effect on Hornung 's good looks,
and added that it was a good
thing.
If it had, he said , "it would
he dangerous for me to go out
there on Sundays , really. "
The damage came when Hornung, who wanted to work on a
Mocking maneuver against a
blitz , asked Caffey to "come
in on mo, " Caffey did , and tho
nose wo.. Ihe loser.

But Michigan State made the
count close with 27 second-place
votes against 15 for the Irish.
Alabama was third with 467
points and eight first-place
votes and Nebraska was fourth
with 401 points and a lone firstplace ballot.
The rest of the Top Ten were
Georgia Tech fifth , UCLA sixth,
Georgia seventh, Purdue eighth,
Florida ninth and Southern California 10th.
Michigan State is through for
the season but Notre Dame's
hopes for continuing In first
place depend on its meeting
with Southern California Saturday In Los Angeles .
The Top Ten, with flMit-pUce
votes in parenthesis , and;total
points;
556
1. Notre Dame (37 )
553
2. Michigan State (27)
467
3. Alabama (R)
401
4 . Nebraska ( 1)
336
5. Georgia Tech
2711
6. UCLA
201
7. Georgia
138
tt. Purdue
»9
9. Florida
62
10, Southern California

Fight Rtsu.tfl

KING 9

EDWARD

Amarlca 'i Larqait Sailing Clg*r

Monday*! . IgMi
By THI ASSOCIATED f .BJI
LOS ANC.BLBS - Joe PfMlar, MS,
Philadelphia, ttoppid BdiMa Machen,
IM , B«. k«i<v. caw., io.
DCTROIT - O«org« Cltuvalo, JIB,
Toronto, cenida, Hopped Boston Jacob!, IM, MOW York, 1. heivywolBlttt.
WALPOLI, N*H. - Joe Pa . uccL
14J, Newle*, Mill,, kno<ke<_ out *ellx
Vitro, in, Arainllna, 1,
PORTLAND, Oro. - . et« Oonialat.
Portland, stopped Manuel Vlllanueva,
Oikland, Colli., t, fo«Hiorw»*W».
LAS V BOAI, Nov. - Oene (Moneybur) Brynnl. lit, Heodenon, Nov., outpointed J*l*« Arntontti, HI, Las Ma,
Ma, Wtx., II.
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his center spot to |ead the Hawks. Another bright light In the
Winona lineup is sophomore Mark Patterson, who scored 14
points. Including the crucial bucket that gave hit squad command of the game late In the fourth quarter.
Pat Hopf, Loren Bent and Steve Holubar proved they ara
ragged competitors, too, with Holubar providing the needed
spark la the final mlnnteg by taking command of the boards
for Winona, : ", ' ¦
Hayfield will have to come op with an excellent defense
to stop Placheckl-Patterson and company.
Plachecki nsei lis height to good advantage and seemingly never tired daring Saturday's game. He knocked down
repeated attempts of opponents to get off long shots and passes,
then recovered enough to snatch the ball away from them.
A hot, 45-percent shooting average from the floor added
immensely to the Hawk success, too, wtih another 50 percent
on the shots from the charity Une.
One game Is on tap for the Winhawks over the long Thanksgiving vacation. They travel to Rochester to tangle wftft John
MarshallIn a Big Nine conferenceencounter.
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Bruhn
i For New Badger Coach

DAUGHEM DiSW^

Daugherty, however, was not
convinced,
"I would hope that as the
writers take time to reflect," he
said , "they would reward this
great gang ef Spartans for their
great effort in the last two seasons."
"No one could be more worthy than this group that played
like champions and fought right
down to the wire."
This was the second year in a
row that Michigan State has had
its troubles with the poll. Last
season, the Spartans were
ranked first at the end of the
regular season but were replaced by Alabama when they
lost to UCLA , 14-12 , in the Rose
Bowl.
Notre Dame received 556
points in the poll to Michigan
State's 553, The Irish had 23
first place votes to 13 for the
Spartans with 14 ballots naming
both teams in a tie for first
place. Points are awarded on
the basis of 10 for a first-place
vote, nine for second, etc .

Mark Fredrickson's broken wrist will be the key to Hayfield's chances against Winona's Winhawks here tonight. Fredrickson, 6-5 letterman, carries much of the Vikings* hopes for
the season, as they defend their.Wasloja Conference champlon»hip« ¦
Fredrickson was expected to miss a couple of games, bat
an early return to the lineup is entirely possible.
Junior Gary Fritz, 6-4 Is back after an outstanding sophomore year and Steve Arendts, 5-9 and Garth Wels, 5-10, are
expected to start in the backcourt.
Coming up from the "B" squad to help coach Allan Andreotti's chances are 6-5 center Bill Gross, (-2 forward Mark
Lenz and 5-10 guard Randy Johnson.
The game Is the first for the Vikings, who challenge
Winona's Winhawks, fresh from topping highly-regarded Minneapolis Roosevelt In an Inter-sectional clash.
With one game under their belts, and the excellent performance Saturday, the Hawks have to be considered odds-on
favorite to dump the Vikings.
Big Paul Plachecki dumped in a whopping 27 point* from

.mi.nu_>_
rnxvi-xim ^w^vmaaamammmmmammaaammmmmmmmm mm ^mmiimmiMii

MEMENTO FROM A MOMENTOUS GAME . .. . Notre
Dame guard Tom Regner is given one of footballs from
Notre Dame-Michigan State gam . by Coach Ara Parseghian,
right, as team prepared for next Saturday 's game with USC.
Notre Dame and Michigan State wouivl up in a 10 to 10
tie. In this week's AP poll of sports writers the Irish retained their No. 1 ratine. (AP Photofax)
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MADISON , V7is. «l - Wisconsin's search for a successor to
Milt Bruhn as head football
coach begins today with' the
help of Milt Bruhn.
Bruhn, who bowed out under
fire last week, will meet with
the university's athletic board
to map plans to choose a new
coach. Law Prof . Frank Remington said Bruhn's aid and advice would
sought at the ses¦ ¦ be
¦

coaching situation."
year. Coatta, 37, joined the staff is made from inside the present
Bruhn, who was a line coach last season.
staff. But McGee, formerly a
at Wisconsin; for six years and
Coatta was a standout quar- pro guard from the St. Louis
head coach for 11, stepped down terback for three years for Wis- Cardinals and an assistant coach
with a winning record of 52-45-6 consin in the 1950s and . still at Duke, impressed Athletic Didespite losing seasons the last holds the Big Ten season record rector Ivan Williamson with his
three years.
for passing accuracy. He was ability this year.
His sophomore-sparked team an assistant coach at Florida The football coaching change
brought him one final triumph State, for six years before re- is only the third to be made in
in farewell Saturday with , a turning to Wisconsin to handle 30 years. Bruhn was tapped
7-6 upset of Minnesota to wind tbe backfield in 1965 and the de- from the staff to succeed Wilup with a 3-fi-l record this year. fense this year.
liamson in 1956. Williamson,
sion. - ¦ .. - . ¦
McGee, only 27, was one of
Coatta, as Bruhn's top lieu- along with Bruhn, came to Wisf our new assistants named to tenant, has been regarded as consin from little LaFayette Col"My opinion is that his views the rebuilt coaching staff this
the front-runner if the selection lege in 1947. ¦ ;. . - .
will be asked," said Remington,
who is the board's chairman.
Remington said he hoped the
board would be able to name
a new coach by the end of the
year.
High on the list as likely heir
apparent to Bruhn is the 54year-old coach's top assistant ,
John Coatta. Another assistant ,
Mike McGee , also figures in
speculation.
The present Wisconsin system
that considers a coaching post
.....-......:. . »
It was the gals night to howl & McGuire's Gen Churchna to- ODdgcrt
an assignment within the uni7ro|ant
...........4 1
Clydes •" .•' ;
4
versity faculty and offers no in local bowling circles and taled 439.
..2
Raccoons
2 4
RED MEN: Al Maynard tagfirm contract for a newcomer when they had a chance, they
'
Fipar Roos
: . : . . : . ....:.:
\
.
s
ged 168 for Paint Depot, and
would seem to favor Coatta or did a good job of it.
HIOH ICH0OL OIRLS
'
HAL-ROD
W
L,
The
distaff
7 side blasted a Steve Belisle had 470 for PaffMcGee. But Remington gave ho
Tlgarafto*
4
a
assurance the system would be pair of top ten counts as Ar- rath. Paint, but Doerers took Allay Oatort¦ "" .......... ..4 " 2
lene
Kessler
led
Butter
oali
;
the
in
the
way
team
honors
with
905—2
i
.
......
...4
a
kept.
,669.
Scramblers
.3
3
Alley Gater 's circuit at West- HAL.ROD: A 1,010 game Fn/lf
Loops
...........J 3
"One of the things we 're go- gate. ¦• ' • ; ¦ -.
Allay
Alagos
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.-_
...
....
.o
a
'
helped Bunke s Apco sweep
¦ CITV .
ing to talk about is possibfy
Arlene ripped 222—589 for
W
L
Pfs.
switching to a contract system Fenske's. The series ranks her three games in the beginning of HAL-ROD
the second round of the VFW Hotel Winona ........22 V _ 16V4 577
in the future," Remington said. third this season . Behind her
KWNO Radio ... ........__ . _ l_t _ 577
Bruhn will appear at the effort Fenske's connected for League. Bob Cada led Ab- -inahans lrm .........22 77 S64
's Furnace Co. to 2,821 with A ft D Bootery ,.....JI 11 Ml
ram
meeting to deliver his annual 921—2,621. Jan Wieczorek had a
Papil Cola ............_ »
If 513
report on the football season. 512, and Elaine Wilde convert- his 222, while Harold Myers Wally F. Cffy .......If U AST
Oolden Brand Foods .1*
had
560
for
Robb
Motor
Sales.
JO
Air
The session was likely to be ed the 3-7-10.
Kllehin
» ad
4ir
Pat Hopf smashed 195—541 to Country
considerably less tense than it
Faklars
Road
Const,
if
K
Air
The other top ten count also spark league leading Good Speed Wash
.11
31
44*
might have been a week ago came out cf Westgate w here
Oasis Bar cafa .....17
Jl 41*
when it was fores een as a show- Winona Paint & Glass shatter- Players to 732—2,129 in the -raham • McOuIra .11 24 iss
¦ VPW
•; • ¦
High
School
Boys
loop.
down over Bruhn's 17-year ed 973—2,659 in the Pin TopW
L
In the High School girls HAL- ROD
coaching career at Wisconsin. piers League. The
Winona excavating Co, .....3
o
team game, league Cherie Biltgen crashed eunkei
Apco Radiator Sar. ...1 0
Bruhn quit last Thursday, five built
around Vivian H. Brown's 176—468 for Scramblers. Alley Barnlas ' DX
It. t4
days in advance of tbe meeting. 209
Const.
1
, was the second highest of Gators took group honors with lakkans
The resignation came after an
Robb Motor Sales
......1 1
the season. Vivian finished with 739-2,091.
Abrams
Purnic*
2
1
extended talk in private with
a 546 series, but she had to Gutter Rats socked 653—1,299 Wasons Supper club .........1 2
Remington that morning.
Blanches Tavirn
1 X
give away high individual se- in the Park Rec Jr. Girls Jonas
A Kroiger
........1 2
The afternoon session today
Winona
Milk
Vi VA
ries
honors
to
Helen
Englerth
League, while Charmaine Kra- lauer Bleclrlc
had been placed on the normal
...0
1
gon was hitting a 169—284 Watkins House of King .../. I a
schedule in connection with Wis- of Main Tavern.
Helen had games of 202 and two-game series for Monkees.
R8D MENS MON. NITH
consin's annual football banqeut
RBD MINI
W
L
PIS.
tonight. But Remington con- 206 to help make her 562 se- WESTGATE: Margaret Mc- Sunbeam Bread
II
13 14
...17
14
is
firmed last week the board had ries. Other honor counts went Nally registered 180—487 for Doarars
Paint Depot
.....it
17
13
planned to discuss what he to substitute Irene Pozanc with Ladies League leading Had- Paflralhs Paint . . . . . . is II il
COMMUNITY
termed in general then as "the 557, Marge Moravec with 543 , dad's. Elaine Neitzke had 180
W
L
Betty Englerth with 537, Isa. for Winona Typewriter. Safra- WBSTOAT8
Oasis Bar
25
11
belle Rozel with 531, Betty nek's slammed 876, and Grul- Happy Chit . ;
.....23
13
21 14
Schoonover with 516, Eleanore kowski Beauty Shop belted 2,- Benson Feed Mill
Johnny's Bar
,...11 II
Stahl with 515, Irene Gostom- 470.
Sugar Loaf Inn
14
li
Prlckion's Auctloneera
II
II
PARK REC JR. OIRLS
ski with 512 and Irlene TrimHAL.ROD
Hickbarth's Few Mill
U
lt
W
L
mer with 509.
fvVonkeai
.....11
S
Sunbeam ..
...14
21
¦rdmann
2)
i
Trucking
11
Pally
Rolleri
10
4
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The men also had a reasonBlumenlrltt's
12 24
flutter Rata
I
4
ably successful evening, paced Baagtet
WISTOAT
B
LADIES
4
•
WBSTOAT B
W
L
4
l
by Al Nedoba of Hotel Winona Dalalet
Haddad'* .. '.
S .4 SV,
is
11
W ildcat*
in the City League at Hal-Rod Pin Pali
Winona
Typawltsr
It
2H4
SV.
14^
Orulkowskl Biauty Shop .10
14
Four Musketten
4
10
Lanes.
Safranek's
IS
11 '
HIGH SCHOOL. BOYS
Nedoba socked 253—610 for HAL-ROD
Ken's Kardwara
14t_ 21. .
W
L
Mldland
co-op
11
24
S
1
Oeod
Player*
the league topping Hotel Men.
ARCADIA , Wis . —. Arcadia's Golden Brand Foods clipped 1,wrestling team , just beginning 023 , and Llnahan's Inn totaled
a rebuilding season , took a 2,858.
step toward gaining the might
In the Community circuit at
the Raiders had last year by Westgate W a l l y Marquardt
stopping Black River Falls 26- came up with a 605 series that
led Happy Chef to 1,014—2,993.
22 Monday night.
Arcadia trailed in the early The big series is fifth high of
part of the meet by scores of the season . Dick GehJhaart
11-5 and 14-10, but Dennis Sla- laced 236 for Sugar Loaf Inn.
hy 's pin at 138 pounds but the ATHELTIC CLUB: John CierRaiders ahead to stay. Arcadia zan led the Monday League
also got pins from Pat Boland, with 233—590 as he sparked
Dennis Rossa nnd Ray Wal- Bunke's Apco to 2,940. Joswick's Fuel & Oil rattled 1,014.
clzko.
In the Go Getters League
The Raiders next meet la
Winona
Plumbing bagged 872—
next Monday at Trempealeau,
?J — Pat Boland (A) pinned Jerry 2,485. Mary Glrtler had 176 for
Brown (BR. ) 3:55 ; 101 — Goers* Hallk Circle G Ranch, and Graham
(BRF) dec. Richard Ruff (Al !(. ./ 1)2

Gals Night ^
In Loca ^B^

Arcadia
Grapplers
Gal Win 26-22

Southern
In Rose Bowl

LOS ANGELES UP)-"Troy
Has Fallen—Bring on Purdue"
proclaimed the banner at a University of California at Los Angeles rally.
Then down It tumbled. For on
.Ian. 2, 1067, it will be Southern
California-not UCLA — In the
Rose Bowl against Purdue.
The Pacific 8, meeting in San
Francisco, selected USC Monday to make its 14th trip to
nearby Pasadena. Its credentials? A 4-1 championship record in the Pacific 8, a 7-2 mark
overall and 10th place on the
AP poll.
But the UCLA fans , pointing
to their Bruins' 14-7 defeat ol
USC just last Saturday and their
9-1 overall record nnd sixth
place AP rating, exprcs-ed outrage,
Even nt USC some partisans
were surprised, oven though
their Trojans bested UCLA's 3-1
conference mark. Said one USC
student : "I think everybody here
was surprised." Celebrationerupted.
At UCLA , meanwhile , different
rallies erupted. Students protested with obscene signs, bonfires and pranks that ended
with more than 40 arrests,
But UCLA Coach Tommy Pro-

thro said : "I have no kick coming. There was no way tho conference couM vote that would
please everybody. "
Following its usual policy, the
conference did not announce the
margin in favor of USC.
Trojan Coach John McKay
said , "I felt we'd get the vote.
I'll admit I was in the minority
of the people around us, "
McKay explained that the conference usually sends its champion to the Bowl , though its regulati ons call only for it to send
Its "most representative team."
¦

NBA
By. TNI /SSOCIATHD PRESS
Monday 's Result
Un frt nclice 114, SI. Loull 11T.
Today's Otm.i
lan Pranclico vi. Baltimore ot Niw
York.
Cincinnati al Haw York,
Widmidty 'i Oamee
Ion Pranclico vt. Balllmora ol Washington.
SI. Loud ol Boilon.
Philadelphia al Clnclnmll .
Now York ¦! Detroit.
Ctilcogo tt Lot Angtlti,
N.H.L.
By THI ASSOCIATBD PRB-S
Monday* ! Rtwin
Na tomii Khiduled.
Todoy 't Oamit
Montreal ot Detroit.
Wednesday Oamea
Chicago il Toronto.
Benton ot Miv. York.

- Wilfred Cleveland (BRF) doc, Jim
Woyehlk (Al Hi 110 — Mlka McNulfy
(BRF) pinned John Slaby (A) MS. 1)7
— Dennis Rosia |A) pinned Richard
Brown (BRF) ,-30 i 13] — Doug Mason
(BRF) dec, Oarrall Pronichlnskl (A)
301 ill — Dennl. Slaby (A) pinned
Tom Gearing (BRF) .;00. l« - Ray
Waloliko (A) pinned Tarry Minium
(BRF) 7:40 i 11. - Dan Pronschlnikl
(A) dec, Mlka IXnemore (BRF) 7-3 J
U5 - Tom Patmar (A) dec. Li«
Beroerion (BRF) B_ J 110 — Fred Larson (BRF) dec, Howard Wlortgalli (A)
4 0 / Hwl. — David Thompson (BRF)
pinned Jim Autr (A) 1:1S ,
ADULT MBN1 VOLllYBALL
Monday Wight League
standings
W
4.
Net Hangan
I •
Atco A
I 1
linkers
A
i
Floater.
1 *
Dutf-n
1
•
Aica B
•
*
Monday Heiullt
Aico A delisted tlnken (-11, 1* 11,
1st,
Hal Hangeri difeated Dulleri Ml.
1* 11, it-1 .,
Floalen deflated Aico B II I* , M-»,
1J7.

Wednesday &
Luncheon yj *b
Special ^m^tk.
j9mj
to 5 p.m, ¦mJBa ^f ^ a *m

SWISS STEAK
Only 85c
With w h i p p e d potatoes,
creamy cole slaw, rolls and
butter plus Cock-n-Doodle-Doo
coffee.
Cock-a-Doodl«-Doo

KlWU)WHISktY-IOMI flOf-U«K(_WmklU1»AL.MIIlI-)AJ.BA«CUy»CO.LTO
,riO«IAIlL

Basketball-O-Rama Here Wednesday
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Eight Area Team
At Winona State

Something new has been added to the area high
school basketball season and it should be just what
the doctor ordered for the fans.

Winona State College is sponsoring the first
annual High School Basketball-d-Rama at Memorial
Hall Wednesday night. The special night of basketball will bring eight teams to the spaces of Memorial
Hall, giving fans an idea of how some of the area 's
teains shape up.
The teams ;liave been paired off each to play one
eight-minute quarter. There will be a five-minute
break between each eight-minute "game" to let the
next two teams warm up.
CALEDONIA . . . This is the Caledonia
High School basketball .team which will compete in the first annual Winona State College
' ;• . sponsored high school Basketball-O-Rama
Wednesday at Memorial Hall. Team members are (front row from left) ; Bruce Arnold,

Dick Forschler , Dan Holland, Jim Weichert,
Paul Wagner and John Janikowski. Second
row : Gordon Rostvold, Dan Dineen; Mike
Ryan, Richard Rubbers, Tony Schiltz and
Terry Twite. AI Meyer is not pictured.

HARMONY . . i This is the Harmony'
High School basketball team which will compete in the first annual Winona State Colleges
sponsored' high school Basketball-O-Rama.
Wednesday at Memorial Hall. Team members are (front row from te W- Jim Beckman,,
Bill Fregner, Greg Haugen, Tom Long, Bruc«

Morem and manager Brad Thorson. Back
row; Head Coach Bernie Kennedy, Wayne
Wiltgen, Bruce Ishman, Les Berning, Ron
Stevens, Jerry Shrock ind manager Ed Berkehpas. Not pictured are Bill Barrett and
Andy Rogue.

SPRINT, GROVE . . . This is the 1 Spring

Grove High School basketball team which
will compete in the first annual Winona State
College sponsored high school Basketball-ORama Wednesday at Memorial Hall . Team
_______________________________ ¦__ ¦__ ¦_______ £:-<__ '..'..

PRESTON . . . This Is the Preston High
School basketball team which will compete
in the first annual Winona State College
sponsored high school Basketball-O-Rama
•Wednesday at Memorial Hall. Team members are (front row from left) : Pat Shanahan ,

members are ( front row from left) : Bruce
Olson, Steve Bergrud, Bruce Anderson and
Brian Roverud. Back row: Chuck Syliing,
Wayne Myhre , Mark Kumpf , Phil Knutson ,
Larry Overhaug and Tony Ellon.

The jamboree will bring together seven teams
from District One, a good "bellwether on just who
does hold the power in that district this year , and
one from District Three.
The District Three ball club is St.: .Charles. The
Saints are paired off against Rushford in the final 15minute quarter of the evening's action;
Iri the first section of the Basketball-O-Rama ,
Spring Grove will battle defending Maple Leaf Conference and /'District'- One champion Preston beginning
at 8;05 p.m . At 8:25 p.m. Houston , defending Root
River Conf erence champion, takes on Harmony. This
clash will be followed at 8:45 pm. with Lanesboro
going against Caledonia. The nightcap then sends St.
Charles and Rushford together at 9:05 .p.m!
Here is a quick rundown of what to watch for:
• Spring Grove is led by 76-0 Larry Overhaug.
The Lions are coming off an 8-12 season.
• Preston lost much through graduation , but
its hopes are tied to 6-6V2 B^b Specht. Steve Trande,
5-9 guard , is another outstanding performer .
• Houston was 16-4 last year and has 6-3. Steve
Botcher and 6-1 Chuck Poppe back to lead the attack,
• Harmony is picked by many to win the Maple
Leaf Conference title this year . The Cardinals are
paced by 5-11 Bill Barrett, a 20-point-plus scorer, and
64V_ Les Berning. 7
7
¦¦ ' "" ' Lanesboro is trying to improve on a 10-9 re. •
cord. The Burros big scorer is 6-0 Dick Peterson who
poured in 218 points in his first outing this year.
• Caledonia is a young team in a rebuilding season, Paul Wagner, a 5-11 junior ^ is the team 's key
man. 7
'. -.• ¦# St. Charles has Gary Corinaughty, 5-8, Jim
Gettler, 5-11, and Dave Morrill, 6-0, .all of whom can
put the ball in the bucket;
• Rushford was picked by many to be the power
of the Root River Conference, but the Trojan s have
taken it on the nose in two straight nonconference
games. Brothers Mike, 6-3, and Jim, 6-5, Woll are the
Trojan horses.
Tickets are on sale at all the participating schools
as well as, Winona State's Memorial Hall. The Memorial Hall doors will open at 6:30 p.m. with the proceedings officially getting underway at 8 p.m. with the
introduction of the teams.

South Grabs
Lions Share
Of Bowl Bids

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The South , a reluctant bystander at last Saturday 's Poll
Bowl , has recouped, as expected, by grabbing the lion's share
-«^_-_--_ H___________n______
_p ni*aaiiMa-aa_of
-Bcollege football's post-season
prizes.
Five teams from the rugged
Southeastern Conference and
two powerful Dixie independents accepted bowl bids Monday
as all but five berths in the
eight major holiday attractions
were filled.

Chuck Doronkempcr, Roger Grass, Bruce
Fishbaugh .r and Steve Trende, Second row :
Conch Ken Denny, Chuck Lammers, Dave
Luehr, Hob Sp.c .i( , John Larson, Jim HimU
and assistant conch Maurice , Gort,

This weekend, two Southwest
Conference schools are expected
to join the field, giving the
southland at least nine ot the 10
bowl spots.
Alabama . Mississippi , Gcor
gia , Florida , and Tennessee —
all of the SEC — and independ
ents Georgia Tech and Miami
nailed bowl assignments Monday while the Pacific Conference pulled a mild surprise by
selecting Southern California as
Ihe host team in the Rose Bowl.
Purdue and Syracuse had been
named to the Rose and Galor
Bowls , respectively, over the
weekend.
The top game should be the
Sugar Bowl confrontation between third - ranked Alabam a
and fourth-ranked Nebrask a ,
If Alabama sidesteps an upset
In its remaining two regularseason games and the Cornhuskers don't stumble against
Oklahoma In their Thanksgiving Day windup, the New Or-

leans classic will offer the only
perfect-record
pairings
of
teams.
The game is a rematch of Alabama's 39-28 Orange Bowl
triumph over Nebraska last
New Year 's night .
Georgia Tech , only other unbeaten and untied major team ,
meets Florida in the Orange
Bowl at Miami the night of Jan,
2 after Southern California , the
Pacific 8 king, and Purdue, the
Big Ten runner-up, tangle in the
Rose Bowl at Pasadena, Calif,
If Southern Methodist takes
the Southwest Conference title
by beating Texas Christian Saturday, the Mustangs will entertain Georgia in the Cotton Bowl
at Dallas on Dec. 31. Tennessee
takes on Syracuse in the Gator
Bowl at Jacksonville , Fla. , the
same day.

Mississippi goes to the Bluebonnet Bowl at Houston on Dec,
17, where It probably will run
Into Arkaasas of the SWC. Miami has filled half (he bill at the
Dec. 10 Liberty Bowl at Memphis. Berths in the Sun Bowl at
El Paso, Tex,, Dec. 24, are still
wide open , with 12 schools in the
running.
Southern California 's nomination as Ihe West Coast's Rose
Bowl representative raised a
few eyebrows. UCLA, which
bent the Trojans last Saturday
but finished one-half game behind them In Pacific fl piny, had
been expeclcd to get the call ,

HOUSTON . > . This is the Houston High
School basketball team which will compete
in the first annual Winona State College
sponsored high school Basketball-O-Rama
Wednesday at Memorial Hall . Team members are (front row from left): Craig Poppe,

Tom Knutson, Eliot Littlejohn , Doug BeBson,
Scott Van Gundy and Marlin Carrier. Second
row : Jerry Wilson, Jon Peterson, Craig Bedore, Steve Botcher,. Terry Eosendahl, Chuck
TPoppe and Dan Jergenson.

RUSHFORD . . . T h i s is the Rushford
High School basketball team which will compete in the first annual Winona State ; College
sponsored high school Basketball-O-Rama
Wednesday at Memorial Hall, Team members are (front row from left): Brad Ander-

son (10), Mike Miller (34 ) , Ron Haugen
Dennis Benson .40) and Paul Ryan (22).
ond row, Bruce Carlson, Dean Carlson,
Johnson, Gary Quarve, Jim Woll, Mike
and coach Ward Huff.

ST. CHARLES . . . This is the St. Charles High School basketball team which will
compete in the Winona State College sponsored High School Basketball-O-Rama Wednesday at Memorial Hall. Team members

are (front row from left): Steve Hawk , Bill
Nessler, Gary Connaughty, Roger Younker
and Les Schwager. Second row : Jim O'Brien,
Bruce Page, Tom Glover , Dave Morrill , Jim
Gettler , Steve Campbell and Jim Pionk.

(32) ,
SecRod
Woll

Drange, Kohner on
NIC All-Conference

ST. PAUL (API-Six players
from champion Moorhead were
named today to the Northern
Intercollegiate Conference allstar football team chosen by
league coaches.
The only holdovers from the
19r>5 all-conference squad are
Willie Griffin , llniebacker, and
Tom Csmarich , offensive back ,
Tech,
both
of
Michigan
Csmarich was winner of the
Glenn Galligan Memorial mastvaluable award .
Duane Uobert ot Moorhead
was chosen coach of the year
in the NIC,
St . Cloud and Mankalo placed
five each on the learn , Bemidji
nnd Michigan Tech three each ,
and Winona , two,
Thirteen were named to the
offensive team as a result of lie
votes .
The .slar (cam Is comprised of
nine seniors , ei ght juniors and
seven sophomores.

Offensive team:
Mankato.
Ends—Rick Cockran, nr , and | Linebackers-Willie Griffin sr
Bricker Johnson, soph, Woor- Michigan Tech ; Jim l^ltzke,' jr,
hend; Tom Williams, jr , St . ; Mankato; Dennis Black sr, Be,
Cloud.
midji.
Tackles-Mike Koch, soph, ';
• - Dnv e Mnlchcskl ,
Mankato; Dennis Yell , jr, IMoor- sr,Halfbacks
Moorhead
;'Gary Bahr , soph,
Head.
'
St. Cloud.
.
. Guards—Si eve Drangd , J r .
Winona ; Bob Allis , sr, Mankato. 1
Center-Russell Marshall , jr,
Moorhead.
Backs—Bruce Bnkebcrg, jr,
Moorhead; Ron DiGiacom o, sr,
Bemidji; Mark Brenden . jr, mid
Jon Hovanetz , soph, St, Cloud; MINNEAPO LIS (AP ) _ The
Tom Csmarich, sr, Michigan Boston Celtics nnd Detroit PusTech.
Ions of the National Basketball
r>ffcn_ _v. team:
i Association will play at ConEnds - Don Schlionlz , sr, j vention Hall in the Minnonpolls
Michigan Tech ; Dick Swalla , Auditoiium Dec. 2(1,
soph, Mankato;
j It's th e fifth consecutive year
Tackles-Dan Boettger, jr, Be- a rcgiilnr sea.son NBA game has
midji; Steve Kohner , jr, Wino- I been played here, Formerly, the
na.
! I*os Anfielrs Laker. ., a transGuards-I/onny Johnson , snph , plant from Minneapolis wero
St. Cloud] Joe Koppi , soph, I the host club.

Celtics , Pistons
Play in Mill City

TIME OF RECK ONING HERE

Tne-4-y, Nflrrember 22, IMS THNONA MILT NBWf If
'

¦

Gopher Frosh,
Varsity Tangle

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - 1 6-5, who was a starter last seaCoach John Kundla puts his son, and Bill Moore, 6-6. ¦
green Minnesota Gopher basket- ! I.onlettering reserves are Nick
ball team on display tonight Priadka. 6-5, Gale Kottke, 6-7,
when the varsity takes on a ; Fred Kusch , : 6-9 and Wayne
promising freshman squad.
Barry, 6-1;
"This will be the most inex- The best sophomore prospect
perienced team I've coached &i this early date is Leroy Gardsince I started at Minnesota ." ner, formerly of St. Paul CenKundla said. "We have only !tral. ' , ¦
/.
three lettermen and we lost two
great stars in Lou Hudson and Other sophs include Chip LitArchie Clark."
ter , an end on the football team
and former star at Central High
The toughest problem for in
Fargo, N.D.: Paul Knight ,
Kundla is at guard ,; where he former
Minnetonka High star;
doesn't have any returning letJohnson; and Tom Ashley.
Jim
j
termen.
Besides Hudson and Clark , I "We've been practicing for
the Gophers lost Dennis Dvora :[ five weeks and are badly in
cek and Wes Martins from the neeki of solne real competition
before a crowd," said Kundla.
first team.
Returning lettermen are Tom "This freshman squad is tough
Kondla , 6-7, Capt; Paul Presthus and should provide a good test."
..

NBA to Expand
To 18 Teams

NEW YORK <AP ) - There
will be 12 teams in the National
Basketball Association next season and 18 in 1970-71.
The expansion move was dictated by a heightened interest
from cities desiring an NBA
franchise and - a professional
market surve.- that revealed
growing potential in many new
cities for major league basketball . Commissioner Walter Kennedy said Monday at the loop's
fall meeting.
The NBA, which expanded to

Chiefs Continue
To Hold Lead
In AFL Stats

NEW YORK /AP ) - Kansas
City, doing most of its travelin g
along the ground , continues to
hold a wide edge in total offense
In the American Football
League.
Statistics released by the AFL
Ind ay show the Chiefs averaging
361.1 yards per game—a shade
less than M yards pcr game
more than second place Buffal o.
Veteran Bert Conn and rookie
Mike Garrett carry the brunt of
the Kansas City running gnmr.
which is averaging 151.3 yards
per gnme—nlmost 14 more than
sptond-place Boston.
Oakland leads tho league In
total defense , yielding 250.H
yard s per game , 1,4 yards less
than New York,

|| WESTE RN ]

10 teams thi s season with the
addition of Chicago, will add
two more clubs in 1967-68 and
two more for each of; three sea£
sons after that.
Kennedy listed , in alphabetical order , the cities under consideration for franchchises;
Atlanta ; Cleveland; Da llasFort Worth , Tex. ; Houston ,
Minneapolis ,
City ;
Kansas
Minn .; New Orleans , La.; Phoenix , Ariz.; Pittsburgh : an Diego, Calif.; Seattle , Wash., and
Washington.
"Under primary consideration
for the first two franchises are
Seattle, Pittsburgh , Cleveland
and San Diego," Kennedy said.
In other action Monday, the
playoff system was revised.
The first four teams in each of
the five-club divisions will be
eligible for the playoffs, with
the first place team playing the
third place team and the second
meeting the fourth in best-of-5
series. The survivors will then
meet in be.sl-of-7 sets, and the
division winners will play a
bes(-of-7 for the league championship.
Before Ihe addition of a 10th
team, the firs t three finishers in
each divlsiotir-made the playoffs ,

Bobby Baun Out
For 10 Days
TORONTO (AP ) - Defen.seman Bobby Bami of the Toronto
Map le Loafs , injured in Sunday 's 2-2 tie with Chicago Black
Hawks , will be out of the National Ilockpy league club's
line-up for at least Jo dayn .
revealed
X - r a y Monday
Baun 's toe wa.s broken when lie
was hit in the foot by a slapshot
from Bobby Hull.

FUEL OIL
1*1

P«r Gal.

GASOLINE
27'

Par Cal.

[ WESTE RN ]
Al tha End ol
L-Uyttfa Straa .
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Chuvalo-Terrell
Match for Title?

DETROIT CAP) r- Would you
believe George Chuvalo against
Ernie Terrell for the heavyweight ¦ championship
of the
¦
world?, " ¦'¦ ',•. . " "' . ' • . ¦ ' .
The way they were talking,

and acting, around Cobo Arena
Monday night that's th e way
Chuvalo and Terrell think it
might be next year.
Terrell will fight Cassius Clay
for the "title' next year.

"The date that they have been
talking about is Feb. 6," Terrell
said, "but that isn't official until
they decide on a site and the
contracts are drawn."
He said an offer had been
made
to hbld the fight in Detroit
NEW YORK (AP ) — Rick and he was impressed, "be:
Barry of San Francisco, who cause they were talking with
continues as top scorer , has tak- money and that speaks loud and
en over as free throw percent- clear."' .'.- ' .'
age leader in the National Bas- Chuvalo ran his record to 33ketball Association. ;
11-2 Monday night by pounding
Barry has scored 663 points out a third ¦¦- round technical
for a 37.2 average to 472 points knockout over Boston Jacobs of
and a 31.5 average for Cincin- New York . The Canadian chamnati's Oscar Robertson in pion outweighed his opponent
games through last Sunday, ac- 210 to 186 and completely outcording to league statistics re- classed him.
leased today. The Warriors ' star Chuvalo's handlers contend
leads in free throw percentage the Canadian is much improved
with ,881 and is eighth in . field since he dropped a 15-round degoal percentage with a .50. cision to Clay. They claim the
:
mark.
winner of the Terrell-Clay fight
should give Chuvalo another
chance at the title.
According to Terrell , he's
going to be the winner. "I see
incomplete fighter
in
WAYNESBURG , Pa. (AP) - an
Clay,
he
said.
"He
s
fought
a
'
"
Undefeated Waynesburg College, Pa., battles New ; Mexico lot of washed up fighters; but he
Highlands in ' a semifinal game can 't handle a good, young man.
of the . National Association of Chuvalo, with two weeks' trainIntercollegiate Athletics football ing, fought him a tough fight. I
playofCs Saturday at Albuquer- plan to beat him."
Terrell , who holds the World
que , N7M.
Waynesburg, 9-0, accepted the Boxing Association version of
the title, is 26. He has a 39-4
playoff bid Monday.
In the other NAIA semifinal record.
game, Whitewater, Wis., meet WINONA STAT ¦ INT KAMI/HAL
Central Iow a at Whitewater
next Tuesday. The winners play
Cage Tourney Scores
Harley 't Raiders 14, Wt Five M.
Dec. . 0 for the NAIA champion- Krips
30, Bouncer« H.
ship at Tulsa , Okla;
Breeder , It, Jack' t Ripper . 14.

Barry Leads In
Charily Percent

CANADIAN WHISKY - A BIE . D

I DUANE RINGLER
! 1321 W WI NCR EST DRIVB

NAIA Playoff
At Albuquerque

Susan Boland , 17, Pleasant
Valley , has been named one ol
the top ton riders in the national standings for 19 .6. The
rating Is done by the American
Quarter Horse Association , Amarillo, Texas. Miss Poland's
picture and an article about
her hors es will appear In the
January Issue of the American
Quarter Horse Journal.
She participated in shows in
Minnesota , Iowa , Illinois , Wisconsin and North nnd South
Dakota to win the title.
Susnn recently participated in
Ihe Chic ago International Quarter Horse show in the International Amphitheatre , The Chicago show is the largest Quarter Horse event in the world.
Riding Yoller-Hi Life , Miss
Boland placed first in the horsemanship class over 75 other entries. She placed fourth in the
youth activity , pleasure, and
fifth in the American Quarter

' ¦ '• Ase
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"chatfield.at . Rushford.
Harmony at Peterson; '- .. .Lanesboro at Mabal-Canten.
Faribault Dejf at Shaftiick.
Goodhue at Medford.
Rose Creek it Mazeppa.
Randolph at Simla/.
Spring Villey at Grand Meadow.
Adama at Wykoff.

Wednesday's Games
W asioja—
Pine Island at Claremonl.
Dodge canter al Byron,
W est Central—
Fairchild at Wabasha SI. Ptllx.
Nonconf erenice—La Crescint at West Salem.
Minneapolis South at Austin.
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Horse Association registered
pleasure class. Yeller-Hi Life
placed fifth in the halter class .
In the open western pleasure
stake at the show , only the top
ten horses of the four classes
were eligible to compete. Susan 's horse place sixth of the 278
entries.
Other honors bestowed on
Susan this year were from Ihe
Tri-State Ass-t-intion , Minneso-

"If we can hit the boards
we have a potentially good
ball crub," said Nett; "Some
p i these things haven't shown
themselves yet, though. We
lack consistency."
Although the team is made
up entirely of juniors and seniors, the Ramblers lack experience in varsity play.
Twomey and Wenzel are probably the most veteran of the
lettermen.
Tie tentative starting lineup for Cotter for Friday

IrMday
__________W

WindsorCanadian:
The smoothest whisky ever
_____

ta Quarte r Horse Association ,
and the Minnesota Palomino
Horse Exhibitors Association.
The Minnesota Quarter Horse
Association awarded her high
point senior western pleasure
for the state and reserve champion youth rider.
The Palomino Horse Exhibitors Association awarded her
the Minnesota State Champion
Palomino title.
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Windsor Canadian.
Uni quel y made.
Tastefully elegant
to give... or to get.
And very
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are 6-3 Bob Greden , 6-2 Hans night's contest will have WenMeier, 6-1 Ed Saehler, 6-0 Pat zel and Leaf at guards with
Wiltgen and 5-10 Bob Pomei- Twomey flanked by Gredea
roy. All are juniors.
and Browne ih the front line.
Cotter could also get help Greden was a meinber of lait
from senior* Jim Heinlen, year's tournament team.
Greg Schoener «nd Marty
"I hope we can improve on
Wernz , all of whom were
squad members last year but last year's record (10-11),"
summed up Nett. "We have
did not letter.
better over-all size, but It all
Besides finding consistently depends upon whether we hit
good scorers among the group the boards and whether w«
(Nett professies the Ramblers can improve our defense."
have no proven outside shooters) . Cotter must bolster a
Tuesday's Games
porous . defense. - '. " - .
Local Schools—
Hayfltl - it Wlnons High.
"We have a lot of work to
Winona Stal* it Sltyens Point.
do in all phases," said Nett ,
"but we've been concentrat- Coulee—
Melnm-Mindoro *l Helmtn,
ing primarily on defense . We
Arcadl* at B.ngar.
haven 't given them much ofWert salam at Gal«-eHrlelc.
Onalaska il .remp»al-au.
fense yet .
¦'Bi-State—
- "Compared to Tast year ,
Rolllngslont Holy Trimly tf U*l*.
we're about in the same stage
ton, '
as we were then at this time,
Onalaska Lulhtr at Caledonia -Or<
but our shooting isn't what it ' . '. . ' etto , .
West Central—
should be. "
Alma at Eau Claln Immanuel luthAfter this coming weekend . " . • . tran.' . ' ¦ ¦ ' .
Ollmanlon
at Taylor.
Nett should have a better idea
of just how his team rates. Dunn-St. Croix—
Plirm Cily at Pep in.
The Ramblers open their sea- Hiawatha
Valley—
son Friday by hosting arch. lilnvltw at JttwarMlls.
Kanon-Mantotyllla at taka CHy.
rival Wabasha St. Felix. Then
Cannon Pills st SI. Charles.
on Saturday night MinneapZumbrota at (Canyon,
¦ Salle invadeg St. Nonconference—
¦ olis De ¦La
'Stan's. '
Mondovi at Fall Creek,

\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\Y~
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Susan Boland Named
Among Top 10 Riders
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Send me facts on Ihe fientry
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To find out how you may qualify lor savlngi up lo . 50 or
mora on car insurant* , fill in and iind this coupon 1o your
Sentry Insurance man,

•

Hav* you bean paying mora
. . . and »n|oylno It I.**?

PIN TOPPLERS
WSSTGAT E
W
L
Polachek Elirtrle . ...
.14
7
. ;. . . .
7
Welkins Miry King
Lakeside Cltgo . .......... .13
t
Wally '.
.10
IV
Hamernlks Bar . . . . . . .
.10
11
Main Tavern I . . . . . . : . . . : . . . . 1
1J
,Coca
Cola
7
.
.
.
.
.
7
I.
...:
.
.
¦
Winona Paint & Glass . . . . . 7
14
ALLEY GATER'S . .
WESTGATE
PH..
Peruke Body Shop .
41
Mohans Window 8, Siding .... :5',_
Jeanette 's Beauty Salon
... 33
. Curley 's ' Floo r Shop .......... W>
Montgomery V/ard . . .... . ...,..".' !»
William 's Hot«i
. . . . . . . . . . . . . , 12
Regan 's Iniurance .. ... . . .-.:...' „ - I*i
Llnahan's . ..
. : . : .. . . . . . .: . . , . . . . . llVit
MONDAY LEAGUE
W. A. C.
W
L
Home • Bevira«je Service 7 50 -tt
1J
. . . 50
. Bunke 's. Ape*
Joswick's Fuel 4 Oil
Wi l3'/j
Quality Sheet Metal . . . . . 19
14
•; 10.x 12'.,
...
. . 1st.. National Bank
.
¦
¦
'
. . . ...id . JJ. '. Super Saver . ' .
0« GETTERS
¦¦
¦
¦ .A.' . ' C. '
: ¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦«¦ : U ¦
14
E.B. 's : Corner . . . . . . . .'.:.....;i»
Circle G. Rsrneh . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 9
14
Kramer a Toye . . . . . .. . . . . . 1 7
H
Winona Plumbing
. . . . . . . .15
1«
Graham I McGuirt
, 14' i IB'/.
7 Steve Lbung« .
.. . . . ... .UVa ll.i
Pit) TOPPLERS
Wetlgalt '
W, L.
Lakeside CI1y . ,. . . . . : ... . 11
*
Polechek Electric . . . . . . . . . II
7
7 Watkins ¦ Mary King ...... 11
7
'
. . . . . . . . . . . 10
Wally 's . :
I
Hamernik'j Bar . . . . . : . , ; . ». : ' .' t
Coca-Cola
. . . . . . . ; . . . . . 7 11
Main Tavern 7
7 11
Winona Paint A Glass . . . . I 13
KIMflS S. QUEENS
Weslgate
W . L. ¦ •
Double til .7
12 11
Vaughn 1 Mlynciak . . . . . , »' . 13' _
Lelts & RI9MS
ll' _ K'i
Jokers
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U 17
Moonlighters
15' 3 17' _
.......;... is'/j 17'._
Trolans
The Bowlera
. . . . .13
50
li _ 1
Whirlwind!
.. .:
JACKS « QUEENS
Weslgele
W . L.
Jokers ,
» 10
'
'
' ..
Four Acei
. . . . J2 11 >>Jolly jacks
. . . . . . . . . . . . . : II \V
Ponney Cards
..... 14 '!?
Deuces Wild
...14
It
.. Rockets ' ' ..
. - ¦. : . . . : . . • . Ji
JUNIOR GIRLS
Weslgele
W. L.
Alley Smasherj . . . . . . ; . . . is
* '
¦
Monkeei .
15
?
Paisley Pope . . . .
IS
t
. . . . . 3 3) .
Allay -Ilium . ..
GUYS I, DOLLS
W. L.
. Westgate
Streng • Kuhlmann
3
0
.
Lublnskl
Ilea
1
0
_
Mohom . Prenot .
I
Stahmann - Duollman ..... 3
1
¦
Fenske
Poianc
..... 1
1
Colbcnson • Slensgard . .. 1
J
Nlemiyer - Donahue
0
3
Lidtke • Feltx ..
»
1

FRAZIER KNOCKS MACHEN THROUGH ROPES . ; .
Young Joe Frazier of Philadelpihia sends Eddie Machen
through the ropes with a left hook in the first round of their
10-rourid fight here Monday night. Machen survived the
round but the referee stopped the fight after 22 seconds of
the final round to save him from further punishment. (AP
Photofax)

By BOB JUNGHANS
Dally News Sports Writer
For the first time in the
memories of iriany basketball
fans, Cotter High School will
not be the favorite in Region
Six from the opening jump
ball of the season.
The Ramblers, who practically held permanent residence at the site of the Minnesota State Catholic High
School basketball tournament
in years past, gave up that
spot last year to Rochester
Lourdes, and to everyone's
surprise, Lourdes went on to
. win the state title.
So this year '¦'¦' Cotter-' finds
itself looking up. as an underdog, and coach John Nett , in
his 18th year at the Ramblers'
helm, has a big rebuilding job
to do if he hopes to get his
foot in the state tournament
door again;
Five lettermen return for
Cotter but none of them showed any proclivity for high
scoring , last season . The
team's leading scorer of a
year ago, 6-3 junior Tim
Browne, averaged only 11.5
points-per-game.
Tom Wenzel, a 5-10 senior
guard, hit at an 8-point clip,
while 64> senior center Mike
Twomey averaged 7.2. The
other veterans are 6-3 Steve
Erdmariczyk , who held a 4.4
average last year , and 6-0
Tom Leaf , with a 3.7 mark.
A-thdugh this appears to be
a solid nucleus around which
to buijd , Nett .will be counting heavily for bench strength
; on last year 's; B squad , a
crew which compiled a 16-1
record .
Chief prospects off that unit

YOUNG MEN UNDER 25!

BLUE BLAZE NO. 1

¦'

Cotter Cagers in
Rebuilding Year

believed to he the Warriors' b«st game of the
year in running roughshod over the Pointers
91-75.

"1 know they lost quite a bit from last
year," said Ekker. "They hav« only four guys
back and none of them did anything against
tis . They have a lot of sophomores we don't
know anything about.
"I know they'll be tough, though. Playing
them at their place, we'll have all we want,"
The Warriors will open with a starting
five composed of 5-3 Dave Meisner and 5-_l
"I don't think this game will Indicate how Mik e DeWyre at guards . Mike Jeresek, 6-6,
our season will go, win or lose," said WSC will anchor the front line. He will be flanked
coach Ron Ekker. "The next five or six games by 64 Tim Anderson and 6-5 Mark Wilke.
may, but we're still looking toward the conOther cagers expected to> see action are
ference. It may determine just how some of Chip Schwartz, Brian Espe, Jack Gibbs, Rick
the individuals are going to do, though. "
Starzecki, Al Decker and Bruce Carrief .
Ekker says there are eight or nine players
Ekker summed up his outlook for the game
he would like to get a look at in tonight' s game, by saying, "We're at the point where we need
but he won'
¦ t do that if it jeop ardizes a tri- to play someone besides ourselves. I fee. we're
umph. • ' . '" . ;.. .
going over there to win , but . I don 't think I'm
"We are going over there to win ," 7 he unduly optimistic. I feel we're a good team
continued. "I expect the game to be ragged and should have a little more experience than
and this, in itself , will probably give; us a Stevens Point ."
chance to play more personnel than usual."
The 8 p.m. tilt will be preceded by a WiWinona Stale also ; opened last season nona State - Stevens Point freshman game at
¦
against Stevens Point and played what many 6. p.m. : "' ¦- '¦
¦

i

IN UNDERDOG ROLE

Warriors Open
At Stevens Point

By BOB JUNGHANS
Daily News Sports Writer
The time of reckoning hag corqe for the
Winona State basketball team . Are Warrior
cage fortunes on (he upswing? Can some of
carry the¦ load ¦ expected of
the newcomers
¦
. . . ' . '' • ¦
.' them? ¦ - . • ,- .'
Winona State opens its basketball season
tonight with an 8 p.m. game at Stevens Point
with the hope of tucking away victory No. 1
and finding out just what the situation is, primarily, on an individual basis.
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Stock Prices
Move Lower in
Active Trading

2 New Fights
In Central
Viet Highlands

NEW YORK (AP)—The stock
market moved lower early this
afternoon , showing little response to attempts to rally
Trading was fairly active,
. Losses among key stocks went
mainly from fractions to a point
or so.
A drop of more than 3 points
by Du Pont , however, was an
extra drag on the averages. The
chemical giant was still reacting to news that it had cut its
OIARTER MEMBERS HONORED
fner, Warren Roettiger, Lloyd Bond, Wally year-end dividend to $2 a shar«
Valentine, James Kirchner, Joe Greshik: and from the $2.25 declared a year
These Fountain City Lions received 15-year
Alfred Abts, (Daily New* photo)
pins Monday night. From left, Virgil Schafr
ago.
Along with General Motors—
which
sagged another 1% — Du
1
P.
M.
New
York
LEARNING PIONEERING SKILLS . . . left, James Car.o_l, John Kumstick , Richard
Pont helped give the market outStock Prices
Kramer and Terry McNab.. Thomas McRae
Seventh grade students' - 'at St. Mary's School
standing blue chip leadership to
on
the
fort.
working
many
hours
spent
also
ioneering
projjust-completed
p
studying their
_ Honeywl 54% the downside.
Allied
Ch
33V
GM still was affected by new*
ect, a fort entitled Jamestown, are, from : (Daily News photo)
Allis Cbal 22 iBMach 345
Amerada 73 Intl Harv M Vk of its cutbacks planned for DeAm Can 48% Intl Paper 253/_ cember and January. The rest
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. Am Mtr
7 J__s _ L
47V* of the stock list was suffering
The spokesman said one plamembers
of
FounThe
seven
(Continued from Page One)
AT&T
54%
Jostens
11% .rein uncertainty over the
toon— about 35 men — was
tain City Lions Club who were
AmTb
32 Kencott
86y4 chance of a tax boost and an
overrun
and
took
tie
brunt
of
eludes a circular walkway,
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charter
assortment of drab economic
Anconda
SOVi
Lorillard
43%
the casualties. He would ., not
more; than 200 feet across and
were presented with ISryear
Flood dikes are virtually com- Arch Dn — Minn MM 76% news. .
comment
reports
that
there
on
an inscription wall of granite
pins at Wally's Sppper Club pleted for Stage I of the Army Armco Stl 46% Minn P L 24% The Associated Press average
were only three survivors in the Monday night.
upon which are engraved quotaArmour
29 Mobil Oil 46% of 60 stocks at noon was off 1.6
pioneering proj- platobr. U.S. military officials
tions from the Kennedy inaugu- A study in
Presentations were made by Engineers permanent flood con- Avco Cp 21% Mn Chm 39V4 at 291.0 with industrials down
ects has been completed by the consistenUy refuse to give spe- Leonard Lettner, president, tp trol project, the City Council
ral speech of Jan. 20, 1961.
BethStl 29% Mont Dak 30% 3.3, rails off .4 and utilities off
lighted
by
seventh
: grade class at St. cific casualty' figures in any ac- Virgil Schaffner , Warren Roet- was told Monday night .
'
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eternal
flame
(AP)
Kan
.
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tion o« grounds of security.
tiger, Lloyd Bond, Wally ValLittle Gerry Lindgren , Washing- Kennedy's widow during the Mary's School.
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35%
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North
Vietnamese
killed
"
ton State 's 20-year-old Olympi- burial service will be moved to Mass Mary Anne Ryan, social several wounded Americans as entine, James Kirchner, Joe work is that of seeding, said Brunswk 6% N Am Av 46% The Dow Jones lndnstrial *v.
was down 7.30 to
an , won the 28th NGAA Cross the new site and remain a cen- studies teacher for grades 7 they swept across the battle- Greshik and Alfred Abts.
City Attorney George S. Ro-^ CatpiUar . 38% N N Gas 49% erage at noon
¦ ¦
Membership how is about 30. bertson Jr. Since the city will Ch MSPP 32% Nor Pac 46% 790.86. 7 ' . :- " . . . '
in tral symbol. The light has gone and '. .8 said that the students
Championships
Country
field the spokesman reported.
course record time Monday, out on occasion since the burial learn *pioneer skills along with The, cavalrymen reported kill- William Pehler is secretary soon be handed the . responsi- C&NW 80% No St Pw 32% Losses of more than a point
then scoffed at the idea he but the new one to :be installed their early American history. ing 102 North Vietnamese with and Morris Abts, treasurer.
f>ifity of maintaining dikes; the Chrysler 30 Nw Air 104 were taken .by Standard Oil
might burn himself out at an in the memorial has been tested They spent many hours mak- the aid of air strikes and artil- The largest project of the council should make prepara- Cities Syc 44% Nw Banc 45% (New Jersey ) , Anaconda and
''
in hurricane - force wind and ing a fort named Jamestown,
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Notice Is hereby given lhat sealed
VEAL MA R K E T : Wea k
weight , as in the average perMost of those coming alone read Ihe Warren Commission Mississippi.
proposals tor the deposit nl tha funds
Top Choice
31,00
seriously
report
or
any
other
looks
on
Meredith
was
not
the
.
of Winona County, Minnesota, lor Ihe
son , is largely around his abappear thoughtful or sue) as , they
Good anrt choice
a3 .0O-30 .00
ennslnn two years, will bo received hy
assassination.
Comnierclal
injured. Later he joined a mas- domen.
1B.00- _2.DO
rpach the grave.
the
Board of Auditors of said County, al
Omars
17,00-down
Russell said questions could sive civil rights march touched
"However, lor his frame , Prethe olllce of Joseph C. Pane , Clerk ol
DETROIT (AP ) - Aulo workMany shed a tear .
Winona Egfl Marlirt
the
Dlstrlrt Courl, In Ihe Court House
be raised. "The test is , can you off by the shooting.
sident Johnson is not markedly ers laid off in current indust ry
(Winona Product , Zlebell Produce)
In the City of Winona , In said County,
WASHINGTON (AP ) - Kath,
answer
them
"
he
auldecl.
These quotation s Apply et ol
over-weight
and
if
he
can
keep
up to and until Ihe 1st day ot December,
cutbacks can count on receiving
10:30 a.m. today.
ryn O'Hay Granahan , whose nia , assumed the $2f>.:M0-a year
1946, at 10 o 'clock In the forenoon nl
The .senator said he had not Kennedy and wounded Connally, his weight at around 200 pounds at least 62 per cent of their Grade A jumbo
44
said day, a? which time nnd piece all
Russell said Chief Justice Jt would suit us just fine. His
signature appears on Ihe lover post In January 196:. after her wanted to serve on Ihe commisGrade A Inroe
,
.
,
.
,
,39
.urn propo-als so submitted wi ll be
Grade A medium . . , . , . . , ,'
left band corner of the nati«n\s appointment by Prcsidtnt !lolin sion, hut did nol say why. He Earl Warren , the commission normal weight is 1!)9 pounds, " wages for up to six months.
,. JJ
oprncd and read by and In Ihe presence
'
Even after that , a man with Grade A small
, . , , ,. ..
IB
of said Board .
"
paper money, has resigned as F. Kennedy, but had been ill said his objections had led lo C-iuirman , "was determined he
'
B
Such propoiali shall state what securtwo years ' seniority could draw Grade
'. '., '. ', '. '. '. ' 35
Grade C
treasurer of the United Slates. since May 1965.
li
ity will b» olven to «ald county Inr such
rewriting of some key findin gs was going to have a unanimous TROJANS BUSY
weekly,
plus
$50
$1.50
a
week
for
In
her
letter
of
resignation
to
Uj nds so deposited and Wl)at Interest will
report , 1 said it wouldn 't be any
LOS ANGELES (AP. -SouthThere was no immediate
of the commission report .
dependent up to (our , for be laid off in their Inveatory bal- be allowed on monthly Biflances on conWhite House comment on Mrs. President Johnson , Mrs. Gran"I' m the only man that trouble just to put a little aster- ern California assistant coach eacti
dition that such funds , with accrued
ancing shuffle. General Motors Interest , shall ha held
subject lo drall
Grnnalian 's action , disclosed ahan said she had been injured bucked the report ," he said. "I isk up here (in the text) nnd Joe Margucci believes the Tro- six more months.
announced Inst week December and paymenl al all time, on demand .
layoff
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among
performing
my
in
a
fall
"while
jans
will
be
a
mighty
busy
footthen
down
at
the
bottom
of
the
Monday when the Treasury Detold them , I'm not j (oing to si gn
The Board reserves Ihe right lo r»|erl
safeguards written into current and January production would any and all proposals.
page saying, 'Sen. Russell diJ- ball team Saturday.
partment released in response duties as treasurer " but said It as long as it's (his way. "
Dated at Winona, Minnesota, Ihls loth
contracts
in 106-1 bargaining be- be sliced 8.1 pcr cent. •
she
had
hoped
lo
return
lo
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follows,
to
this
finding
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Notre
,
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to an inquiry a letter of resignaHay ol Noverrmer, 1966
Ward'
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Report.
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the
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top
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job.
objected
to
original
,
He
said
he
opponent
last weekend when the
"But Warren wouldn't hear ef
CARL PETERSON ,
tion she had written Oct. 13 and
Chairman nt »«llit Beard anrt
an industry statistical agency,
a reply dated last Wednesday "Since ] have not he en per- wording that stated categorical- It, He finally look that part and Irish played Michigan Slate to a and the United Aulo Workers reported in mld-nnonth that the
Chairman Hoard nf
,
mitted
to
return
to
my
office
Union.
Some
within
the
UAW
I
rewrote
10-10
tie.
ly
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no
conspiracy
it
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"
County Commla .ln. iara
by Secretary of the Treasury
JOS
R. H c. PAGE.
submit my resignation rather involved in the assassination , The final report said the com"I tell you their size scarp s equate them with a guaranteed four top producers were liimHenry H, Fowler,
n*rk ol ulcl noarrf, and
than hold ths import ant posi- He iosisled the report should go mission found no evidence thnt you , " ho said , "The Irish are so annual wage.
mtofi back their planned Non,
Di,,ric t cw,r
'ALo.r^,c 2 -V",
None of the manufacture ™ vember production by 511,000
Mm. Granahan , a fortnrr tion without performing its du- no furt her than saying that Os- Oswald "was part of any con- big they outclass the normal colMember ol said Binrd and
wrote.
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,
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foreign
.
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in
size
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that
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domestic
alone.
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Pennsylvaties,"
"
House member from
"
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Lin(lg. en Wins
NCAA Cro-j
Country Title

MILLIONS

Students Build
Fort Replica

SAIGON, South Yiet N»m
(AP) — U.S. infantrymen tangled with North Vietnamese regulars in two small new fights
today in the central highlands
north of the battlefield on which
U.S: air cavalrymen took heavy
casualties Monday,
; Units of the 25th Division skirmished with the North Vietnamese 12 miles southwest of the
U.S. Special Forces camp at
Plei Djering and 13 miles northwest of the Green Beret camp.
Three North Vietnamese were
reported killed in the first clash.
There vas no word of casualties
in the other.
A U.S. military spokesman
said the North Vietnamese inflicted heavy casualties on a
three-platoon force of about 105
men of the U.S. 1st Cavalry,
Airmobile, Division in Monday's
fighting 22 miles southwest of
Plei Djering.

...

Fountain City Stage !
Lions Honor 7 Dike Work
Nearly Done

Prisoner Who
Good Patient
Tied Up Guards
Doctors Say
Back in Custody
Of President

Mikita Leads
NHL Scoring

Man Who Shot
Meredith Pleads
Guilty, Sentenced

Knee Surgery
For Robinson

Mrs. Granahan
Resigns as
U.S. Treasurer

Laid Off Auto
Workers Get
Jobless Pay

Mai* — Jobs of lnt«rHHt—27 Farm ImpUmtnt*

Want Ads
Start Here
BLIND AD» UNCALLED FOR. C-Aa, al, M, 70. 71, 80, ( 12.
NOTICE .
Thli niwxpaper will be responsible
for only «ne Incorrect Insertion ol
any clettKled advertisement published In Ihe Want Ad secttftn. Check '
your ai aiid call 3331 if e correction
must be made.

Card of Thanki
MYSZKA 1 wish to thank ell my trlendi, neighbors and relatives for cards, visits and
glfti I received while I was at Community Memorial. Special thanks to
Father Scfilmek, Father McNab, Father Nelson. Dr. Hartwich and Dr . Schalfer, the nurses, student nurses, orderlies, Aflgels of Mercy.
R Ichard Atyszka A Lois
:
'
r' .-' ¦
O'BRIEN—
I wish to thank all my friends, neighbors
and relatives for their flowers, cards,
olfti and visits during my recent stay
at the hospital. Many thanks also to the
Church Pastors, Dr. Gerber end nurses
on Surjleel floor.
. Mrs, Berths O'Brien

¦¦'
. ' ' . • ¦ '7

Personal.

WANTED ACQUAINTAf-iCE with 7 people
Interested In the desert region, of our
southwest* for the ourpose of planning
a group trip. Write Edwin Rengaw,
.27 E. 6Hl.
PLEASE MOTE: Our dining rooms will
. not be open at all on thanksgiving
Day, howeve r the bar will be open as
usual ind we will be serving the traditional Toflt & Jerrys starling Wednesday everting. Come on In and loin the
. font Ray Meyer/ Innkeeper, WILLIAMS
HOTEL.
NOON SPECIAL WED.: Roast beef dlnner, whipped potatoes, gravy, vegetable,
roll, butter, beverage. 85c. SIDEWALK
CAFE, Miracle Mall.
¦ ¦ '
CERT'S a flay girl _ .. _ ready for a
whirl attir cleaning carpels wllh Blue
shampooer, $1.
Lustre, Rent electric
¦
. R. - .D. Cone Co, ¦ '
TO ALLOW OUR EMPLOYEES to celebrate Thanksgiving with their, families,
we will be closed all day Thurs. Open
for business as usual on Frl. at A a.m.
We hop* you air have a good day.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, US E. 3rd St.
LADIES: If you Want to drink 'that'*
YOUR btialness; If you DON'T want 'o
drlnki fhat's our • busimas. Contact
W omen's AA for private, confidentia l
help, with your drinking problem. Call
8-4410 evenings 7-10. Send lor a copy of
our newspaper, "The Eye Opener", It's
free. Box M3, Winona, Winn.
LADY BOWLERS WANTED to round out
our Tuesday afternoon Ladles Leagues.
v
Hal-Rod Lanes.
ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER? Man or woman, your drinking creates
humorous - problems. ' If- . you need and
want help. Contact Alcoholics Anonymous, Pioneer Group c/o General Delivery, Winona, Minn., or Tel. 8-4.10
evening! 7-10. Send for a copy of our
newspaper, "The Eye Opener. " It's
free. Boic 442, Winona, A. Inn.
COAT need shortening, wool dresses, too?
W. BE7SINGER II the mart for you.
Tailor, 317 E. 4th.
IT IS GENERAL KNOWLEDGE that
banks charge less Interest . on any financing than other loan agencies. At
.MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK InDept, you get a big
stallment Loan
;
"extra" ln personal service, and the
eredll you build can he the most valuable asset If you need assistance later
on. It makes "cents" to deal with an
Institution large enough to take care
ef all your needs, v
¦ ".

TRUSSES - ABDOMINAL BELTS
SACROILIAC SUPPORTS

.

GOLTZ PHARMACY

J7< I. Jrd

TeL J.W7

Painting, Decorating

20

INTERIOR PAINTING done at moderate
prices. Tel. 8-1791.

Plumbing, Roofing ;

21

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
For clogged sewers and drains.

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI

Tel. 9509 or 6tii

1 year auarantee

Septic Tank & Cesspool
Cleaning Service
Special Truck. Sanitary 8. Odorless.

48 Typewrltm

77 Houses for Sale

WINDOW CLEANING — guaranteed 40 JOHN DEERE 70 Diesel, A-l condition. WE NOW hive 100 PORTABLE typlwrHJim Murphy, Rt, J, Winona, Minn.,
ers for Chrlstmai sifts. SHOP EARLY
. OO between 5
houre • week. Tel. S-i
¦
¦ '
¦¦
(Wlson). .
while the (election Is good.
' ' . '. ,
7, and 4 evening*. , '. '¦¦
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICB
Tel. 8-J300
UI E. 3rd .
help
wanted
BULK
MILK
tank.
Cherry
Burred.
1«0PART.TIME
FULL AND"
gal .(200. Eldred Rostvokf, Rl, 2,
must be available from noon on. Apply
end
eddlng
mactilrMl
for
-S4-7I60.
TYPEWRITERS
&
CleanRushford,:
Minn,
Tal,
In pew-ft. Leafs Laundirer*!
Hie or rfflt, Reaionable rates, free
ers, and t Main.
delivery, tit us for all your otllce sup50 ?llei, deiki,Hies or office dtalri. Lund
BARTENOER-full tlml, lop wages. Ap- H«y, Grain, Feed
ypewrltir Co. Tal. S222.
ply Golden Frog Supper Club, Fountain
: City, WH. Tel. 8oS.-fl-T, .
EAR CORN-3000 bu. Carl Barnes. Stockholm, Wis. Tel. 715-448-1205 after i p.m.
Wanted lo Buy
81
TWO MORNING |ob openings. Bloedow
Bek»;Shop.

Articles for Sal*
57 WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON - METAL
MARRIED MAN for general farm work,
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
sepa rate modern house, references and
metals, IN) tav/ tvr. ¦'
experience required. Donald Behnken. DUNCAN PHY. E dining room tabu and
Closed Saturdays
Eyota, Minn. Tel. Rochester 283-5911.
end tablet;
chairs;
long mirror;
Tel, tog
«2 W. _ nd
.
Cresses- coats; sweaters for boy's, girl's
CHAUFFEURS WANTED-full and partand ladles'; riw, curtains, like new.
PAID
HIGHEST.PR*ES
time, must be 71. Apply In person
Tel.
Use back door, Wed., Jt Thurs,
for scrap Iron, m*rels, rags, hides,
Royal Yellow Cab Co.
• 7»4». 477| Collegeview.
raw fun ind wtlffr
EXPERIENCE BODY man wanted, paid MOUTON FUR ceaf , size 12-14) brown
vacations and paid holidays. Insurance
wool coat, like new, size . 16-11; _ wool
IMCORPORATED
benefits, commission, or regular wages.'
skirts, 12-14; hlghchair, may be con.50 W. 3rd
Tel. 5847
Koehler Body Shop, _n_ & Walnut.
verted Into youth chair. Tel, 9136
after 5. .

Sam Weisman & Son

SUPERV I SOR

HALLICRAFTERS SHORT wave radio,
band spread controls. Thomas Tweefen,
Shepherd Hail, Winona State College.
Tel, S-2.51, _ x1, 228.

with experience, to oversee toight shift. Top
¦" ¦ wages. ;

Rooms V/ithout Meals

86

B27 E. 4th

Tel. MM

Female—-Jobs of Interest—26
TWO PART-TIME Waitresses, I for nlghl
ahllt. Apply In person, Happy Chef
Restaurant.
WAITRESSES WANTED - Immediate
openings, Apply
Downtown
Country
KHchen.
LADY BOWLERS WANTED to round out
our Tues. afternoon Ladles Leagues,
Hil-Rod Lanes,
WOMAN TO live-In and care for elderly
lady full time. Modern, comtortabli
home, light work. Write P.O. Box A,
Caledonia, Minn, slating qualifications,
expected salary, etc ,.
BABYSITTER—In my home Immediately,
• :3O-S:30. Mature woman preferred,
1e.l_ E, 4th, Inquire evenings alter .
HIRED GIRL, preferably to live In, or
elderly lady who warils a home, for
light housework and chlldcare on larm,,
Vernon Gibbons , Rt. 5, Arcadia, Wis,
Tel. 530-2492.

Nelson Tire Service
NEEDS
OFFICE GIRL
To do bookkeeping * nnd
general office work . Experience helpful, not not
necessary.
Apply ln Person
127 W. 4th
Ask For Jim
Mil* — Jobi of Intore- t—27

'

THREE-BEDROOM houia In Stocktonwith furnace and bath, lots of shade
trees, 19,900. Shown by appointment.
Also good selection of houses In and
pear Winona and La Crescent. Call
Cornforlh Realty, La Crescent 895-2104;
E. WEST LOCATION. 3 bedrooms, S
rooms In all, all on one floor. Only.a
few years:old. It's lust like new. We'll
take your home In trade. See us for
a difference ' price, ABTS AGEI.CY .
Inc., 15? Walnut St. Tel, 8-4M5.
SIX-ROOM house, modern and furnished,
In Buffalo City, with 4 lots, priced to
sell, will help finance. Tel. Cochrane
248-2470 for appointment.

PAINT DEPOT

'

DAILY NEWS
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
AAoy Be Paid At
TED MAIER DRUGS
FREEZERS

Of your present property
and let us show you our
photo - lisitngs of new and
old properties now avail- .;
. able. . 7;

-

j ^ BOB

¦ ¦

n REALTOR
120 CENTER - Teu234S

KINGSBERRY HOMES

¦

¦

REGISTERED HEREFORD heller! (or
isle. Rush Arbor, Rushford, Minn. Tel.
(64-9122.

302 Mankalo Ave. Open evenings.

Neo-Triple-Triple
Mastitis Treatment

Good Things to Eat

48. 10 Do:.
Plus free boltie Farmer 's Gtue

Houset for Rent

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown 8, Miracle Mall

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

HYLINE HENS - 1200, year old. Alvin
Meldahl, Peterson, Minn.
DEKALB 20-week pullets. Raised according to Dekalb's prescribed pullet rearing program. Our own new pullet gro\«Ing buildings, one age birds In a building. Available year around, SPELTZ
Rollingstone,
CHICK
HATCHERY,
Minn. Tel. 8689-2311.

Wanted—Livestock

46

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A real good auction market for your
livestock. Dairy caltle on hand all week,
hogs bought every day, Trucks available. Sale Thurs. 1:00 p.m. Tel. 2.47.

Farm Implements

48

CHAIN SAWS REPAIRED
& RECONDITIONED
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES,
373 E. 4th
HOMELITE CHAIN SAWS
See the famous XL Models
HOMELITE ZIP 4129.50 & up
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd S> Johnson
Tel. 5453
MILK HOUSB EQUIPMENT
RATH wash tanks , fans, air Intakes, hose
perls, storage cabinets.
Ed's Refrigeration _. Dairy Supplies
... E. 4th
Tel. S_Jl

Terramycin
Injectible

200CC
50CC

$5.99
$2.25

TED MAIER DRUGS
Animal Health Center
Downtown A Miracle Mall

for Lubricant Salesmen lo present
top quality line ol specialized products
to contractors, truckers, farmers, and
fine, era In local protected territory.
Thin connection will ft irnlii. tlve-llgure
Income to energetic producer, Knowladorn ot equipment and/or previous
isles experience desirable. Sincere desire tv high Income and ability <o
menage your own llmi essential Com
pany training, notional advertising
and technical asslile .ee. Commission
and bonus Life end hospitalization
Insurance program, far personal interview, write in complete contldence

We have them on hand
in sizes :
• 130 bu.
• 163 bu.
• 2(M bu.
also 1.0 bushel lank
type. Ask your neighbor,
then see Ihom on display
at

F. A. KRAUSE CO
BREI.ZV ACRES
Hwys. 61-14
Winona

65

SPECIALI-LAZY-A
Burbank Russets ,
$3.25 per 10O lbs. Our homegrown rutabagas. WIMONA POTATO MARKET,

FILLET O' FISH
ARE DELICIOUS

¦ A
_
_
ifl Kl

ANY
DAY

95

FOR SALE or reftt 165 acre dairy farm
In Fillmore County. John AAlsgen, Ellendalt, Minn. Tel. 4B4-21J1.
FARMS — FARMS - FARMS

Wo buy, we sell, we trade.
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis.
Tel. Office 597-..S9
Res. 495-3157

60-ACRF. FARM, Minnesota City, with
3-bedroom home and 2-car garage,
Kitchen cupboards and utility room.
Barn, granary, etc.
1S4-ACRE FARM with full se . of buildings, In Utica Township.

PAUL J. KIEFFER

Sunt, Sporting Goods

66

GUNS
TRAPS

NPW and Used

Houits for Sale

99

OWNER LEAVING CITY, Price reduced
on 4-bedroom home In choke west location, Tel. 8-1629 for appointment.
3-bedroom
OWNER
TRANSFERRED,
ranch, carpeting, drapes , bullt-lni, discentral
air
conditioning,
panelposal,
led living room, rec room In basement,
large lot. S'A'/n loan may be assumed,
Inquire 1876 Gllmore ,

Conebar end Fox

AMMUNITION

Deer ilugs, rllle and ihotgun.
Will trade' for used gum.
NEUMANN BARGAIN STORE

Musical (Merchandise

70

We Service All Record Playera
Complete Slock of Needles
HARDT'S MUSIC STORE

Rent A
Musical Instrument
Rental Payments
Apply Toward
Purchase Prlctl

suitshop,
tloor
bath.
wllh
loca-

Attention Vete rans!

116-118 E. 3rd St.

LEWIS E. ALBERT

Kingsberry Representative
3965 6th St. .
Winona
'The - ¦

Gordon Agency, Inc,
REALTORS

LOOKING FOR THE
;
UNUSUAL?
We've found it for you! And
we would like to show you
this exceptional home with
3 carpeted bedrooms, long
carpeted living room and
simpry delightful panelled
family room with built-in
bar, lovely big yard, completely air conditioned! You
can move right in!

To fill up this 7 room, 2
story home East, X V» baths,
big kitchen. New combination windows and doors.
ONLY $500 down . . . Be in
for Christmas!
YOU COULD BUY HER A
MINK FOR CHRISTMAS . .
But I'll bet she would like
like this lovely older 2 story
home in excellent Madison
School area better! 3'large
bedrooms, 2 baths . . . Priced to sen today!
THE THREE CS
Cozy, clean, comfortable
best describe this cute 2
bedroom home West. Newly carpeted and panelled living room, lovely big kitchen.
Jumbo yard. You heard us
right . . . Only $7,3001!
AFTER HOURS
Pat Helae . . . 5709
Gordon Woishorn . . . 2851
THE

The Ownly Way

73

OOOD USED SEWINO machines, portable
and contok, S.SI75, Excellent condition,
WINONA SEWINO CO., SSI Hull. Tel,
CMS.

Stoves. Furnaces. Paris

Good Building

eilglbl- for direct loen Is this new
J-bcdroor. home situated on the Minnesota City Boat Harbor Rd. Orpeted living room, 15'xlO' with picture window, Hardwood lloori In
all bedrooms, Kitchen with eating
area, built-in stove, ovin and fan.
Oil heal, Attached garige ,

HARDT'S
Music Store
Sewing Machines

Quality Rambler

Alnwt new with 3 good-alied bedrooms, long living room ) kllchen
I7'xl!' with all oak cupbonrdi, builtin (love, oven and disposal plus nice
dining irea, Beautllul bath with anclojed tub and shower, Recreation
roonii gas furnace. 2-car Insulated
garage and panelled breoiewny.
1,071 iq. fl. of 1st floor svaco,
able tor small buslneis or
Two raitrooms. 'Well-rented 2nd
apt, hes 4 nice roomi and
New gas furnace, 2cor garage
new 16' fiber glass door. East
tion,

Over 105 different
floor
¦¦ plans.
See ' '

WANTED! A FAMILY
WITH CHILDREN

Altura, Minn.

MCDONALD'S

75

PAYS FOR ITSELF with the tael saved
Slegler, Duo-Therm, Qua. ir, Empire.
Clean, economical gas or oil heaters,
compute Installations, parti and service.
RANOB OIL BURNER CO,, *Q1 G. Sill.
Tel. . .7.. Adolph Mlchalow»*l.

house overlooking.Mississippi at Minneiska. Oil heat, drive-In basement garage, extra large lot. Sale or rent.
Reesoneble rent, Tel. Dakota M---078
after 6 p.m.

Accessorial, Tires, Parti 104

FREE INSTALLATION
of your
Snow Tires
¦ ¦¦; - 'with ,. '; .
WHEEL BALANCE
v. Now, . . . .

Why rent when you can buy wllh a
•mill down payment and balance on
contract tor deed . Living room wllh
fireplace, aw room, dining room,
2-3 bedroomi, Oil heat garage, 110,000,
RESIDENCE PHON ESI
B. J. Harter l . , . JfM
Mary Lauer . . , 4321
Bill Zlebell . . , 48)4

H

4.1 Me In It.

Tal. 2849

102

THKea-BBDROOM horn* w«nt»«l, all
modern, In tlty ot Winona , No realtors
please. Tel. 122.4 after 5.

RENT OR SAL8—Trailer, and campara.
Tour-A-Homa pickup cerr_par» for vv
ton plckupa, from tin to S1TW. t, 6.
and I slaepara. LEAHY'S, Buffalo City,
Wit. T*l. Cochrane J4H5M or 1AS4A70.

TWO-BEDROOM l»» mobile home for

salt or rent with option to boy. Rent
could be applied toward , purchase ,
price. Immediate occupancy, localad
at Red rep Trailer Court. Tel. Wlnone
JAM from -.8 to . or Altura 7885.

7WAGON

AUTO SEEVICE CENTER
MIRACLE MALL

,
1965 RAMBLER Classic
H off New one
1965 PLYMOUTH Wagon
Motorcycles, Bicycles
SAVE $1100
107
1962 Carryall Wagon
"
USED BICYCLES
.
SAVE $2000
. KOLTER BICYCLE SHOP
AM Mankato A-va.
.
Til. 5443
1962 FORD Falcon Wagon
¦
one of the Sharpest for
KNOBBY TIRES, air sizes.
ROBB BROS. MOTORCYCLES
the BEST PRICE IN
¦
-73 E. 4th
¦ ¦ ' mm . ' ".'¦; ' ¦ .
1961 RAMBLER Classic
Trucks, Tract's Trailer! 108
Wagon. $595
FEURHELM STOCK W rack. Ilka newt
1961 RAMBLER Classic
1M0 Ford , till cab, . A-l condition. Will
Real good. $495
tell separately, Jim- Murphy, Rt. 2,
Winona, (Wllscri).
1961 CHEVROLET Wagon
Above average .
Used Cars
109 I -- . SAVE $$$ '
1961 CHEVROLET Wagon
OLDSMOBILE—1959 Super 88, lull powor,
• ' . . . 4 door. $769
excellent condition. $395. Tel, 40.6.
1959 PLYMOUTH Wagon
MUSTANG—1965 2+2, 4-speed, deluxe Interior, good Hres, excellent condition.
A Nice runner. $lfi9
Will accept any reasonable offer. Tei;
8-4466. 7
"We service what 7we sell"
¦

CHEVROLET-1- .65 Impala 4-tfoor, 6-tylInder, automallc. 1 retired owner, now
deceased. Unbelievably good shape.
<
Tel. 5235.

FORD—1956 a^rJoor, straight shift - radio,
2 new tires, good condition, $130. 152
. .
E. Mark. -

1965¦ CHEVROLET
¦
¦
'
. ' . ' .'Bel .;Air ' ' .;• '•

4-door, eolld palmetto green finish
with matching green Interior , automatic transmission, radio,, 'heater,
power steering, white side^all tires.

;

-$1795 VENABLES

7 75 W. .2nd' - . .
.
tei. (-2711
, Open Atoh. 81 PrL.NigMs

Many to Choose iProm

1966 Mustang Hardtop $2295
1964 Galaxie 50O 4-door $1695
1965 Chevrolet Impala
Hardtop . . . . . ; . . . . 2395
1964Galaxie 4-door ,. $1695
1963 Mercury Monterey
. .' . , 4-docr . . . : . . . . . . . $1295
1964 Fairlane 500 4-do.r .. ; , , . . . . . . $1495
See these and many more
late models on our Used
Gar Lot.
:'
^»

W» Advert lit Our Prices

^^

Auction Salflt
~~~

CARL . ANN, JR
AUCTIONEER, Bonded and Licensed
Ruihford, Minn.
Tel. t-4-7111
~~
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will, handle ail iliei and klnde af 7
auelloni. Tel. Dakota -43^2943. .

Minnesota
Land & Auction Sales

¦

. Everett J. Kehner
.. .
158 Walnut. Tel. 8-3710, after houre ItU '
ALVIN: KOHNER
AUCTION EER, City ind state llcenied
.' : end . - bonded . 252 Liberty St.' . (Corner
E. 5th and Liberty). Taj. »80.

NOV. 7i—Set. 12:30 o.m. 1 mile E. of
. Mabel, Minn., on Hwy. U, then Vi mile
N; clem Brace, owner; : Howard Knudnn, auctioneer; Pir .t National Sank of
Mab . l, c|erk. ' ¦
NOV. 2 . -Sun:. ' 1 B.m, Hou-sehold Auction ¦
m Alma, Wis ,, on 2nd Street. ' Annefta
Thoeney Residence; ' HII ' Duellman, auctioneer; Ed Miller, clerk.: '

3rd & Huff
te) . S-..6 .7
Open 5 nights a week

NOV. 28— Mon. 10:30.a.m: 7 miles N.E of
Canton or 6 . miles N. o» Afabtl on Hi*v,
«, then l miles W. Lester J. Milne, owner;
, Knudsen ¦'&. Erickson. auction.
eers; Thorp Sales Corp. . clerk .

: H6e$]BHC)_-]Dr::r:;r1¦
X
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¦¦ ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦
¦ ¦¦ ' ¦¦' at the " , " .
'. . ¦ '
I .:.¦ ' -¦ " ,
¦
¦
'
'
ANNETTA
THOENEY
RESIDENCE 7
tX
:
In Alma, Wisconsin on 2nd Street
|.

YOU DON'T EVEN
HAVE TO LIKE
TURKEY . .
to appreciate our big
Thanksgiving special . Just
drop by and look over this
big selection of genuine

BUICK-OLDS
DOUBLE-CHECKED
. USED CARS
1965 BUICK Elnctra 225 4door sedan, power steering,
power brakes, 6-wav power
seat, white sidewall tires,
tinted slass, air conditioning, radio, heater , turquoise
with gray interior . . . $3295
1965 CHEVROLET Impala 2door hardtop, light blue with
white top, matching blue
upholstery, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning, 283 V-B engine, automatic traasmission, white
sidewall tires, absolutely
Immaculate
$2100
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu 4door sedan, economical 6
cylinder engine, standard
transmission, radio, healer ,
light beige with red Interior.
Runs like a top . . .
$nn..
1959 MERCMRY 4-door sedan, tu-tone green nnd white
with matching upholstery,
V-fi engine, automatic transmission, power steering,
power, radio and healer .
A STEi.L FOR , . . , , , , , $395
Be critical, Be tough, Try
them. If you decide to
buy one we'll sweeten the
deal with a big, tasty

Thai means dotiblo savings
this week!

WALZ

Buick - Olds - GMC
Open Mon. & Friday Nights

-% .
¦
]. % "
¦
¦
' - ., . " . ' fl- ' .
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:¦ 27 , ¦ I;;
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ATlP.Mi
SHARP
'
- . ¦ ¦ '. :¦ ¦ .- .' .
•
•'
.. . .
.
" '¦: ' . :
S*
Kelvinator refrigerator ; Monarch electric range; small |j:
I
I safe ; cheist of drawers with mirror ; cupboard with small J>|
|drawers and 2 doors with mirrors; small Super Flame %
|
|oil stove, like new; 4 room oil burner ; roll-a-w ay . bed; |
cleaner; 2 com- II
I cedar chest; chest of drawers; vacuum
|modes; antique platfwm rocker; , buffet; round dining t.
I room table and 6 chairs; RCA television set; day bed; 2 |;
|
1 trunks; new occasional chair ; small writing desk ", daven- |
1 port and chair ; couch; 2 center tables ; clock', sewing ma- %
% chine ; hall rack with mirror; antique chair; card tables; fl
|
end tables ; bed; kitchen cabinet; wood box ; 2 small cup-||
I boards; two 9x12 ft. rugs, 1 with mat; lots of dishes and||
ft kitchen utensils; some antiques; garden tools; 8 folding s]
1 chairs ; 2 electric fans; 4 TV tables; silverware and many, ; Jf
|
i; many other articles , too numerous to mention. Fire ex- |
i tinguisher,
: |?i .
I'.' ¦
CLARENCE THOENEY, ADM. 7
,p
" ¦ '. Bell Schollstein, Attorney
I
i
Ed Miller , Clerk, Cochrane, Wis:
II'
I
Fountain
City,
I. :
Hil Duellmah, Auctioneer,
if
¦ ¦ Wis.
¦
¦
¦ ¦¦
¦
&

'

'

.

' '. '

¦

¦¦

' • ' .'. • ' - • , : ¦

i

....... ¦_ ,^..i_ a * «..__«•__ «___ ¦ ______.i.f.«_p_.w.*_. '_ _ _ _ _'.'_.A-_ _ i>jjifc^i__-LA/_r.«<^-tf._m_ '_w^____-*^awj ^f.

42 Years in Winona
Ford-lincoln-Mercury
Open Mon., Fri,, Eye.
and Saturday afternoons

'

Nov,' 26—Sal. 7 p.m. TremMaleau, Wis. 7
Eonice G. Hamilton estate property;
•Alvin Kohner,. ' auctioneer.

WINQNA
AUTO SALES

FORD, 1962 V-8 500 with power steering;
also 1964 Falco n Station Wagon, ^-cylinder. Tel. 8-1666 after 6.

FREE!

Wanted—Rail Eitat*

CHICKASHA
AND
American
mobile
homis- Winnebago cempen and travel
Irallera. We trade for mort .anything.
Tcmfny'e Trailer Salea, 3 mllet >. ef
Oalwvllla, Hwy. 53.

'¦ ''
¦
- . '' -, - . PH. ¦* . ¦' ¦ x ,

* o u t* • • %. m • » » j

Thanksgiving Turkey

Kxchnngo Bldg.
Winona

CHEVR0LBT-1»57 Bel Air «oor, auKmellc, txcallent condition. Tel, 5. 56.

Get the
DEAL
of a lifetime

ABSOLUTELY

XJffitiy
^
^

CHEVROLET—1963 Impala ,S«p«r Sport MOBILE
HOME TOWINO—Call Dlla
convertible,. V-B motor, »utom»1lc IranjBubllti, Coulee Mobile Herein, Wlnon»,
mission, power steering, power brakes,
Minn. Tal: *V* • .
excellent condition. Tel. L.wls.on 534!.
HWY, <1 Mobile Home tain , B. ef ShanPONTIAC — 19M, ". jtralgM I , manua l
gri-La Motel. A fall reduction an all
•hilt, original owner, in good ehape.
mobile homee, elto parti. Tal. k-UU.
Flnt IM l-ikes. ASS W. «tn,
SEE OUR FINE Mlectlon o» naw mobHa
homil. If. and 12" wide. Now lelllng
CHIVROLET-19M wagon, excalltnt conat largt dleeountt. COULEE MOBILE
dition, will tr _ da, flnt rtaionatl* offer.
HOME SALES. Hwy, 1- k (1 Eait, W).
. 701 Grarti . .
none, Minn. Tal. 4274.

[WARDS]
I m tt

109 Mobil* Home-, Trallfrs H
i

Uied Cirs

Nice 2-Bedroom

WHATEVER YOUR
PROPERTY NEEDS ,
Late Mode l
;
Phone Us
;'' ;:' ^;;'.vGars . ' - ;;>.:''
:
For An Appraisal

~~~

SANITARY

EXCELLENT
COMPENSATION

VERN STEWART
Lubrication Engineers , Inc.
3M1 Riverside Freeway
Fort Worth, Texas 78111

BY BUILDER-2 new, 3-bedroom homesattached garages, small down payment.
¦
Tel. 974J or . 8-2592.

Sec Us: For Special Prices

NEW HOLLAND
SPREADER

'

E. LINCOLN SCHOOL area. 6 rooms
and balh. Cupboards In nice large
kitchen. Glasied-ln porefi. Full lot, all
for $9,000 with terms. ABTS AGENCY,
INC, 1S» Walnut St. Tel. H365.

WINONA TOOL MFG.
1430 W. 6th
Tel. 8-4331

Beebe

Jerry 's Plumbing Service

LOVELY NEW .-bedroom home, attached girege, large lot, 1724 W. Mark
Financing available. TeL M05».

ROOMS FOR MEN - with or vllhout
housekeeping accommodations, No day
'
TWO WINTER COATS-1 ladles' coat, 1
sleepers. Tel. 4SS9. .
'
. teenager's. - Tel. 8-2323 or Inquire 216
THREE-BEDROOM house, S9.000 bracket,
west location. L. W. Moody, 1510 W.
Liberty St., itler 4.
COLLEGE BOY—newly decorated large
Mark. (Behind Solspra).
sleeping quarters, private bath, close
'
AIR
CONDITIOMER
covers, fill
all
to WSC. . Tel: 8-3213.
makes and models, U.S.. SCHNEIDER
EL. NO SNOW to scoop this winter t«
SALES, 3930 <th St., Gdvw.
GENTLEMAN,, close to
ROOM FOR
get your car out of the garage because
downtown. 174 E. Sin. Tel. «J2.
garage opens but a few feet from the
Situations Wanted—Fern. 29 KENMORE AUTOMATIC washer. $45,
street. Let us show you this lovely
*
good condition) man's gray tweed overbedroom home. ABTS AGENCY , INC.,
%1;
figure
coat,
s
ize
.0,
teenage
boy'i
159 Walnut St. .Tel. B-4365,
WILL DO BABYSITTING In my home
ApartmertTs,
Flats
90
skates, size 7, S3.; 722 E. 4th.
anytime, l or more child, Goodview location. Tel. 3849.
USED REFRIGERATORS; raniBJl and LOVELY LOWER 3-bedroom, nevrly re- IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY — 3 new
3-bedroom homes, fully carpeted, 1V4
TV'S. FRAN< LILLA 4. SONS, 741 E.
modeled. Stove, drapes and utilities. In
baths, double or single garage, In
Situations Wanted—Male 30 8th. Open ' evenings,
Rushford. Tel. 9287.
.Goodvliw. Tel; 6059.
SORRY SAL Ii now a merry gal. She MAIN <0TW-T-bedroom apt., living room,
RELAX THANKSGIVING. Let . en adminLARGE 3-bedroom, V full bath. _ hall
used Blue Luslre rug and upholstery
dining room, kitchen, bath, private enIstratlve specialist type your student
baths, carpeting and drapes, double
cleaner. Rent , electric shampooer, 11.
trance. Furnished or unfurnl»he _ . Tel.
- papers. Call at 45. center.
garage, large lot, owner transferred,
H. Choate & Co.
3802 ; days, 3595 evenings.
must sell. «16 Clark'i Lane.
TWO USED 30" electric ranges.
Business Opportunities
37
NICE ' 3-room and bath upper apt., heat
B & B ELECTRIC
and hot water furnished. Available A. 3 ROOMS and bath. Located ihort
135 E. 3rd
distance east. $4,300 full price with
Dec. 1st, 480 E. Mark.
FOR SALE — Acorn Motel, Minnesota
small down payment, balance like rent
City. Robert Sullivan , Rt. A, RochesARVIN" HUMIDIFIERS
MODERN 3-room . and bath, heated, gar- ; ABTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Walnut St,
ter, Minn.
Completely automatic
$19.95
bage disposal, new stove and refriger- . Tel. 8-4345. . . .
BAMBENEK'S, 9th & Mankalo
ator. For appointment Inquire ' . . .
Dogs, Pets, Supplies
42
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE, THREE-BEDROOM ranch, carpeting hy
302 Mankato Ave. '
living room and 2 bedroomi, drapes
Steel plates, 4c per Ibj l-Beams; pipes.
Included, large kitchen with disMALE - FEMALE Siamese house call,
ONE-BEDROOM apt. Stove, refrigerator,
Many Other Items.
posal, panelled recreation room arid
hGiisebrokcn kittens, All day Sun./ next
drapes
eod
eorpelinflS80.
Tel.
9287.
M
&
W
IRON
&
METAL
CO,
bar
with built-in refrigerator, workFrl,-S»t., weekdays afler 4. J10 E. 7fh,
207 W. 2nd SI.
shop, V/j-car garage. 875 40th Ave.,
occupanTWO-BEDROOM
apt.,
immediate
Gdvw. Tel. 3853 for appointment.
AKC MINIATURE poodles, silver and
cy. Sunnyslde Manor. Tel. 8 .203.
black. Chihuahua, variety df color., - . COMPLETE GALLERY of tine, oil
. . . the creative
Order now for Christmas. Prices rea- . paintings and
E. WALL-TO-WALL carpeting In larse
hends are yours . . . or some lucky TWO-BEDROOM and 4-bderoom apts. for
sonable. Shots Included. Harley Wood
living room and bedrooms. Beautiful
rent, stove and refrigerator furnished.
person on your-: Christmas gift III*. Ai
Houston,
Minn.
(Money
Kennels,
balh. Your wife will be proud ol jhli
Tel.
9110.
of thli moment, Palnt-By-Numbor takci
Creek). Tel. 8964695.
home and the large ' . .beautiful' kitchen;
on a new look: .¦ , . PRE-EMB0SSED
Good terms. West location. Call us for
BRUSH STROKE " , . . a look ol depth SUGAR LOAF APTS;-Deluxe 1 and 2an appointment to see. ABTS AGENCY,
bedrooiYv with carpeting and air conCattle,
Stock
43
Horses,
and realness In which you can te* the
INC./ 159 Walnut St. Tel- 8:4365.
dltlonlnB BOB SELOVER, REALTOR,
caress of the artist's brush, thi rugged
8-2181
or
Tel.
2341;
after
hours
4581,
stroke
of
the
palette
knife.
Ftel
the
out
REGISTERED HAMPSHIRE boar,
TWO-BEDROOM home, attached . garagi,
. . .
textured surface, ready to eomi to life 7_i.a.
of National Reserve Champion Boar,
aluminum siding, oil heat. : Reasonable
when oil color* are applied. Until you
choice of 2, proven breeders, t months .
366 St. Charles St. Tel. 8707 for aprooms
with
private
CENTER;
SOO'
/
- reveal the secret artist of your Brush
Wrtalan,
Minn.
Tel.
old. T. O. Dyblng,
pointment.
bath, Carpeting, draperies, stove and
Stroke gallery , only you and we will
Ptferson 675-5927.
refrigerator
furnished.
:
Adulri.
$90.
. know for suref
..
E WEST LOCATION. Near St. Matthew's,
~
By
appointment
only.
Tel.
I79«.
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦• ' ¦
s bedrooms and-bath. Full lot. J9,5O0.
FORTY-THREE
¦
FEEDER PIGS-JO, & to 7 weeks old.
Terms to suit buyer 's need. ABTS
FOURTH E. 309—completely new 2-bed' ¦ M? Center St.
2,
La
Crescent,
Rt
Husman,
,
Conrad
AGENCY, INC 159 Walnut St. Tel.
' ropnii . with private bath, central air
Minn.. (W nille Nevi Hartlord Store)
8-4365.'conditioning, carpeting throughout. Tel.
7
Tel. . 443-2865.:
,
4125 or 8-1415.
FOR BARGAINS, if you want to buy, sell
FEEDER PIGS—50, 65 to 70 lbs. Sidney
FOUR ROOMS, private bath arid enor trade.Myhre, Caledonia, A/\lnn. Tel. 724-2439.
trance, modern except heat, oil heater
C. Shank, Homemaker'a Exchanoe '
furnished. Ill E, Howard St.
552 E. 3rd.
Poland China
PUREBRED SPOTTED
boars. Harvey Boldt, 1%- . rtiiles E. ol
DELUXE
GE
all
electric
l-bedroom
apt
Houston. Tel. 896-3S43. ., .'
Carpeted; air conditioned. eTel. BOB
SELOVER . REALTOR, 2349.
HEREFORD FEEDER calves, 50, 400 lb.
average, creep fed, steers and heifers,
WEST L0CATION-3 rooms with private
prices. Tel. 864-9348
top quality, farmer
bath, heo* and hot water furnished
¦
alter «. . . . "' • • •
IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
Adults. 175. Tel. -790.
In end gel our prices. WINONA FIRE
BLACK POLAND CHINA boars, new
S. POWER CO.. 54 E. 2nd. Tel, S0J5.
FOUR
MODERN
rooms,
carpeting,
bloodlines. Roger Bdynlon, Lewiston,
drapei, rfove and refrigerator. Tel.
Winn, Tel, 3792.
ONLY ONE HANOI Dial right (or eoW '¦¦ 8-1128;
water, .left (or hot. Push to jhut ol(.
PUREBRED DUROC boars, 300 lbs.;
Convenient? You bet) See the Dlalcel TWO APTS.-lst and 2nd floor it Founbred gilts, March farrow, large litters,
fauceti at
tain Cily, Wis.: Tel. 8687-3502English Black cross. Reasonable. Kaehler Brpi., St. Charles, Minn. ,
Aparlmerits, Furnished
91
PLUMBING * HEATINO
HOLSTEIN . BULLS-serviceabte ege . VinU« E. 3rd St- ;
Tel, 5737;
WeIM,
cent Eversman, Rt. 1, Box
WANTED to share furnished apt.
bisha, Minn. JJW.
Coal, Wood, Other Fuel 63 GIRL
Tel, S6il or stop evenings at 164 Wall
. . '
St. ¦ ' .. ; ¦ ¦
REGISTERED HOLSTEIN bull, lervlceable age, dam hat record HMO lbs. AT SALVAGE PRICES-_ ood clears coal,
It
lasts,
75c
cwt.
Western
.
Foot
while
LOVELY
l-bedroom
apt.
on bus litis,
milk and 631 lbs. fa) In 277 days, over
Of Lafayette St. .
west. . Tel. 6979 or 8-1787.
110,000 lbs. milk llfttlme, sire Harden
Farms Noel Standard . Schrelber Bros.,
YOU BET WE carry a wide virtety of THREE-ROOM APT., heat ind soft wa. Rt. J, Winona, Minn.
. high' grade coals. Commander, 3 sizes,
ter furnished. Private entrance. . 460 E.
¦
'
furnace, stove and range; Petroleum .' :Klng. .' . •
' - .¦
PIGS—30 or 35, S weeks old, weaned and
. ' - . . '- .: , .. -' . . .
Coke; Pocahontas; Berwind Briquets;
castrated, your pick from 70. Donald
Relss
50-50
Briquets
)
Stott
Petroleum
ONE-ROOIW efficiency, nicely furnished
Maschka, Minnesota City. Tel. RollingBriquets) Winter King Egg. . 5 varieties
and decorated,: Includes gat range and
alone 689-2459.
of stoker coals. JOSWICK'S FUEL &
refrigerator. Private bath and entrance.
OIL
CO.,
901
E;
8th.
"Where
ycu
get
Tel..
3004 -or" 4842.
HOLSTEIN SPRINGING heifer, artificialmore at lower cost."
ly sired from good record dam, vacFOURTH E. 170'A—deluxe tmall 2-room
cinated. Bob Wessel, Garvin Heights,
opt. wllh bath and kitchenette. For sinRt. 1, Winona.
Furn., Rugs, Linoleum
64 gle
person or married couple. Newly
decoreled. and carpeted. Healed and air
PUREBRED SPOTTED Poland China SAVE NOWI 70% off on all Tebli Lamps,
conditioned. With furniture, 1100. Tel.
boars and gilts, new bloodline. Lowell
.
Tree and
Pole Lamps, Desk Lamps,
;
3762 or 3705 for appointment.
Bebcock, Utica, Minn. Tel. St. Charles
Chain Lamps and Boudoir. Lamps.
¦
'
W2-3437.
' . ¦' . . ¦ ¦' " • '
BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE STORE,

CHRISTMAS CLUB SPECIAL-Free 24"
G. S. WOXLAND CO.
miniature Kroehler semi-trailer truck, WEST CENTRAL location, compact 2Tel. tii-KAS
Rushford , Minn.
made by Slructo with purchase of any
*edroom home, newiy redecorated, all
PUREBRED DUROC boars and gilts. CllfKroehler Signature chair at BURKE'S
on 1 floor, carpeted, adults preferred.
lord Holt, Lanesboro, Minn., (Pilot
THE HOLIDAY SEASON la upon us, which
FURNITURE MART, 3rd & Franklin,
Tel. «!4. .
means more cooking, baking, entertain- . Mound).
Open Wed, 5. Frl. evenings.
ing, Wouldn't It be nice to have the
PARTLY FURNISHED modern 2-bedconvenience ol an In-Slnk-Erator gar- REGISTERED CHESTER White boar- WEWI HOST cleans carped wllhout waroom house, attached qaraj e, large
tor sale. Wesley Beyer, Utica, Minn.
bage disposal? If you can't talk the
ter. Use your rooms Instantly. It'a so
aorch, garden space, school bus. Tel.
Tel; Lewiston Am.
hubby Into having one Installed right
easy with Ihe HOST electric Up Brush.
8-1265 mornings-evenings.
now, how about hinting for one for
True colors and texture are revived
Christinas? For . details, call Santa at
without risk:, rust marks or shrinkage. SHUMSKI'S, Ttl. 8-3389 for details. Fermi, Land for Sal*
98
Frank O'Laughlin
. PLUMBING & HEATING
207 E. 3rd
Tel. 370J

99 Sale er Ran.; Exchanga 101

THREE-BEDROOM houae for tale, 121
Winona St. Garage, oil heat. Tel. t-2888.

. . .-.
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I I wilt sell the following personal property at public |j
J|
fv auction on

I Monday f . November .28; j :'
'

&.

¦

¦

:

¦

.
.
:

A ,M. Lots of small articles. . ¦ $.
I Starting promptly at 10:30
'' ¦
¦¦
'¦
¦'
_ >':
U
f Farm is located 7 miles Northeast of Canton, or 6 miles f i
I North of Mabel on Hwy. 43 then 4 miles West, or 15 miles f l
p. South of Rushford on Hwy. « then 3 miles West or 12 %
i mires Southeast of Lanesboro. Follow Thorp Auction §.
|Arrows. Lunch will be served by the W.S.C.S . ladies of i|j
|Ncwburg Methodist Church.
i.
|
I
70 PUREBRED ANGUS ~ One of Uie oldest Angus ;
I herds in the State of Minnesota. R4 years of breeding, ?;
s. original stock , brought from Scotland. Only reg. sires ;i ¦
hi used. Reg. papers dropped past 10 years. Bangs and TB $. '
M tested — no reactors , no suspects. Oldest cows 4th calf. \'\y
| 12 Angus cows bred back for April and May calves ; 8 ^
$ Angus bull calves, 7-8 months; 4 Angus heifer calves, 7-8 £
|1 months; 10 Angus cows heavy with calf; 18 Angus heifers, %
||2 years old, bred; 10 Angus steers , yearlings ; 7 Angus |'j
|heifers , yearlings ; 1 Reg. Angus sire , 2 year old ( Leary |;
'. '. • ¦
.. breeding).
.f
;_
MACHINERV - Old line but usable. Oliver "70" *;
s' . tractor with culti.ato r; Ford tractor ; Owatonna elevator , £
|I 30 ft. ; Oliver 2x16 tractor plow, saw rig for Oliver tractor ; :i\
I Rotary hoe on steels; 2 McD , single disks (14 ft . and 10 .j!
I It. ) ; 2 section spring tooth ; il hay loaders; McD, side do- ||
1 delivery ; grain drill; horse mower ; - -section drag; Oliver - .I combine , fi ft. ; Oliver 4-whcef spreader , on steel; Massey * .
j$ Harris 2-row planter; steel road drag; slip scraper ; two $
i|' 2-whee| trailers <1 with flat bed , 1 with wood rack) ; 2 |j
:|
.j-: steel wheel wagons; also junk machinery.
ANTIQUES — Wood cradle: trunk ; 4 coffee grinders ft
%
f . (3 small, 1 large) ; 3 key wind clocks; 2 old telephones; <:
X ¦ uplce box ; wooden butter prints ; wooden bowls and :.
|>. spoons; 3 battery radios ; cow bells ; rope bed ; round r
f i tabic; lamps; jars; copper boiler ; wooden wheels; rolling f
X
I'i pins; tub stand; copper tubing ; windows; screens , etr .
X
HOGS AND FEEDERS - 2 0 Duroc-Hamp. cross gilts . ¦ >]
\<i 22S lbs.; 2 Round hog feeders ; hog troughs ( wood and . 'j
s stcc f) ; food house on skids; barrel with hog waterer; ';. !.
barrel cart.
?i
^
SHOP EQUIPMENT •- Post drill ; bench saw , work |
I
;] bench; bolt shell; pressure pump, motor and tank ; 4 i.j
electric motors <two • 1 h.p., H n.p ,, !i h .p ) ; forge; 4 y
:
¦ | grader blades; wol l and pump tools.
;j
\
'
MISCELLANKOUS - Granary scale; tires , 14 inch; 4 |.
;!
I rolls slat cribbing; sack holder ; stanchions; water pipes ; ¦>!
3 2 garden plows ; fuel tank; post diggers and fencing |
!j equipment; fanning mill; grind stone; block and tackles ; .1
I belt; sprayer; pails nf grease; Rrease guns ; 300 gal. tank ; j
i oil cans; harness; saws; loots ; fog chains , shovels; ;' .
'] spades, etc.
•]
j
HORSES - 2 Morocco horses , mare and gelding li
broke (5 and (I yr. old) .
|
, THORP SALES CORP 'S EASY TERMS
!
|
,
OWNER; LESTER J- MILNE
|
Auctioneers: Howard Knudaen, Lie. No, 2 and
Lyle Erickson, Lie. No. 10
Clerk
:
Thorp
Sales Corporation , Rochester, Minnesota
I
Paul Evenson, Lanesboro Local Representative
|
Thorp Sales Corp. , Clerk , Rochester , Minn.
!
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By Milton Canniff
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DENNIS THE MENACE
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By Saunders and Ernst
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''First, the good news , dear! The damage will exceed
our $100, deductible ., f "
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